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FOREWORDV

I ALooki~ng back now, the compiteA dehc.'rbed in tk.L6 docawnen~t
can be zeen a.6 an ZimpoJxtLUt Atpping 6tone in the hiA6to'Ly
o6 computeA LanguaguA in Btitain. It wa6-comva&lAoned by
Fe'~anti Ltd 604 Uze in indu4ttiat contwL and automnation
p'cojeet6 whe~e the~e had been a .ttng &ui~tance to hi.gh
tevet ptogwammng tanguaga. Mutch uxu going to depend on
the quatity o6 the "~it compite.u, and in paxtieutat the
6.bLt Co~.a 66 compite4 6o&r the M9u.6. In the event tZ&
compiteA piwuved to be outhtandingtg e66ieient and 4tobu4t,
which happity ptevented attention being dive~ted 6'wom the
main objective - incteAed p/coductivit. I am a66WLed by
Fevzanti that thi6 objecti:ve wA~ teatized vexy quicek4.

That it t&u po.64ibte to puoduce the A~gu& 500 compZLPJL 60
expeditiouh6ty wu~ due Zn no 6matt meatu~e to the 6o6twakVe
tootA avaitabte to cornpiteA wsritem at RSRE - toot6 wohichI
we~e quickLy exptoited and 6haizpened by M Go.'~man. RSRE,
04 RRE as it woah, had tong team&ed the Kziddom 06 apptying
compute4 method6 to the puutoiton 06 computeA 6o6&xaJe.

Lanquagu. change and Co.'at 66 mus6t eventuatty be modi6ied
(and u.iatety di~ptaced) ah u,6eu& become moue deradn

* ~and compiteL wtiteu. di.6cove.4 new met hod6 06 deati~ng
tanguage p~obtem6. But-the techniqueA which we~e used inI
making the A.tgws 500 Co'~.ix compiteA a'~e not obhotete, and
h6houtd p'rove 06 paxticuta4 inte~Le.t and va&Le to the many
-imptementexs o6 Co~zo. 66.

P M WOODWJARD Feb/woxg 1977
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\ troduction

This documentation is a working description of the Coral 66 compiler for
the ARGUS 500 produced by RRtE under contract from Ferranti Ltd.

It serves not only as a guide to the actual operation of the compiler@ but
also an an example of the use of RRE compiler building tools and techniques.
These represent the culmination of many man years of research, as also do
same of the important Algorithms used within the compiler. These techniques

2 and Algorithms have been used in other compilers prod!oq4<by RRi, and details
have beeu-or. viii be, made freely available.

This description is not intended to be a specification of the Compiler, nor
is it intended as a guide to compiler writing for general publication. It
is hoped however that it contains sufficient information for the necessary,
understanding of the compiler operation required for its future maintenance.

Where any doubt is raised by, or ambiguity discovered in, the description of

any section of the compiler, reference should be made to the actual program

itself is written in Coral, this should not prove to be too difficult.

AThe use of the compiler to compile itself makes it to a large extent self
checking. Its very modular nature enables testing to be simplified am many
modules are non interacting. The central routine, about which the whole
compiler is built, uses a transformed syntax which has been exhaustively
checked by syntax manipulation programs. These features should enable a
high degree of confidence to be placed in the correct operation of the
Compiler.

Part 1 of this document contains the detailed description of the individual
modules forming the Compiler. This is preceded by notes on particular aspects
of the techniques and standards used, and by an overall description of the
compiler strategy, quoting the syntax rules in which it Is embedded.

Part 2 consists of printouts of the actual program of the compiler and of the
final syntax used. Each of these is accompanied by a list of all the
identifiers used, giving the names of the pages on which they occur# the number
of occurrences on each page, and the total number of occurrences.
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Language Definition

This implementation is based on the Official Definition of Coral 66, (May 1970)
and with the exception of two features, conforms to this definition.
(Type D without Recursion)

The first deviation concerns bit numbering: Ferranti standard bit numbering
is used. The second of these concerns Tables. On the ARGUS 500, it is
inefficient to multiply the index by the number of vords per entry each time
a field is referred to. Therefore only the total size of a Table is
specified, all indices requiring to be implicitly multiplied by the
appropriate factor. As a consequence of this, individual fields may not
be preset.

In addition to the Official Definition, the following extra features are
* incorporated:

* Shift Operators

Exponentiation

VALUE Procedures

Repeated Procedure Calls

Overflow Tests

Implied Tests against Zero

LABEL addresses as operands

SPECIAL arrays

Tracing Facilities

Test Compilation

Integers of specified significance

Alternative use of square brackets

Page Titles

Alternative Literal and Octal constants

Hexadecimal constants

Identifiers commencing with Z and 5
Macro Identifiers terminating with I

Optional Items preceded with ?
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Within the compiler, and also within the loader, addresses are handled as a
24 bit word in a consistent manner. Certain types of address will however
only occur in a limited context. In general an address consists of two
components: a base and an index. The base is in the range 0-7 and is held
in 'BITS' [3,6] of the word, and the index in 'BITS' [14,10]. The eight
different values of base refer to eight conceptual areas of core as follows:

Base Area Mnemonic

0 Absolute A

I Program P

2 Data D

3 Special data S

4 Common C

5 Library L

6 External E

7 Working constants W

These areas are referred to by the first letter of the area name, and addresses
within these areas by the area letter followed by one or more octal digits for
the index. In the case of bases 1-4 the actual address is given by the sum of
the relevant base plus the index. In the case of base 5 (Library) the index
is the reference number of the library item. The index in the case of base 6
(External) is made up of two components, 'BITS'[5,10] being the number of the
external relocation base, and 'BITS'[9,15] being 'OCTAL'(400) plus the
displacement about that base. Base 7 (Working constants) is used to enable the
loader to optimise the allocation of storage for fixed constants at load time.
Within the compiler the index is always zero.

Bases 1, 2 and 3 always refer to locations within the current segment, the
other bases referring to locations outside.

The remaining spare bits are used in the compiler and the loader to carry
auxiliary information in specialised cases.

The most frequent of these within the compiler is where 'BITS'[1O,0) are all set
to l's. In this case the value of the index is the number of an accumulator.
An address of this type is never passed to the loader as it is automatically
converted to an absolute address in the procedure OUTI. The value used to set
these bits is given by AARK.

Within the loader 'BITS'[3,3] may be used to hold a relativiser setting, these
* bits being in the correct position for setting the NWREL and NRREL registers.

4
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DATA ALLOCATION

All non-overlayed data declared within a program segment is allocated locations
within the D area of the Segment, and is addressed relative to the start of this
area. The variable used within the compiler for this allocation is DATANAX.

Two other variables are used, in conjunction with DATAMAXv for the allocation of
anonymous locations used as temporary workspace. These variables are DATASTART
and DATAPTR.

A flag PRESETOK is used to indicate whether presetting is allowed, preset items
being output using the transfer address DTA.

The actions taken within the compiler concerned with data allocation are as
follows:

A Before the compilation of a Program segment, the flag PRESETOK is set.
The variables DATASTART, DATAMAX, and DTA are all set to the starting
"address" of the data area. (ie Ta g=Dindex--O)

B At the start of a block, the current values of DATASTART, DATAMAX and
PRESETOK are placed on the stack. DATANAX is then set to the value
of DATASTART.

C As the declaration of each variable, table, and array, is processed,
it is allocated the address given by the current value of DATAMAX,
which is then incremented by the number of words required by the item
being declared.

D After each declaration, DATASTART is set to the value of DATAMAX.

E Before the first statement of a block, the flag PRESETOK is cleared.

F Before each statement within the block, DATAPTR is set to the value
of DATASTART.

G Temporary locations, used within a statement, are allocated using
DATAPTR, which is incremented by one each time. If its value exceeds
that of DATAMAX, this is also incremented. Temporary locations allocated
in this way may be re-used if it is known that they are vacant.

H At the end of a block, the values of DATASTART and PRESETOK are restored
to their values held on the stack. DATAMAX is only reset if its stacked
value exceeds its current value. As a result of this action, at the
end of a Program segment, the value of DATAMAX will give the total
data requirement of the segment. Similarly, after the declaration of a
procedure, which is treated as a block even if it contains no declarations,
the value of DATAMAX will have been incremented by the total data
requirement of the procedure.

I Before a list of preset constants, the flag PRESETOK should be inspected.
If it is clear, the presetting is illegal, and the list of constants
must be ignored. If DTA is not equal to DATASTART, a directive is
issued to the loader to skip the data transfer address forwards, and#4 TA is set to the value of DATASTART.

J After each preset constant, the number is rescaled to the scale
required by the declaration. The number is only output if PRESETOK is
set and MTA is less than DATAMAX. The value of DTA is incremented by
one each time a constant is output.
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Chaining and Jumip Ostimisation

In general, the destination of conditional and unconditional jump instructions
generated by the compiler is not knovn at the time of their generation.

There are several solutions to this problem. One is( to generate pseudo
labels where the Jump is not explicitly to a label ('IF' . . #THEN' . . 'ELSE'
and use an assembler to insert the correct addresses. This usually requires
more than one assembler pass. Another method is to fill in the addresses by
a further compiler pass. A third method is to use a "branch ahead" table,
which records the addresses of incomplete jump instructions. When the
destination is discovered, directives are output to fill in the required
addresses. Unless this table is arbitrarily large it will become full at
some time.

The chaining method used by the compiler has none of the above disadvantages.
Consider the case of a simple forward jump to a label not yet set. The first
jump instruction is output with a zero address field, and its address stored
in the record for the label. If a second Jump instruction to the same label
is to be output, it is output vith its address set to the address of the first
jump, and the address of the first Jump in the label record replaced with that
of the second. This may be repeated an indefinite number of times without
using any further storage space within the compiler or loader. This builds
up a chain of jump instructions in the compiled program. When the destination
*finally discovered, the compiler outputs a directive to set the addresses

of the instructions on the chain to the required destination.

Further complexities arise in the single pass compilation of block structured
languages. Consider the following example:

1 'BEGIN' 'FIXED'

2 L: . .

3 'BEGIN' 'FIXED'...

4 1GOTO' L;.

5 'BEGIN' 'FIXED'...

6 'GOTO' L;...

7 1~~GOTO' L;...

8 'END' LEVEL 3;
9 L
10 'END' LEVEL 2;

11 'GOTO' L;...

12 'END' LEVEL 1;

When compiling the jump of line 4P it is not safe to assume that the jump is
to the label L of line 2. In fact, although the information is not available
at this point# it is a jump to the label L of line 9. Similarly, when

* compiling the Jump of line 6, it is not safe to assume that the jump is to the
label L of line 2, or even that it is the same label L referred to in line 4.

Howeer#when compiling the Jump of line 7# it is safe to assume that the
reference to the label L is a reference to the same label used in line 6,
because these both occur at the sawe block level. When the end of block level
3 is reached on line 8# it may be deduced that the label L referred to on line
4 is the same label L referred to on lines 6 & 7 because it has not been set
at block level 3.



The setting of the label L on line 9 supplies the destination for the Jumps
of line. 4#,6# and 7. At the end of block level 2, line 10, this label goes
out of scope, and any record of it may be safely discarded# because it has
been set. The reference to the label L in the jump on line 11 may safely be
taken to be a reference to the label of line 2 because these both occur at
the same block level.

Thus, when searching for a label record, only the list pertaining to the
current block level may be used.

These complexities introduced by block levels do not present any great problems
when chaining is used. All cases may be handled with the following directives:

1 Set chain starting at N to current program address

2 Join chain M on to end of chain N

3 Set chain Nto address A

The first directive is sufficient for non-block structured cases# and is used
to set forward references within a block level. It may be seen that this
directive is in fact a special case of the third.

The second directive would be used in such cases as given at line 8 of the
above example. Here a chain exists for block level 3 and also for level 2
(in its simplest form). As it is desirable to discard the level 3 record, the
level 3 chain is joined on to the end of the level 2 chain, using a type 2
directive, only one reference within the compiler being retained. 'Jhen the
label is subsequently set, in line 9, a type 1 directive is used to set this
composite chain.

If however the label setting of line 9 had been omitted, when the end of block
level 2 was reached in line 10, it would be discovered that the label was
already set at block level 1. In this case, the third type of directive
would be used to set the chain to the address of the label in line 2.

Apart from Jumps generated as the result of explicit 'GOTO' statements, there
will be a considerable number of Jumps generated "anonymously", not to specific
labels, but implied by certain language features. The most obvious are those
concerned with conditional statements. A statement such as:

'IF' A=B 'THEN' 0.-D 'ELSE' E'-F;

might generate:

Compare________________________________ Ain

Jump if not equal

Assign D to C

/ Assin F toJump unconditionally)

Here it may be seen that two forward Jumps are involved, the first (conditional)
Jump skips over the consequence statement, and is due to be set at the
commencement of the alternative statement. The second jump is used to skip
over the alternative statement, and is due to be set at the commencement of
the following statement.



Where a condition involves more than one comparison, the Official Definition
states that the condition is to be evaluated from left to right only as far
as is necessary to determine the overall truth or falsity. This implies that
the condition is not to be evaluated as a Boolean expression, with only the
final result being tested; but that each comparison must be tested individually,
immediately after its evaluation.

Thus a statement such as:

'IF' A=B 'AND' C=D 'OR' E=P 'AND' G--H 'THEN' I-J 'ELSE' K-L;

might generate:

Compare A and B

Jump if not equal

Compare C and D

Jump if equal
Compare E and P

Jump if not equal
Compare G and H I

Jump if not equal

- Assign J to I

- Jump unconditionally

Assign L to K

This example illustrates that, irrespective of the complexity of a conditional
statement, only two chains are required. (per conditional depth). The first
of these is the "skip" or "false" chain, which is used to skip over the
consequence statement. The second being the "true" or "due" chain, which is
used to jump directly to the consequence statement, and is due to be set at
its commencement. The application of chaining to such cases should be obvious.

What is not so obvious however is how cases involving explicit conditional
jumps may be compiled efficiently. As an example, a statement such as:

'IF' As-B 'THEN' 'GOTO' L 'ELSE' 'GOTO' M;

might, in the worst case, generate:

Compare A and B

Jump if not equal

ToL- Jump unconditionally

- - Jump unconditionally

Jump unconditionally ;To K

whereas it would be preferable to generate:

Compare A and B

\To L, - Jump if equal

Jump unconditionally _o M
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and in a complicated case, such as:

'IF' A-B 'AND' C=D 'OR' E=-F 'AND' C=H 'THEN' 'COTO' L 'ELSE' 'SOTO' M;

to generate

Compare A and B

Jump if not equal

Compare C and D

Jump ifequal

Compare E and F j
Jump if not equal

Compare G and H

(To L Jump if equal
Jump unconditionally ~---.~To M

In the above example, the chains of jumps, which are set up before it is
discovered that a jump to a label is required# may be set to, joined on to,
or remembered as, the reference to the label at the appropriate block level.

This does not solve the problem of 'THEN' 'COTO' optimisation. It may be inferred
that it would be advantageous not to output the final test instruction on the
occurrence of the symbol 'THEN', but to defer its generation. In the case of
'THEN' 'GOTO' LABEL its sense is required to be reversed, but not in the case
of 'THEN' 'GOTO' SWITCH. Thus the syntactic detection of this case, although
possible, becomes rather complicated.

Explicit conditions also occur following the symbol 'WHILE' in 'FOR' statements.
It is interesting to note the similarity between the execution of the controlled I
statement if the condition is true, and the execution of the consequence
statement in a conditional statement. Implicit jumps are also generated as a
part of 'STEP' - 'UNTIL' elements, and also from the end of the controlled
statement to the instructions to calculate and test a further value of the
control variable.

Another case of implicit jumps is where procedure declarations occur at the
head of a block, and require to be jumped around. Where however, this block
is the outer block of a procedure, this jump may be omitted, as the entry
point of the procedure has not yet been reached. In the Argus implementation,
the location reserved to hold the pointer to the first executable instruction
of a procedure needs to be set when this point is reawhed.

In the case of typed procedures, it is desirable to check that the procedure
has at least one 'ANSWER' statement, and that a return to the point of call is
only made by means of such a statement. The return to the point of call by

- obeying the implicit return instruction at the end of the procedure body is
only applicable in the case of untyped procedures. In the Argus implementation,
a single return instruction may be generated after each 'ANSWER' statement, except
where 'PROCEDURE' 'TRACE' is required; in which case all 'ANSWER' statements
except one occurring as the last statement of the body require to be followed
by a jump to the tracing instructions generated at the end of the procedure.
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The scheme used by this compiler requires two chains at each conditional level,
referred to by the variables SKIPCHAIN and DUECHAIN within the compiler. It
also makes use of a variable, STATUS, which indicates the context in which a
statement occurs.

At the start of each statement, DUECHAIN holds a chain of jumps, which may in
fact be null, due to be set before the start of the compilation of the statement;
SKIPCHAIN holding a chain of jumps bypassing the statement. At this point,
the values assigned to STATUS indicate the contexts set out below.

STATUS=O

Control is passed normally from the preceding statement. If DUECHAIN is non
zero, the statement is also entered by means of a jump. (The contents of
the accumulators being undefined)

STATUS=1

Control is not passed normally from the preceding statement. This statement
can only be entered by a jump. If DUECHAIN is zero, the statement cannot be
entered.

STATUS=2

The preceding statement was an 'ANSWER' statment, and requires either an exit
instruction or jump to the end of the procedure (using EXITCH) depending on
whether trace is required. If DUECHAIN is zero, the statement cannot be
entered.

STATUS=3

The preceding symbol was 'ELSE', and an unconditional jump around this
statement is required before DUECHAIN (which will be non zero) can be set.

STATUS=4

The preceding symbol was 'THEN', (or OTHER' 'ELSE' together) and a conditional
jump around this statement is required before DUECHAIN (which may be zero)
can be set.

At the beginning of the compilation of a block which does not form the body of
a procedure, both STATUS and DUECHAIN will be zero, it being assumed that such
blocks are actually entered at their head.

If a procedure declaration occurs whilst STATUS is zero, an unconditional
jump, with an initially zero address part, is output, its location being
recorded in DUECHAIN. This is the instruction to skip over procedure
declarations. Its use could be avoided, but only at the cost of completely
re-ordering a segment, which is an extremely complicated operation with a
single pass compiler.

At the start of the procedure declaration, after the skip over instruction
has been output if required, the current value of DUECHAIN is stacked.
STATUS is then set to 1, and DUECHAIN set to the location of the pointer to the
procedure. (In the case of Library procedures, to the Library "address", with
a sign marker for the convenience of the loader.) After the deolarations, if
any, at the head of the procedure, DUECHAIN is set, STATUS is set to zero, and
the instructions to store the link and parameters generated as required.

1 10



At the end of the procedure declaration, DUECHAIN is restored to its stacked
value, and STATUS is set to 1. When the actual start of the block is found,
DUECHAIN will be set, thus completing the skip over instruction.

At the start of each statement, the value of STATUS is required to be
inspected, and the chain DUECRAIN is required to be set. Except in the case
of statements of the form 'GOTO' Label, this is carried out by the procedure
STATUS TEST, which is called by the compiling actions STATUSCHECK and
STATUSCODE. This procedure outputs the required jump instruction if the value
of STATUS is greater than one, and resets STATUS to zero. If DUECHAIN is
non-zero, STATUSTEST sets the chain to the current program address, and resets
DUECHAIN to zero.

Most statements will leave STATUS set to zero. Answer statements will however
set it to 2, and most cases of 'FOR' and 'GOTO' statements will set it to 1.

A conditional statement will initially set the value of STATUS to 4. The
current value of SKIPCHAIN is stacked, and SKIPCHAIN is set to zero in
readiness for the following condition. (DUECHAIN will at this point be zero.)
After each comparison (or overflow test), FUNCTION and ACCUMULATOR are set
to the appropriate values for a conditional jump instruction, the jump
occurring if the "result" of the comparison is false.

If the comparison is followed by the symbol 'AND', this jump is output with
its address on the SKIPCHAIN. If however the comparison is followed by the
symbol 'OR', the type of the test is reversed, the instruction output with
its address on the DUECHAIN, the SKIPCHAIN set to the following comparison,
and SKIPCHAIN cleared.

Following the symbol 'THEN', the consequence statement will be processed.
Provided that this statement is neither null, nor of the form 'GOTO' Label,
this will present STATUSTEST with a value of STATUS of 4. In this case the
conditional jump instruction will be output with its address on the SKIPCHAIN
before DUECHAIN is inspected.

If however, the consequence statement is of the form 'GOTO' Label, the type
of the test instruction is reversed. This is then output, using the chain for
the label as its address, DUECHAIN being linked onto the end of this chain
(or set, as appropriate). This case leaves DUECHAIN clear, and STATUS set to 5.

If the symbol 'ELSE' follows, preparation is made for the alternative statement.
The values of SKIPCHAIN and DUECHAIN are exchanged, thus the skip over the
consequence statement being due to be set at the start of the alternative
statement. If STATUS is zero, it is set to 3 to indicate that a jump to skip
over the alternative statement will be required. If however the value of
STATUS is 5, this jump is not required, and STATUS is set to zero. If the value
of STATUS is 4, the consequence statement was null, the type of the test
instruction is reversed, and STATUS left set to 4.

The alternative statement will usually present STATUSTEST with a value of
- STATUS of 3. In this case, an unconditional jump instruction, with its address

on the SKIPCHAIN, will be output. If however, the alternative statement is
of the form 'GOTO' Label and STATUS is 3, no instructions will be output. In
this case the DUECHAIN is set to the address of, or added onto the chain for,
the label; STATUS being reset to zero.

• 11
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At the end of the conditional statement, the value of STATUS will only be 4 if
the consequence and alternative statements are both void. The test instruction
is output only if it is an overflow test. If the value of STATUS is greater
than 2, STATUS is set to zero. The SKIPCHAIN is then joined on to the end of
the DUECHAIN, and SKIPCHAIN reset to its stacked value.

'FOR' statements also stack the value of SKIPCHAIN, this chain being used in
conditions and tests within the for-list. Except in the case where the
for-list is a single step-until element consisting only of three constants, the
SKIPCHAIN is used to exit from each for element in turn, as it becomes
exhausted, and finally from the for statement.

At the end of the for statement, the value of SKIPCHAIN is assigned to DUECHAIN,
and SKIPCHAIN reset to its stacked value. Where the simple step-until case
has been detected, STATUS will be left set to zero. Otherwise it will be set
to 1, except in certain cases where it will be left set to 2.

( 'FOR' . . (,).. 'WHILE' . . 'DO' . . 'ANSWER' )

The cases of a statement of the form 'GOTO' Label occurring as consequence
and alternative statements has been mentioned above. Where a statement of
this form occurs, and STATUS is 1 or 2, no instruction is output, the DUECHAIN
being set to the address of, or Joined on to the chain of, the label. Where
STATUS is zero, an unconditional jump to the label is output, and STATUS is
set to 1.

The compilation of a 'GOTO' Switch statement is always preceded by the
execution of STATUSCHECK. After the required instructions have been output,
STATUS is set to 1.

At the end of the body of an untyped procedure, a return instruction is output
unless STATUS is 1 and DUECHAIN is zero. In this case the procedure has been
left by means of a goto statement, and a return to the point of call is not
required.

A typed procedure must have at least one 'ANSWER' statement. This will leave
STATUS set to 2 and/or EXITCH set non-zero. If, at the end of the procedure,
DUEC1AIN is non-zero or STATUS is zero, an attempt is being made to return to
the point of call other than by an 'ANSWER' statement.

At the end of a Program segment, a final stop instruction is required, unless
DUECFAIN is zero and STATUS is 1. In this case the program is effectively
terminated by a jump.

Conditional expressions require the values of both SKIPCHAIN and DUECHAIN to
be stacked. STATUS optimisation is not applicable in this case, so the value
of STATUS is left unchanged.
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The Compiler-Loader Interface

The output of the compiler is a form of relocatable binary. In the basic
form of the compiler, this is punched on paper tape. The unit of information
output by the compiler ('PROCEDURE' OUT5 ) is a five character group, each
character requiring six bits. These characters are output as if they were
legible characters, and so the standard internal-external code conversion
routines may be used. The first character of the group is a directive or
tag (T) character, the remaining four characters being treated as a 24 bit
word, (w).

Where the tag indicates that the word (W) is to be stored as part of the
current segment, the three most significant bits of the.tag (T) fpecify
with which transfer address the word is to be loaded, and the three least
significant bits specify with which base the word is to be relocated. It
should be noted that Program instructions are initially stored with the
address in the least significant fourteen bits, and subsequently given ten
places of left cyclic shift.

Most of the tag values used for directives require more than one word to
specify the action required. Thus the requirement for a multi-length group
arises. This is satisfied by allocating tag 0 as a (prefix) continuation
tag. When a continuation tag is read the current word (W) is stored in an
array, and the index used in referring to this array incremented, thus
variable length directives may be used. This is required in the cases where
a string is passed as part of a directive. The first location of this array
is referred to as C, and the subsequent locations as CI, C2 etc.

Where an address is specified as part of a directive, the form of the
address is exactly the same as that used within the compiler. Before use,
the address is relocated with the base specified by bits 6-8 of the word.

List of Tajs

0 Continuation, store W in Cn , r--n+l

1 Size Block, W=checksum, C = Pro-ram, C= Data, C2 = Special

* 2 Display message, W=DISP, C=string
3 Start of common check, W=common checksum
4 Library Variable Block, W=checksum, C=Lib noC 1 =Value, C2 =Identifier

5 Library Check, W=LCHQ
6 Entry Block, W=NTER
7 Stop Block, W=STOP
8 Store Program, relocate as Absolute
9 Store Program, relocate as Program

10 Store Program, relocate as Data
11 Store Program, relocate as Special data
12 Store Program, relocate as Common
13 Store Program, relocate as Library
14 Store Program, relocate as External
15 Store Program, relocate as Working constant, C=constant
16 Store Data, relocate as absolute

* 17 Set chain W to current program address unless W -e, in which case
4 set entry point for Library procedure W.

18 Set chain W to address C
19 Store Data, relocate as Special data
20 Join chain W on to end of chain C
21 Set common W to procedure C
22 Set common W to switch C
23 Set common W to label C
24 Store Special data, relocate as Absolute
25 Store Special data, relocate as Program
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26 Store Special data, relocate as Data
27 Store Special data, relocate as Special data
28 Store Special data, relocate as Common
29 Store Special data, relocate as Library
30 Store Special data, relocate as External
31 Skip Data transfer address forward to W
32 spare
33 Print address W and Identifier string C
34 Print instruction W and comment string C
35 Change instruction W to 4 JCS
36-38 spare
39 End of segment, W=segment checksum. (C=Common checksum)
40-55 spare
56 Check Common location W, C=Identifier string
57-60 spare
61 Program Segment, W=Common checksum, C=Identifier string
62 Library Segment, W=Library number, C=Identifier string
63 Common Segment, W--O, C=(COMMON)

List of Compiler Sections Generating Tags

0 0UTC01T
1 FINISKSEG
3 COMOFF
4 SETLIBVAR
7 TTAIL
8-16 0UT24

17 SETCHAINTOPTA
18 JOINCHAINS & ENDFOR
19 0UT24
20 JOINCHAINS
21-23 ENDPROG
24-30 0UT24
31 SKIPDTA
33 DIAG
34 OUTI
35 SETRT
39 ENDSEG
56 COMOFF
61-63 STARTSEG

Size Blocks ( Tag 1 )

The segment size block, which although only output after the segment has
been compiled, must be read by the loader before the header of the segment.
The format of a size block is as follows:

W Checksum for block

C Program Size

. C1  Data Size

C2  Special Data Size

A size block must be followed by a segment header block ( tags 61-63 ).
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Proiram Header Block ( Tag 61 )

W Common checksum

C Segment Identifier String

Only if a segment has been compiled as a single segment program, without
a Common communicator having been read, will the word W be zero. If the
word W is non zero, it must be identical to the Common checksum of the
previously loaded Common segment.

Library Procedure Header Block ( Tag=62 )

W Library reference number of Procedure

C Procedure Identifier String

If there is an outstanding requirement for the procedure, the segment
should be loaded. Otherwise it should be ignored, by scanning forward
until an end of segment tag (39) is read.

Common Segment Header Block ( Tag=63 )

W Zero

C ,(COMMON)"

The Common checksum must be zero when the Common segment is loaded, ie
only one Common segment is allowed to be accessed by a Program segment.
The Common checksum is set by the C of the end of segment directive, and
subsequently cleared if a successful Common check has been made.

End of Segment Directive ( Tag=39 )

W Checksum for RLB tape

C Only present at end of Common segment, and gives Common
checksum

This directive indicates the end of a segment. In the case of a Common
segment, the Common checksum is in C, and subsequent segments referring to
Common must have the same checksum in their header. In the cases of Program
and Librety segments the Program area is to be given ten places of left
cyclic shift.

Library Variable Block ( TaR=4 )

W Checksum for block

C Library reference number of Variable

C1  Preset value of variable

* C2  Identifier String

If there is an outstanding requirement for the variable, this should be
set to the initial preset value.



Common Check Header Block ( TaR=3 )

W Common Checksum

This block is the header of a Common Check tape. The Common checksum inW must match that set up by the previously loaded Common segment. This
header is followed by directives ( Tag=56 ) which check that the
references within the Common area to Procedures, Switches, and Labels
have been supplied. The format of these directives is as follows:

W Location to be checked

C Identifier string

Provided that all the checks have been successful, when the end of
segment directive ( Tag=39 ) is read, and its checksum for the tape
found to be correct, the Common checksum is cleared. Unless this is
cleared, the program cannot be entered. (or another Common loaded)

Instructions referrinK to Constants ( Ta =15)

W Instruction

C Constant

It is left to the loader to optimise the following:

1 The use of the functions 04-07

2 Allocation of storage for constants

In the first case, if the constant is "short", after negation if negative,
and the function is in the range 00-03, the function is changed, and the
constant inserted into the address field.

In the second case, only one copy of each constant will be stored,
irrespective of the number of references to it in different segments
(including Library). The address of the constant is inserted into the
instruction, and the function part unaltered.

Change Instruction Directive ( Tag=35 )

W Address of instruction

This directive is used in certain cases of 'FOR' statement. The instruction
* at location W is to be changed from an 0 JZE to a 4 JCS and the address

set to the current Special Data transfer address. (See SETRT)

Print Address Directive ( Taa=33)

W Address

C Identifier String

These directives are generated by DIAG if the 'LEVEL' is 2 or 3. These
enable "milestones" to be printed at load time with their actual address.
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Print Instruction Directive ( Ta=34 )

W Address of Instruction

C Comment string

These directives are generated by OUTI if the 'LEVEL' is 3. These enable
instructions to be printed out in absolute form together with a commentary.
As the address of the instruction may not be set until the end of the segment,
this requires a second pass of the segment block.

References to Library ( Tags=13.29 )

W Least significant 14 bits contain reference number.

The Library reference number should be replaced by the address of the
(pointer to) the Library item.

References to External Addresses ( Tags=14.30 )

W Least significant 14 bits contain external "address"

The address requires the addition of the specified external base to the
displacement.

Paser Taoe

The paper tapes punched by the compiler are made up from combinations of
the items given below. All tapes are in ISO code with even parity, and
except for blank and erase characters, contain only the 64 "printing"
characters, corresponding to the internal code representations 0-63.

A Stop Block and Erases

The five characters 7STOP followed by 20 erases.

B Blank

Ten inches of blank tape.

C Size Block

Gives space requirements for following segment. Comprised of
20 characters, and includes checksum.

D Segment Block

Gives the relocatable binary form of a Program, Common, or

Library segment; and includes checksum.

E Common Check Block

Enables a check to be made to ensure that all references
within a common segment have been supplied.
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F Library Data Block

Gives the Identifiers reference number, and preset value of
a Library variable; and includes checksum.

In addition, the following items m-y be used.

G Library Check Block

The five characters 5LCHQ.

H Entry Block

The five characters 6NTER

Proaan Seaments

The compiler punches the following items:

. BDBABCBAB

The size block (C) should be spliced on to the head of the tape, and the
second stop block discarded; thus re-ordering the items as follows:

BCBDBAB

The lengths of blank tape (B) between other items are ignored, and their
length is unimportant. Where several segments are to be loaded sequentially,
they may be spliced together, and all stop blocks (A) except the final
one, discarded.

Common Sements

The compiler punches the following items:

B DBABCBABEBAB

As with Program segments, the size block (C) should be spliced on to the
head of the tape, thus giving:

BC B D B AB

This tape should be loaded before any Program segments referring to it are
loaded. When all these Program segments have been loaded, the remainder
of the tape output for the common segment:

B EBAB

- should be loaded. This is the common-check tape, and unless this check is
satisfactorily completed, the loader will not allow the program to be
entered.
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Library Seaments

The compiler punches the folloking items:

BDBABCBAB

The size block (C) should be spliced on to the front of the segment block
(D), both stop blocks being discarded. The resulting tape:

B CB DB

should be spliced on to the front of the library tape.

Library Variables

The compiler punches the following items:

BFBAB

The stop block should be discarded, and the items:

BFB

should be spliced on to the front of the library tape.

Library Tape

The library tape should be built up incrementally, each Procedure referring
only to previously compiled Procedures and Variables. These must occur
on the relocatable binary library tape in the reverse order to that of
their compilation. This is why new segments must be placed on the head of
the tape. It is convenient for a library tape to end with the items:

BGBHB

This checks that the library is complete, and causes the program to be
entered at the start of the (first) Program segment. (Where a complete
Library is to be compiled, a utility program is available for processing
the compiler output without the need for tedious splicing.)
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Compiler Data Structures

The workspace required by the compiler consists of:

I A large table, STACK

2 Global variables and arrays

3 Groups of variables specific to certain language features.

4 Local variables for procedures and labelled blocks.

The table STACK, is declared as having only 39 words of store. This is the
fixed part which is directly referenced, usually by means of overlayed
identifiers. The variable part, which should exceed 3K words if the compiler
is to be compiled, is always referred to by pointers. These pointers usually
pointing to chains of records. The actual area occupied by the variable part
of the stack is set at load time, the three "area" pointers MCSTART, STACKSTART
and STAC!' OP being set up by the use of Externals. These three pointers refer
to areas of core relative to the start of the stack.

The nrea from MCSTART to STACKSTART is used for macro expansion, its size
depending upon the anticipated use of this facility. The area from STACKTOP
downwards is used to hold records of labels, this area being shared with the
main stack which starts at STACKSTART, and increases upwards. A check is made
to ensure that these two stacks do not overlap.

With the exception of Arithmetic Operand records, all records held on the main
stack are chained. The first word of each record holding a pointer, relative
to the base of the stack, which refers to the succeeding record of the same type.
At any one time there may be many chains of records on the stack, and extreme
care is required in removing them in the reverse order to that in which they
were placed on the stack. Fortunately, because of the nature of the language
being compiled, this does not present much difficulty.

Chained records are always placed on the stack using the procedure ONSTACK.
This has two parameters, the number of words of the record, and the location in
core of the first word. This procedure uses GRABSTACK to allocate the required
number of words, which uses STACKCHECK to ensure that this is available. When
the record has been placed on the stack, by MOVE, the first location in core
from which the record has been moved, is updated to point at the record. Records
may be moved off the stack, back to fixed locations in core by the use of
OFFSTACK. Note however that this procedure assumes that any space anove the
record on the stack is no longer required. There is automatically no stack
compaction, nor is it needed to languages of the complexity of Coral.

Groups of variables associated with certain (recursive) language features are
moved to and from the stack as the depth of (recursion of) the use of the feature
increases and decreases. These groups commence with the identifiers:

BLOCKCHAIN,LABCHAIN,PROCCHAIN,IFCHAIN,EXPRCHAIN & FORCHAIN

F The features with which these groups are associated may be deduced from their
identifiers.

Not all groups on a given chain are always of the same length. In the case of
EXPRCHAIN for example: when the expression level is raised by one, at an
opening round bracket, five words are placed on the stack, on the expression
chain. When a procedure call is detected however, eight words are placed on the
stack on the same chain. The extra expression level being required at the
procedure call level for the evaluation of parameters.
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A very important chain is the DECLIST chain of Identifier Specification records.
This holds the specifications of all identifiers (except those of labels local
to a segment) which are in scope. These records consist of five words plus the
Identifier string. During the processing of declarations these records are
built up incrementally in the fixed part of the stack. These are moved onto
the main stack, usually in their completed form, by the compiling action NEWNAME.
The details of this type of record are given in the declaration of STACK, this
being the only type of record, (apart from Arithmetic Operand records, which
share the same structure) which is accessed whilst being held on the stack.

Advantage is taken of the effect of OFFSTACK of reclaiming all space occupied
above the record to which it is applied, in the actions at the end of a block.
This automatically reclaims space occupied by Identifier Specification records
of identifiers which go out of scope at that point. Because of the complexities
introduced by labels, the identifier records of labels are kept in a separate
stack, compaction being required at the end of a block. As no type information
is required to be kept, these records are shorter.

Where an Identifier Specification record is that of a procedure, the PARAI11SPE-C
word points at a Parameter Specification record, which usuplly follows the
procedure's Identifier Specification record. This record is of between one and
seven words in length. It holds a summary of the parameter requirements of a
procedure, in the form of the TYPEBITS word of each parameter, and is terminated
by a negative word. Thus if a procedure requires no parameters, its Parameter
Specification record consists of a single negative word. As a procedure cannot
have more than six parameters, this record cannot exceed seven words in length.

Arithmetic Operand records are created for each primary during the compilation

the same structure as Identifier Specification records. The first word of these
records is not a chain pointer (CHAIN), but a pointer to a string (SPILL), which
is used as the comment in a Level 3 listing.

Where a primary is an identifier, possibly subscripted or with parameters, the
Arithmetic Operand record is created by copying the relevant four words from
the Identifier Specification record, and setting the first word to point to the
identifier string in the Identifier Specification record. (By LOOKUP)

Where a primary is not derived from an identifier, for example a constant, the
Arithmetic Operand record is synthesised from the available information, and the
string pointer set to point to an appropriate fixed string (eg "(CONST)").

Arithmetic Opernad records are placed on the top of the stack. Only the two
records currently at the top of the stack are referred to during the generation
of instructions for arithmetic operations. These two records are referred to by
means of the pointers LH and RH, which point to the left hand and right hand
operands of the current operator. When an Arithmetic Operand is added to, or
deleted from, the stack, the pointers LH and RH are updated.

Whilst generating the instructions for an arithmetic operation, (eg *) the
information held in the records referred to by LB and RR is utilised. At the

- completion of this, the top (RH) record is deleted, and the remaining (Li!)
record modified to become the record of the result of the operation. Thus,
after the compilation of an arbitrarily complicated expression, only one
Arithmetic Operand record remains, this giving the details of the result.
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Procedure calls cause one record to be set up on the occurrence of the procedure

identifier, and also one record for each parameter. When the call is completed,

the records for the parameters are deleted, and the record for the 
procedure

modified to give the details of the result.

Subscripts are processed term by term. The compiler actions operating on the

record of the current term, and the record of the variable being 
subscripted.

After each term has been processed, its record is deleted. This optimisation is

also used for shift operations, in which case a temporary record, 
similar to that

of an anonymous reference, is used for the operand giving the number 
of places

*of shift.
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LIBRARY ENTRANTS REQUIRED BY CORAL COMPILER

A For Trace and Diagnostics

'LIBRARY' 'PROCEDURE' %ENDOFPROG/1;

This is called at the end of every program segnent which does not finish
with a GOTO statement.

'LIBRARY' 'PROCEDURE' -,JNSETLABEL/2('VALUE' 'INTEGER' LABEL);

This is called when a jump is attempted to a label which has not been
set. The name of the label is passed in the form of a string as the
parameter.

'LIBRARY' 'PROCEDURE' %LABELTRACE/3( 'VALUE' 'INTEGER' LABEL);

This is called when a label in the scope of a 'LABEL' 'TRACE' directive is
jumped to or passed through. The name of the label is passed in the form
of a string as the parameter.

'LIBRARY' 'PROCEDURE' %ENTERPROC/4( 'VALUE' 'INTEGER' PROC);

This is called when a procedure in the scope of a 'PROCEDURE' 'TRACE' directive
is entered. The name of the procedure is passed in the form of a string as
the parameter.

'LIBRARY' 'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' %EXITPROC/5('VALUE' 'INTEGER' PROC);

This is called when a procedure in the scope of a 'PROCEDURE' 'TRACE' directive
returns to the point of call. The name of the procedure is passed in the form
of a string as the parameter. This procedure must 'ANSWER' %ANSDUIP to restore
the result in cases where the procedure being traced delivers a result.

'LIBRARY' 'PROCEDURE' %ANSWER/6('VALUE' ANSWER:SCALE);

This procedure is called when a procedure in the scope of a 'PROCEDURE' 'TRACE'
directive delivers an answer. The first parameter is the result of the
procedure and the second parameter its type-scale. The answer must be assigned
to %ANSDUMP so that it may be restored by %EXITPROC.

'LIBRARY' 'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' %ASSIGN/7('VALUE' RESULT:SCALE; 'VALUE' 'INTEGER' VAR)

This procedure is called after the value of an assignment statement in the scope
of an 'ASSIGNMENT' 'TRACE' directive has been computedj, and before the actual
assigmment takes place. The first parameter is the value calculated and the
second parameter its type-scale. The third parameter is the name of the
variable to which the assignment is to be made, this is passed in the form of

- a string. Where the assignment is to be made anonymously the string is
,I. "(ANON)".

This procedure must 'ANSWER' RESULT; to restore the value.

'LIBRARY' 'INTEGER' %ANSDUMP/8

This variable is used to store the result of a procedure between calls of
%ANSWER and EXITPROC.
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'LIBRARY' 'PROCEDURE' %FORTRACE/9('VALUE' VAL:SCALE; 'VALUE' 'INTEGER' VAR);

This procedure is called each time the controlled statement of a for-statement
within the scope of a 'LOOP' 'TRACE' directive is entered. The first parameter
is the value of the control variable, and the second its type-scale. The third
parameter is the name of the variable in the form of a string.

B Floating Point Arithmetic

The following procedures preserve the setting of the overflow indicator on entry,
and reset it to its previous setting on exit; unless the operands cause the
procedure to deliver a result which lies outside the prescribed range, in which
case the overflow indicator will be set on exit, and the result will be zero.

'LIBIARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' %FPFLOAT/1O('VALUE' NUMBER:SCALE);

This procedure is used to convert 'INTEGER' and 'FIXED' values to 'FLOATING',
in standardised form. The first parameter is the number to be converted, and
the second its type-scale.

'LIBARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' .FPMULT/11('VALUE' 'FLOATING' AB);

This procedure performs the floating point multiply operation, delivering as
its result the floating point value of the first parameter times the
second parameter. ( A*B )

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' %FPADD/12('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A,B);

This procedure performs the floating point add operation. ( A+B )

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' %FPSUB/13('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A,B);

This procedure performs the floating point subtract operation. ( A-B )

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' %FPDIV/14('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A,B);

This procedure performs the floating point divide operation. ( A/B )

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' %FPRAISE/15('VALUE' 'FLOATING' AB);

This procedure performs the floating point exponentiate operation. ( AtB )

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' %FPRAISEi/16
('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A;'VALUE' 'INTEGER' I);

This procedure performs the floating point exponentiate operation to an
integer power. ( All )

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' %FPRSUB/17('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A,B);

This procedure performs the floating point subtract operation with the
operands interchanged. ( B-A )

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' %FPRDIV/18('VALUF' 'FLOATING' AB);

This procedure performs the floating point divide operation with the operands

interchanged. (B/A)

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' %FPRAISE/19( 'VALUE' 'FLOATING' A,B);

This procedure performs the floating point exponentiate operation with the
operands interchanged. ( BtA )
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'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' %FPRRAISEi/20
('VALUE' 'INTEGER' I; 'VALUE' 'FLOATING' A);

This procedure performs the floating point exponentiate operation to an

integer power, the operands being in the reverse order to those of
%FPRAISEi. ( AtI )

'LIBRARY' 'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' %FPFIX/21
('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A; 'VALUE' INTEGER' SCALE);

This procedure converts the floating point number supplied as the first
parameter to the scale specified by the second parameter.

C NON-STANDARD LIBRARY PROCEDURES USED BY FLOATING POINT ARITeIETIC

'LIBRARY' 'PROCEDURE' %FPNORM/22; @7-number,@6-exponent,@4-link+overflow marker.

This procedure normalises and packs floating point numbers. On exit the
floating point number is in @7, and overflow is only set if the sign bit
of @4 was 1 on entry. If however, the number is out of range, %-PERROR
is called.

'LIBRARY' 'PROCEDURE' PFPERROR/23; @4=link

This procedure is entered by all floating point procedures where the operands
or the results lie outside the specified range. This procedure sets overflow
and clears @7; (This procedure could be revised to have a parameter specifying
the type of error, this could be either a simple integer or a string).

'LIBRARY' 'PROCEDURE' %FPLOGCOM/50; @7=floating point number,@5=link

This procedure evaluates the logarithm to base e of the floating point number
supplied in @7 as a'FIXED' (18,11) number in @7. If overflow is set on entry
the sign bit of @4 is set to 1. This procedure does not use 3-6.

'LIBRARY' 'PROCEDURE' %FPEXPCOM/52; @7=number, @4=link+overflow marker,@3=-scale.

This procedure evaluates e to the number given in @7 after fixing the numbers
using the scale given in @3. This procedure exits to %FPNORM without
altering @4.

D OTHER FLOATING POINT PROCEDURES

(See note on section B regarding overflow)

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' LOG/51('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A);

This procedure evaluates Loge(A), where A>O.

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' EXP/53('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A);

AThis procedure evaluates e'4 'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' EXPM/54('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A);
This procedure evaluates e-A.

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' SIN/61('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A);

This procedure evaluates sine(A), where A is in radians.
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'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' COS/62('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A);

This procedure evaluates cosine(A), where A is in radians.

'LIBRARY' 'FLOATING' 'PROCEDURE' ARCTAN/63('VALUE' 'FLOATING' A,B);

This procedure evaluates tan- I (A/B). The result is in radians in the
range _+7.

E OTHER PROCEDURES DELIVERING A NUMERIC RESULT

'LIBRARY' 'VALUE' 'PROCEDURE' SQRT/40:OUTSCALE('VALUE' X:INSCALE);

This procedure evaluates the square root of X, where X>O. The result is
scaled to the scale required by OUTSCALE. Overflow will only be set on exit
if it was set on entry, if X is negative, or the result cannot be rescaled
to the required scale.

'LIBRARY' 'FIXED'(24,23)'PROCEDURE' FIXSIN/65( 'VALUE' 'FIXED'(24,23) X);

This procedure evaluates sine (rrX). (ie X is scaled in half revs)
Overflow is cleared on exit. As a result of -1.0 would cause overflow,
sine('/2) is represented by 1-2 " 23 . Similarly sine(- /2) is represented

by -1+2
- 23

'LIBRARY' 'FIXED'(24,23)'PROCEDURE' FIXCOS/66('VALUE' 'FIXED'(24,23) X);

This procedure evaluates cosine( X) using sine( (X+)).

'LIBRARY' 'FIXED'(24,23)'PROCEDURE' RANDOM/71;

This procedure delivers random numbers in the range 0 to 1 .

'LIBRARY' 'INTEGER' RANDOMINT/70- 262143;

This is used as workspace by RANDOM. Its initial setting determines the
sequence of random numbers produced by RANDOM.
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READER

Introduction

The Reader (pre-processor) is the only section of the compiler concerned
with the individual characters which form the source program. It processes
these, grouping them as required, to produce a series of symbols representing
the source program. This symbol sequence is then analysed by the syntax
analyserp which in this implementation not only checks for the legality of
their occurrence within the sequence, but also invokes the required compiling
actions at the appropriate points.

Some symbols may have an arbitrarily large number of character combinations
allowable as their representation. These differing representations although
syntactically indistinguishable are semantically distinct. Thus a symbol
group may not only have a syntactic "value" associated with it, but may
also have a semantic "value" which is a function of the actual characters
themselves. For example: in this implementation, a non-zero integer
constant has a single syntactic "value", but has over sixteen million
possible semantic values (which in this case is its numeric value), and
several times this number of permitted representations.

The syntactic symbols are passed to the syntax analyser, one symbol per
call of READER, using the variable Ti. As semantic values are evaluated,
they are passed to the compiling actions through global variables# these
being-. NJMBER,NUMBERSCALE ,RELOP ,ACCUMtTLATOR,FUNCT IONNACC and NAME. In
the last case NAME is the start of an area into which completed strings
representing identifiers are placed. It would be possible to incorporate
the syntax for identifiers into the table which is used to steer the syntax

* analyser. This would however prove to be rather slower in operation. As
the macro expansion facility is required, the Reader must examine each
identifier before it is "seen"'by the syntax analyser, to determine whether
it is the identifier of a macro. If macro expansion is not required, the
string is moved to NAME. An alternative method could be used, where each
identifier is represented by a unique integer value, new values being
assigned to identifiers on their first occurrence. This technique is often
used in conjunction with "Hash Tables".

The Reader removes from the source program all layout and comment, Macro
definitions, deletions, and calls; and also 'HALT' directives and
optional items.
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READER: INFORMATION FLOWd

Data to compiling
actions

T Checked terminal symbols

CSUM Common checksum

Constants

RELOPRelational operators

ACCUM4ULATOR Code instructions

* FUNCTION )Shift operators

NACC Accumulator operands

NAME___ Identifiers
_________and

__________strings
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LIST OF TERMINAL SYMBOLS PASSED TO SYNTAX ANALYSER

Value Symbol Representation

0 Zero Constant Any zero constant
1 Integer Constant Contains integer part only
2 Real Constant Includes . and/or &
3 Shift Operator 'SRA', 'SLA', 'SRL'I 'SLC'
4 Relational Operator > 'GT', <= 'LE', <> 'NE',

= 'EQ', < 'LT', >=- 'GE'
5 String Enclosed in " quotes
6 Code Instruction Octal digit followed by 3 Letters
7 Differ 'DIFFER'
8 End 'END' , 'E'
9 If 'IF'

10 Colon
11 Semicolon
12 Then 'THEN'
13 Overflow 'OVERFLOW' 'OVR'
14 No 'NO'
15 Trace 'TRACE'
16 Assignment ' ASSIGNMENT'
17 Loop 'LOOP'
18 And 'AND'
19 Or 'OR'
20 Union 'UNION'
21 Location 'LOCATION' 'L'
22 Mask 'MASK'
23 Special 'SPECIAL'
24 Open Round Bracket ( 1
25 Close Round Bracket ) l]
26 Multiply *
27 Plus +
28 Comma , ['BIT']
29 Minus
30 Self 'SELF', *
31 Divide/
32 Accumulator @O,@1 ,@2,@3,@4,@5,@6,@7
33 Array 'ARRAY' , 'A'
34 Begin 'BEGIN' , 'B'
35 Code 'CODE'
36 Do 'DO'
37 Else 'ELSE'
38 For 'FOR'
39 Goto 'GOTO' a 'C'
40 Common 'COMMON'
41 Integer 'INTEGER' * 'I'

42 Fixed 'FIXED' a 'F'
43 Floating 'FLOATING'
44 Label 'LABEL'
45 Procedure 'PROCEDURE' , p
46 Identifier Starts with Letter Z £ , or
47 Unsigned 'UNSIGNED' & 'Us

48 Finish 'FINISH'
49 Switch 'SWITCH' S

50 Library 'LIBRARY'
51 Step 'STEP', :
52 Table bTABLE' , 'T'
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53 Until 'UNTIL' ,
54 Value 'VALUE' & 'V'
55 While 'WHILE'
56 External 'EXTERNAL'
57 Absolute 'ABSOLUTE'
58 Overlay 'OVERLAY'
59 Open Square Bracket [
60 Answer 'ANSWER'
61 Close Square Bracket ]
62 Power t * **
63 Becomes 4- ,
64 With 'WITH'
65 Compile (Spare) 'COMPILE'
66 Bits (Bit) 'BITS'
67 Load (Spare) 'LOAD'
68 Dump (Spare) 'DUMP'
69 Recover (Spare) 'RECOVER'
70 Level 'LEVEL'
71 Test 'TEST'

IThese alternatives may only be used in a limited number of casesl
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READER

k0eration

On entry to the Reader, from the syntax analyser, the previous "terminal
Symbol" is moved from TI to T, this symbol having been checked and found
to be legal. If the one character lookahead facility has been used, an
unprocessed character will be waiting in T2. This, for example, might
be the character following an identifier, which will not be a letter or
digit. If no character is awaiting processing# a call is made of the
procedure READ to supply the next character. This may come directly from
the program source, or from a macro expansion.

Having obtained the next character to be processed, it is used as an index
of the switch CHARACTER. This causes the section appropriate to the
character to be entered. This switch has 64 entries, but as many of the
entries are repeated it has only 18 distinct ways. This could probably be
programmed in rather less than 64 code instructions, but would be slower,
and much less amenable to alteration.

Simple_Symbols

The characters ( ) + , - / [ ] 1 *- are terminal symbols in their own right.
The corresponding entries in CHARACTER cause a jump to be made to the label
OK which is one of the exit points of the Reader. The character value has
been assigned to TI, and T2 is cleared (set to -1) before a jump is made
back to the syntax analyser at its label EXIT. This label is the common
return point for all compiling actions, which although taking the form of
a labelled block or section, are treated in the syntax as if they were
procedures. This saves over four words per action.

The other exit point from the reader is EX. This is used where the
character look ahead procedure READT2 has been used, and the character in
T2 inspected but unprocessed. As the actual instruction labelled EX is
a 'GOTO' EXIT all the jumps to EX will be set directly to EXIT, this being
an effect of STATUS optimisation.

Language Wcrds

A commonly occurring character is the ' character denoting the start of a
"language word". As each of these words has a fixed meaning, they form in
effect an extension to the character set. This is reflected in the operation
of the section PR, which is entered in this case. After the word has been
recognised by the use of RECOG, the value returned (range 7 - 90) is used
as an index of the switch ULWORD, which is used in a manner similar to that
of CHARACTER. As however values less than 72 represent language words which
are terminal symbols in their own right, this case is treated separately by
a test and jump to OK. This reduces the size of ULWORD to 19 entries,
although it has only 11 distinct ways.

List of Recognised Language Words
(Lower case represents optional letters)

Word Value
A (ARRAY) 33
ARray 33
ABsolute 57
AND 18
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ANSwer 60
ASsignment 16
B (BEGIN) 34
BIts 66
BEgin 34
C (COMMNT) 82+
CODe 35
COMPile 65?
COmMOn 40
COMMEnt 82+
DO 36
DUmp 68?
DIffer 7
DEFine 85+
DELete 86+
E (e) 8
EQ 75*
ENd 8
ELse 37
EXternal 56
F (FIXED) 42
FOr 38
FLoating 43
FIXed 42
FINish 87*
GE 77*
GT 72*
GOto 39
HEx 90*

HAlt 84+
I (INTEGER) 41
IF 9
INteger 41
L (LOCATION) 21
LT 76*
LAbel 44
LE 73*
LEVel 70 a
LIBrary 50
LITeral 89*
LOAd 67?
LOOp 17
LOCation 21
Mask 22
NE 74*
NO 14
OR 19
OCtal 88*
OVR (oVERFLow) 13
OVERLay 58

hf OVERFlow 13
P (PROCEDURE) 45
PRocedure 45

Recover 69?
S (SWITCH) 49
SElf 30
STep 51
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SWitch 49
SLA 79*
SLC 81*
SPecial 23
SRA 78*
SRL 80*
T (TABLE) 52
TEst 71
THen 12
TAble 52
TRace 15
U (UNSIGNED) 47
UNion 20
UNTil 53
UNSigned 47
Value 54
WIth 64
WHile 55

+ Value is not passed to syntax analyser
* Different value is passed to syntax analyser

? Spare word for future use

Character Pairs

Certain characters may be terminal symbols in their own right, or they
may be the first of a pair of characters representing a terminal symbol.
Each of these characters is allocated a section which tests the following
character to determine if the two characters form a pair. These pairs are
tabulated below:

Character Section Possible Pairs Alternative

* CN +-

< LS 'LE'
<> 'NE'

> GS >' GE'
• AS ** t

If a pair is detected, a jump is made to OK to delete the second character,
the appropriate value having been assigned to TI. If a pair is not detected,
a jump is made to EX leaving the second character set up in T2 until the
next entry to the Reader. If there were more pairs than tabulated above,
it would be preferable to use a single section to process character pairs,
using a preset table of combinations.

Comparators

The six possible comparators are treated as identical symbols syntactically.4As it does not affect the syntax for comparison which comparator is used,
they are all assigned the same terminal symbol value of 4. The variable
RELOP is however set to one of six values depending on which comparator
has been used.
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There are two alternative representations for each comparator, either a
single character or character pair (see above), or a two letter "language
word". In the first case the sections GS, ES, & LS are entered via CHARACTER,
and in the second case the section RO is entered via ULWORD.

The representations of the comparators, and the associated value of RELOP,
are as follows:

Representation Alternative RELOP

> IGT' -2

'LE' -1

'NE t  0

'EQ' 1

C LT' 2

>= 'GE' 3

These values have been carefully chosen. The two negative values represent
comparators for which there is no equivalent machine instruction, but by

reversing the order of the expressions to be compared (and adding 4 to
RELOP) use may be made of available machine instructions. In the case of
the four non negative values, the appropriate machine function code is
obtained by adding octal twenty. This gives an if-false-jump instruction,
whose sense may be reversed as required.

Shift Operators

The four shift operators are treated as identical symbols syntactically,
and are assigned the terminal symbol value of 3. These are recognised by
RECOG and the section SH entered via ULWORD. This calculates the function
code number from the value assigned to the symbol, which is stored in Ti.
This number is then stored in U-TCTION.

Shift Operator FUNCTION (octal)

'SRA' 30

'SLA' 31

'SRL' 32

'SLC' 33

Spaces and Newlines

Spaces are ignored in two ways. If a space is read and used as an index to
CHARACTER, the entry is SP which causes the next character to be read.

-.Where READT2 is used, this procedure specifically tests for the space
character, and if it is found, reads the next character. Newlines are
removed by READ.

Comments

Three types of comment are allowed, end comment, bracketed comment, and

explicit comment.

After reading and packing an identifier, a check is made to see if the last
terminal symbol was 'END'. This is performed by testing whether T contains
the terminal symbol number for 'END', which is 8. If it does, the identifier

is discarded and a jump back made to process the following character, which
will be held in T2.
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After each unquoted semicolon, occurring as a terminal symbol, or as the
terminator of a 'DEFINE', 'DELETE', 'COMMENT' or 'PAGE' item, a call is
made of SEMICOM.

This procedure checks for, and reads if present, bracketed comment. It
keeps a count of the bracket level, so that matched round brackets are
allowed within this type of comment.

Explicit comment, prefixed by 'COMMENT' (or 'C') is read in and ignored,
up to and including the terminating semicolon. 'PAGE' comment is a
special case of this type of comment. It is treated in the same manner,
but where LEVEL is non zero, it is printed on the monitor printer.

Optional Items

The use of the unquoted ? character allows a limited form of compile time
selection from the source program. If handswitch 1 is up, the character
is ignored, and the following characters processed. If handswitch 1 is
down, the ? is treated as if it were 'COMMENT', and the following
characters up to and including the following semicolon ignored.

Code Instructions

Except in identifiers, and hexadecimal constants, a letter following a
digit can only occur in code. This allows the fields of a code instruction
to be used without intervening separators such as commap Where an octal
digit is followed by a letter, the digit is stored in ACCUMULATOR and a
call made to RECOG to process the following three letter function code, the
value returned being stored in FUNCTION. The flexibility of RECOG would
allow function mnemonics to be of varying leingth, out the three letter groups
are used to ensure as near as possible conformity with Astrql. An
accumulator-function pair has a terminal symbol value of 6.

Where an accumulator is to be used as an operand or modifier it is represented
by the symbol 0 followed by a single digit accumulator number. This has
AMARK added and is stored in NACC. This representation has a terminal
symbol value of 32.

Strings

Strings are processed by the section ST which is entered when the opening
is read. The string is assembled in MCID and subsequently moved to NAME,
from where it is accessed by the compiling actions. As the string is
terminated by another " it is necessary to have an alternative representation
for this character within a string. This is achieved by representing the
symbol as "". Thus to represent a string containing A"B it is necessary to
write "A""B". A string is packed in standard Argus form and may contain up
to 63 characters.

A string has a Terminal Symbol value of 5.

T3
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Constants

The Reader processes all constants completely, before passing a Terminal
Symbol code representing the type of constant to the syntax analyser.
Constants may be in one of four forms; Character, Hexadecimal, Octal and
Decimal. In the first two cases the constant is an Integer, but in the
last two it may be either Integer or Real. A zero constant, whatever its
form, is treated as a special case. The constant is assembled in NUMBER
and its scale factor is placed in NUMBERSCALE for subsequent use by the
compiling actions. The types of constant and their Terminal Symbol values
are tabulated below.

Type Terminal Symbol value (Ti)

Zero 0

Integer 1

Real 2

Character Constants

The official definition only specifies one form of character constant.
This takes the form:

'LITERAL'(c)

where c is any printing character. In this implementation this may be
abbreviated to 4c. In either of these cases the standard internal
character value is stored in NUMBER and the constant treated as an
integer constant.

As a further extension, up to four characters may be used. These are
packed right justified in a similar manner to Alpha constants in Astral.
In this case the constant takes the form:

'LITERAL'n(ccc)

where n is in the range I - 4 and specifies the number of characters ccc.
'LITERAL' may be abbreviated tq 'LIT'. These constants are processed by
the sections CH ( 4 ), and LI ('LIT').

Hexadecimal Constants

These constants have only one form of representationI the symbol 'HEX'
* followed by one or more hexadecimal digits (0-9, A-F). These are assembled

by the section HX as a right justified integer constant in NUMBER. A
hexadecimal constant is treated as an Integer constant.

Octal Constants

These constants may be represented in a number of ways.

1 # ddd
2 'OCTAL' dddI3 'oCTAL'(ddd)

4;4 #J ddd
5 'OCTAL' J ddd6 #ddd.ddd

7 'OCTAL' ddd.ddd
8 'OCTAL' (ddd.ddd)
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where ddd represents from one to eight octal digits, and 'OCTAL' may be
abbreviated to 'OCT'. Forms 1, 2 & 3 are treated as right justified
Integer constants,and forms 4 & 5 as left justified Integer constants.
The remaining forms 6, 7 & 8 are treated as Real constants, and in this
case the integer part must be less than #40000000. The Official Definition
only permits forms 3 & 8.

Decimal Constants

These constants may be represented in a number of ways.

1 ddd

2 ddd.dd

3 &sd

4 ddd&sd

5 ddd.dd&sd

Where:

ddd represents I - 7 decimal digits whose value is less than 8388608

dd represents 1 - 6 decimal digits

sd represents a single decimal digit, optionally preceded by a
sign (+,-).

The first form is treated as an Integer, the remaining forms as Real. The
character & replaces the symbol 10 and is used to indicate powers of ten.
The real and fractional parts of a Real constant are stored as a fixed point
mixed number in NUMBER.FRAC prior to normalising to discover a suitable
scale factor. Thus if a small number is represented in form (2), as a zero
integer part and a fraction with leading zeros, accuracy will be lost. In
this case it is better to use form (5), with a negative decimal exponent.
eg 1 .2&-3 will give a more accurate constant than 0.001200.

Macro Definition

Macro definitions are processed by the section DF which is entered when the
symbol 'DEFINE' is recognised. This reads the macro definition and stores
it in the area of the compiler's stack reserved for macros. The record of
the macro definition consists of the following information stored in
sequential locations.

1 A chain pointer to the previously defined macros.

2 The number of parameters required.

3 The macro name, in standard string form.

4 The parameter identifiers (if any), in standard string form.

5 The body of the macro, stored as packed characters, four to a word.
The character " is represented by "", and the-body is terminated
by ";
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It should be noted that no attempt is made at this point to recognise the
occurrence of the identifiers of the parameters within the macro body.
Although the body of a macro is enclosed in quotes and is similar in
appearance to a string# it is not stored as a standard string as this would
restrict the number of characters in the body to 63. Advantage is taken of
the fact that the representation of the quote symbol within a macro body,
as in a string, is by a pair of quotes. A macro body being terminated by
a single unpaired quote, followed by an arbitrary character, semicolon being
used for convenience. Unlike a string, where paired quotes are reduced to
a single quote whilst packing, paired quotes are reduced to a single quote
whilst unpacking a macro body.

Macro Deletion

Macro deletions are processed by the section DL which is entered when the
symbol 'DELETE' is recognised. If the macro to be deleted is on the top of
the macro stack, and macro expansion is not in progress, the macro is
deleted by unchaining its record and recovering the space occupied. Its
record is thereby lost.

Otherwise the macro is deleted by setting the first word of its identifier
string to zero, thereby rendering its record inaccessable. In this case
the space occupied is not recovered, as a "garbage collector" is not
incorporated. Thus to ensure that the macro stack does net overflow, the
following rule should be observed:

Delete all macros in the reverse order to their definition.

It should be noted that the scope of macros does not follow the block
- .structure of the language, all macros being effectively global irrespective

of the block level at which they are defined. It is therefore suggested
that the following rule be observed:

All macros defined within a program segment should be deleted
at the end of the segment.

Identifiers and Macro Expansion

An identifier commences with a letter A-Z, a F-9 or a 6; and is followed by
letters and digits. The identifier is assembled in MCID by the section ID
calling IDENT.

If the identifier follows the symbol 'END' it is ignored as comment. If
the identifier is not the name of a currently defined macro, or of a current
macro parameter, it is moved to NAME and a Terminal Symbol value of 46
placed in Ti.

Otherwise a new level of macro expansion is set up. If the macro requires
parameters, the identifier must be followed by the correct number of
parameters, separated by commas and enclosed in round brackets. Each of
these parameters is used to form the body of a temporary macro which is given
the name of the appropriate parameter, which is obtained from the record of
the macro being invoked. Thus no special test is required for the occurrence

of a macro parameter within a macro body. If a macro requires no parameters
(and this applies also to parameters within macros) it may be optionally
followed by a I character, which is ignored.
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Once a macro expansion level has been set up, characters are read
sequentially from the macro body until the terminating unpaired quote is
read. This sequence can only be interrupted by the setting up of a
further level of macro expansion. When the terminator of a macro body is
read, the macro expansion level is reduced, which deletes any macros
declared within that level. The input is resumed from the next lower
level, at the point at which it was interrupted, after restoring T2, if
relevant. This case will only occur where a parameterless macro, or
parameter, is not followed by the I character.

Example of Macro Expansion

Consider the following portion of a program:

MACK
'BEGIN' 'INTEGER' ALPHA;
'DEFINE' LDX(ACC,ADD) "ACCI LDXADD I";
'CODE' 'BEGIN' LDX(7,ALPHA);

After storing the definition of LDX and reading the following 'CODE' 'BEGIN',
the identifier LDX would be recognised as being that of a macro. After
increasing the level of macro expansion by stacking the current values of
MCCHAIN,T2,MCSOURCE,MCBODY and MCLIST, temporary macros would be set up for
the two parameters. This would be equivalent to reading:

'DEFINE' ACC"7";
'DEFINE' ADD"ALPHA";

The body of LDX would then be read as the current input, and when the
identifier ACC was recognised as being that of a macro a further expansion
level would be set up, and the ! discarded. At this point, the next character
to be read would be 7. The state of the macro stack at this point is given
in the diagram below.

After reading the 7 the level would be reduced and the LDX would be read.
As this occurs after an octal digit it would be treated as a function mnemonic
and not an identifier. The letters ADD which follow would be treated as an
identifier, which would be discovered to be a macro, and replaced by ALPHA.
The expansion level would then be reduced twice, and the semicolon read.
This would terminate the identifier ALPHA, which not being a macro would be
passed on.

It should be noted that the occurrence of second parameter ADD in the body
of LDX is followed by an I character. This may at first sight seem to be
superfluous. If it were not present however, the recognition of the
termination of the occurrence of ADD as an identifier would only be
achieved after the semicolon had been read; by which time the macro
expansion level would have been reduced to zero, and the temporary macro
for ADD deleted I

In fact, had the semicolon not been present, and the next characters were
say X+, the effective identifier would have been ADDX, for which no
definition or declaration exists.

A general rule for macro parameters, which is an oversimplification of the
facilities available, is:

Name all macro parameters %1,121 etc, and in the body of the macro
refer to them as 61! ,1..931 etc.

This rule is guaranteed to avoid confusion, and render macro definitions

more legible.
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Macro Stack state during expansion of macro

Input Tape: LDX(7,ALPHA);

ILevel I1: ACC! LDXADD!

Level 2: 7
I next character to be read

MCLIST Stacked

Increasing MCBODY workspaceId=se MCSOURCE during
-1 T2 replacement

MCCHAIN of ACC

A 0 Macro body Definition
A4 of

Fixed A D Macro name parameter
orka ce 0 Number of parameters ADD

MCLIST - Pointer to next macro
MCBODY 7 7": 0 Macro body Definition
MCSOURCE. '31ACC Macro name of

2 -1 0 Number of parameters parameter
MCCHAIN , - Pointer to next macro ACC

CTOP "MCLIST 'Stacked
0 MCBODY workspace
0 MCSOURCE during

-1 T2 expansion
0 1CCrnATN -of LDX

*00
D D I Macro bd
LMDr body Definition
ACCI of

AD D econd parameter macro
3A C C First parameter strings LDX
3 L D X Macro name I

2 Number of parameters
-Pointer to next macro w
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READER: MODULE DESCRIPTIONS

Label AC:

This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when the character 0 is
encountered. The following character must be an octal digit specifying an
accumulator number for use in code. This number has AMARK added and is
stored in NACC. A jump is then made to OK, leaving the value of TI (32)
unaltered.

'PROCEDURE' ADDCHAR;

This procedure is used to append the current character held in TI to the
standard string being formed in the MCID area at the base of the stack. The
count field, in the first character position, is first incremented, and if
it overflows (sets carry) a jump is made to FT. All identifiers are
assembled in MCID in order that they may be tested to determine whether they
are the identifiers of macros, or current macro parameters. If they are not,
the string will subsequently be moved to NAME. For convenience, this process
is also used for quoted stringsp but in this case the completed string is
not treated as a potential macro.

Label AM:

This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when the character & is
encountered. This denotes a Real constant which is the specified power of
ten. NUMBER is set to 1024 and NUMBERSCALE to -10. This is equivalent to
the constant 1, but guards against loss of significant accuracy. A jump is
then made to EXPT to read the required power of ten.

Label AS:

This section is enteredp via the switch CHARACTER, when the character * is
encountered. The following character is read, using READT2, and if it is a
second * , the * in Tl is replaced by t, and a jump made to OK. Otherwise
a jump is made to EX.

Label CH:

This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when the character $ is
encountered. The following printing character is treated as an integer
constant, and the value of its internal representation placed in NUMBER. A
jump is then made to INTX via INTY, which reads the character following,
into T2.

Label CM:

This section is entered, via the switch ULWORD, when the symbol 'COMMENT'
(or 'C') is recognised. The following characters, up to and including the
terminating semicolon, are read and ignored. A call is then made of SEMICOM
to test for following bracketed comments, and a Jump made to SP, to process
the character left in T2 by SEMICOM.4; This section is also used by PG (T1=83) to process page'titlesp and is
slightly more complex than would otherwise be the case.
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Label CN:

This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when the character : is
encountered. The following character is read, using READT2, and if it is
the = character, the : in Ti is replaced by .- and a jump made to OK.
Otherwise a jump is made to EX.

Label DD:

This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when a digit is
encountered. If this digit is followed by a letter, a call is made of
RECOG, to process the three letter function code mnemonic, and return its
number. The initial digit is stored in ACCUMULATOR, and the function number
in FUNCTION. Tl is set to 6, the terminal symbol value for a code
instruction, and a jump made to EX.

Otherwise a call is made of NOASSY to assemble the integer part of a
decimal constant. If this is followed by the symbol for a decimal exponent
(&), a jump is made to EXPT. Otherwise if the following symbol is not a
decimal point, a jump is made to INTX. If a decimal point is present, a call
is made of NOASSY to assemble the following fractional part, as an integer.
This is then divided by the appropriate power of ten, to obtain an unsigned
fraction which is stored in FRACTION. If the following symbol is not a
decimal exponent symbol (&) a jump is made to NORM, otherwise the section
EXPT is entered.

A flowchart covering the whole of the assembly of decimal numbers is given.

Label DF:

This section is entered, via the switch ULWORD, when the symbol 'DEFINE' is
recognised. This section sets up the definition record of a new macro.

MCFLAG is set to indicate that a macro definition is in progress, and
MCMAKE,MCIDENT and MCMOVE called to read the name of the macro and initiate
its record. If this is followed by an open round bracket, the macro has
parameters, and the names of tese are read and added to the record. The
parameter identifiers are separated by commas, and the list is terminated
by a close round bracket.

The macro body, which must start with a quote symbol, is read and added to
the record, character by character, up to and including the last unpaired
quote and the following mandatory semicolon. The macro definition is now
complete, and MCFLAG is cleared. Calls are made of MCTIDY and SEMICOM. In
the latter case this causes any following bracketed comment to be ignored.
A jump is then made to SP to process the character left in T2 by SEMICOM.

A flowchart is given for this section.

Label DL:

1' This section is entered, via the switch ULWORD, when the symbol 'DELETE' is
recognised. This must be followed by the identifier of a current macro, which
is followed by a semicolon.
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Label DL/

The reference to the record of the macro is obtained using NCLOOK. If the
macro does not exist# the reference will be zero, and this is treated as an

error. If there are no macros currently being expanded and the macro-to
be deleted is the top macro on the stack# the macro is deleted by unchaining
its record, and recovering the space occupied. Otherwise the macro is
rendered anonymous by clearing the first word of its identifier string.
The space occupied by its record is not recovered in this case. If however
the macro is defined within a macro expansion, or is a temporary macro set
up for a parameter, this space will subsequently be recovered. Thus as a
general rule: delete macros in the reverse order to their definition.

Label ES:

This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when the character = is
encountered. Ti is set to 4, to indicate a relational operator, and BELOP
set to 1. A jump is then made to OK.

Label EX:

This is the exit point from the reader in those cases where the character
look ahead facility READT2 has been used, and an unprocessed character
remains in T2. This will be processed on the next entry to reader.

Label EXPT:

This section is entered from AM and DD when the & character is encountered.
This may optionally be followed by a sign (+,-), and then must be followed
by a single decimal digit. The double length number NUHBER.PRAC is then
repeatedly multiplied (+) or divided (-) by ten, the number of times being
specified by the digit.

To improve the numerical accuracy, by preserving as many significant bits
as possible, the calculation is carried out in a degenerate form of floating
point arithmetic. To multiply by ten, the number is actually multiplied by
0.625 and 4 added to its exponent held in NUMBERSCALE. To divide by ten,
the number is multiplied by 0.8 and 3 is subtracted from its exponent.
Because of the use of multiplication in both cases, there is no possibility
of overflow, and intermediate normalisation is not required.

The section NORM is then entered.

Label FI:

This section is entered, via the switch ULWORD, when the symbol 'FINISH' is
recognised. Tl is set to 48, the value representing the symbol, and T2
is set to an arbitrary value selected from the set of characters which are
terminal symbols in their own right. This ensures that no more tape is read
after the syntax analyser has accepted the 'FINISH'. A jump is then made to
EX which leaves T2 set.

Label FTI:

This section is entered on the discovery of an illegal character, or
combination of characters. Compilation is terminated with the message
"CHARACTER FAULT".
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'PhOCEDURE' GENOCT;

This procedure processes the general case of octal numbers. These may have
simply an integer part, in which case they are treated as Integer constants.
Or they may have both an integer and a fraction part, in which case they are
treated as real constants.

The integer part is first assembled by OCTALNO, and assigned to NUMBER. If
this is not followed by an octal point, T1 is set to 1 to denote an Integer
constant. Otherwise a check is made to ensure that the integer part appears
positive, and T1 set to 2 to denote a Real constant. The fraction part is
assembled by OCTALFRAC, the result assigned to FRAC, and NUMBERSCALE cleared.

Label GS:

This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when the character > is
encountered. Tl is set to 4, to indicate a relational operator, and the
following character read, using READT2. If this is =,RELOP is set to 3 and
a jump made to OK. Otherwise RELOP is set to -2, and a jump made to EX.

Label HA:

This section is entered, via the switch ULWORD, when a 'HALT' directive is
recognised. A call is made of HALT with "DIRECTIVE" as the parameter. On
return, READT2 is called to read the next character, and a jump made to SP
to process it. This causes the 'HALT' directive to have no syntactic
effect.

Label HX:

This section is entered, via the switch ULWORD, when the symbol 'HEX' is
recognised. It assembles hexadecimal integers in NUMBER. After the last
character, a jump is made to INTX.

Label ID:

This section is entered, via tie switch CHARACTER, when a letter, or £, or
%, occurring as the first character of an identifier is read. The remainder
of the identifier is then read by IDENT.

If this identifier follows the symbol 'END', it is ignored as this is an
allowable form of comment. Otherwise MCLOOK is used to test whether the
identifier is that of a current macro. If it is not, the identifier is
MOVEd to NAME, the value (46) for an identifier assigned to Ti, and a
jump made to EX.

If the macro is parameterless, it may optionally be followed by I , which is
then ignored. (If this facility were not available it would be impossible
to specify the accumulator field of a code instruction as a macro parameter.)
If the macro requires parameters, they must be supplied, and in this case
the macro identifier must be followed by an open round bracket.

After this check, a new macro expansion level is set up, by MOVEing the
variables of the previous level onto the macro stack. A temporary macro is
then set up for each parameter. These are parameterless macros having the
parameter identifier, and their body consists of the actual parameter supplied
by the call. These macros will be automatically deleted when the macro
generation level is subsequently reduced at the end of the expansion.

The starting address of the macro body is set into NCSOURCE, and a jump made
to SP to process the first character.

A flowchart of this section is given.V47
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'PROCEDURE' IDENT;

This procedure is used to assemble identifiers, after the first character
has been checked. The identifiers are assembled into the area at the base
of the stack, starting at MCID. This area is used as each identifier
(except those following 'END', 'DEFINE' and 'DELETE') have to be treated
as potential macro calls.

The area is first initialised as an empty string, and the first (checked)
character inserted. Subsequent characters are read into TI and also T2, and
if the character is a letter or digit, it is added to the string by ADDCHAR.
When a character is found which is not a letter or digit, this procedure is
terminated, leaving the character in T2 for subsequent examination.

Label INTX:

This section is entered from DD,OC and INTY. In all these cases an integer,
but not necessarily numeric, constant has been read. If this is zero, a
jump is made to ZERO. Otherwise the integer is shifted left to discover
the number of significant bits required to represent it without loss of
accuracy. This number is required in certain cases of scaled arithmetic.
TI is set to I to indicate a non-zero integer constant, and NUMBERSCALE
is set to indicate an integer constant requiring the number of significant
bits determined above. A jump is then made to EX.

Label LI:

This section is entered, via, the switch UL.,IORD, when the symbol 'LITERAL'
is recognised. This is then followed by a single printing character,
enclosed in round brackets. As an extension in this implementation, more
than one character, but less than five, may be included between the brackets,
provided that their number is specified by a single digit placed before the
opening bracket. The characters are assembled as a right justified integer
to base 64 in NUMBER, and a jump made to IITX via INTY which reads the
following character into T2.

Label LS:

This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when the character < is
encountered. Ti is set to 4, to indicate a relational operator, and the
following character read, using READT2. If this is =,RELOP is set to 01,
or if it is >, RELOP is set to zero; in either case a jump is then made
to OK. Otherwise RELOP is set to 2, and a jump made to EX.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' MCCHAR

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' CHAR);

This procedure is used to append the character CHAR to the body of the macro
currently being defined. It uses MCTOP as a character modifier, (m.s. 2
bits give character position within word) which is incremented by one
character position each time. The character CHAR is returned as the result
in case subsequent examination is required.

This procedure is functionally the inverse of NEXTCHAR, but whereas the
parameter of NEXTCHAR refers to an absolute core location, the implied
parameter MCTOP, of MCCHAR refers to a core location relative to the start
of the stack.
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'PROCEDURE' MCIDENT;

This procedure is used to read and assemble the identifier of a macro which
must follow 'DEFINE' and 'DELETE', and also the parameter identifiers in a
macro definition. The first character is read into Ti. If it is not a
letter (A-Z), nor either of thno characters £ or %, a jump is made to ME.
Otherwise the identifier is read in using IDENT.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' MCLOOK;

This procedure is called to test whether the identifier held in the
locations starting with MCID, is the identifier of a currently defined
macro. If it is, a pointer to the macro definition record is returned,
this value also being assigned to MAC. Otherwise a zero result is returned.

Using MAC as the control variable, with an initial value of MCLIST, a scan
is made down the list of macros, comparing the macro identifier string with
that at MCID, using TESTSTRING. The scan terminates either when equality
is found, or the list is exhausted. The current value of MAC serves as the
result in either case.

'PROCEDURE' MCMAKE;

This procedure is called to prepare for the definition of an additional

macro. This may be a macro explicitly defined by the 'DEFINE' symbol# or
a temporary macro defining the parameter of a macro as the actual parameter
supplied.

Two locations on the top of the macro stack are reserved and initialised.
The first is used as the macro chain, and is set to the current contents
of MCLIST, which is then set to point at the new macro. The second word will
be used to contain the number of parameters required by the macro, and is at
this point set to -1. This two word record will be followed b the string
giving the macro identifier, the parameter identifiers (if any), and
finally the macro body.

'PROCEDURE' MCMOVE

('LOCATION' 'INTEGER' FROM);

This procedure is used during the definition of a macro, to allocate space
for and to insert identifier strings into the head of the macro record. For
each record, the first call is used to insert the macro name, and any
subsequent calls insert the names of the parameters. The second word of
the macro record has one added to it each time by this procedure, and as its
initial value is -1, it may be seen that this location will contain a count
of the number of parameters.

When setting up a record for an explicitly defined macro, the parameter FROM
will be the location of MCID, which contains the current identifier. When
setting up temporary macros defining the parameters of a macro, the parameter
FROM will point at the identifier string of the parameter in the record of

' ."the called macro.
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'PROCEDURE' MCTIDY;

This procedure is called to ensure that the macro stack pointer NCTOP,
starts on a word boundary, (it is used as a character modifier during macro
definition) and that its value does not exceed the size of the macro stack.
If its value exceeds STACKSTART, the value for the starting point for
declarations on the stack, compilation is terminated by a call of GIVEUP
with "MACRO STACK OVERFLOW" as the parameter.

Label ME:

This section is entered when an error is discovered in the definition,
deletion, or expansion of a macro. Compilation is terminated with the
message "MACRO. .1OR".

'PROCEDURE' MOVESTRING

('LOCATION' 'INTEGER' FROM,TO);

This procedure moves the string whose first location is given by the
parameter FROM, to the area of core whose location is given by the
parameter TO. The number of words to be moved is calculated from the
count character of the string, this number being used as the first
parameter of the call of MOVE which performs the operation.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' NOASSY

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' BASE,LIM);

This procedure is a general number assembly routine. It assembles up to
LIM digits of a number to base BASE, where BASE may be in the range 2 to 10.On entry the first digit must be in Ti, and the second character (which

may not be a digit) must be in T2. The assembled number is returned as the
result, and the number of digits processed is placed in NODS. If the first
character is not a valid digit, or the number of digits exceeds the specified
limit, a jump is made to FT.' This procedure is used to assemble both the
integer and the fractional parts (as integers) of octal and decimal numbers.

Label NORM:

This section is entered from DD, EXPT, and OC. A double length number is
supplied in NUMBER.FRAC with a binary scale factor in NUI4BERSCALE. The*
number is shifted left as far as possible without overflow, NUBERSCALE
being adjusted according to the number of places of shift. Provided that the
number is non zero, (if it is a jump is made to ZERO) the appropriate 'FIXED'
scale is calculated for the number. This scale may subsequently be inserted
in the TYPEBITS field of an Arithmetic Operand. The CON marker is set, the
TYP field set to 1 (fixed), and the SGB field set to 24. The PVL field is
calculated from the value of NUMBERSCALE. This gives a scale with the
minimum number of integer bits requirind to hold the number. This is then
stored in NUMBERSCALE.

Provided that this scale lies within the range allowed by the implementation,
Ti is set to 2, to indicate a Real constant, and a jump made to EX.

5
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Label OC:

This section is entered, via the switch ULWORD, when the character # is
encountered. This denotes an octal constant. It is also entered at OQ
and OX from 01.

If the following character is J, the number is a left justified integer.
This is read using OCTALFRAC, which left justifies it, and a jump is made
to INTX.

Otherwise a call is made to GENOCT to read an Integer or Real octal
constant. If the constant is an integer, a jump is then made to INTX,
otherwise a jump is made to NORM.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' OCTALFRAC;

This procedure returns a 24 bit (unsigned), left justified octal number.
It is called after the octal point to assemble the following octal fraction,
and after the symbols #J to assemble a left justified octal integer.

The first digit is read by a call of READTI, and the number assembled,
right justified, by OCTALNO. This is then shifted left, the number of
places of shift being calculated from the number of digits NODS, and
returned as the result.

'ITEGER' 'PROCEDURE' OCTALNO;

This procedure is used to assemble octal numbers of up to eight digits.
On entry the first digit must be in TI, and the next character is obtained
by means of a call of READT2. NOASSY is then used to assemble the number.

Label 01:

This section is entered, via the switch ULWORD, when the symbol 'OCTAL' is
recognised. In this implementation the following octal number may be
unbracketed, if required, and in this case a jump is made to OQ. Otherwise,
after the opening round bracket has been read, a call is made to GENOCT to
read the number, and the closing round bracket checked. After reading the
character following the closing brackets, a jump is made to OX. This
redundant character read operation is required as an exit will subsequently
be made via EX, which does not clear T2.

Label OK:

This is the exit point from the reader in those cases where the character
held in T2 has been processed. T2 is cleared, by setting it negative, so
that on the next entry to the reader a further character will be read.

Label PG:

.7 This section is entered, via the switch ULWORD, when the symbol 'PAGE' is
recognised. If LEVEL is non-zero, "PAGE:" is printed on a new line, and
followed by the characters supplied by READ, up to but not including the
terminating semicolon. This is the followed by two newlines. If LEVEL is
zero, 'PAGE' is equivalent to 'COMMENT'.
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Label PR:

This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when the starting
character of a "language word" is read. A call is made of READT2 to read
the first letter, and then RECOG called, with a parameter of 1., to Identify
the symbol. The result of RECOG is assigned to Ti, and if this is less
than 72, it represents the value allocated to a terminal symbol, and a
jump is made to OK. Otherwise the value is used to select an entry in the
switch ULWORD.

Label QM:

This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when the character ? is
read. This is the starting symbol of an optional item. If Handswitch 1 is
up (0), the ? symbol is ignored, and the following item processed in the
normal manner. Otherwise the ? symbol is treated as the 'COMMENT' symbol,
and the following characters, up to and including the terminating semicolon,

* ignored.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' READ;

This procedure is the source of characters for the pre-processor. They are
obtained either from the input tape or from the expansion of a macro.

If there are no macros currently being expanded, REAIYTAPE is called to read
the next character from the input tape. If this character is the newline
character, it is ignored, and the call repeated.

Otherwise, the next character is unpacked from the body of the current macro
definition, using NEXTCHAR. If this character is the quotes character (").

* the next character is also read. If this second character is also a quote,
this is allowed to stand. Otherwise the macro expansion level is reduced
by the use of MOVE to restore the "MCI' variables of the next lower level,
and to restore T2. Note that although these variables are only used in
READER, they are declared in the global data, as their values are required
to be preserved from one call of READER to the next. If a macro is currently

being defined, MACFLAG will be set, and it is not possible to reduce the
macro expansion level at this point. If the restored value of T2 is a valid
character, this is allowed to stand as the next character. Otherwise a jump
is made to the start of this procedure to obtain the next character.

After the character has been obtained, it is used to form part of the common

checksum CSUM if a 'COMMON' segment is currently being compiled.

A flowchart for this procedure is given.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' READT1;

This procedure is used as a one character look-ahead facility in cases where
it is known that the following non-ignored character, if legal, must form

- part of a composite symbol. (e.g. a decimal point must be followed by at
least one decimal digit.)

This procedure calls READT2 to obtain a character, which it stores in Ti,
and also returns as the result.
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'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' READT2;

This procedure is chiefly used to give a one character look-ahead facility
in cases where the next non-ignored character may, or may not, form part of
composite symbol with the previous characters . (e.g. the character
following two integer decimal digits may be another digit, a decimal point

(.,or an exponent symbol (&); in which case it forms part of the number.
Any other character does not.)

This procedure repeatedly calls READ until a non-space character is obtained.
This is stored in T2 and also returned as the result. Unless overwritten,
the character stored in T2 will be processed at the next call of READER.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' RECOG

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' UL'd);

This procedure is a recogniser for alphabetic symbols which are members of
two fixed groups. The first of these groups (ULWd=l) being the larger group
consisting of the "language words". (e.g. 'BEGIN' , 'END'.) In this second
case the use of unambiguous abbreviations is allowed in all cases, and the
use of a few Specified ambiguous abbreviations is also permitted. (e.g. 'E'
for 'END' (not 'ELSE')). Certain of these language words have other
representations, which are not the concern of this procedure. (e.g. 'NE'
and <>, 'STEP' and:

This procedure operates by interpreting one of the two fixed arrays FUNCTIONS
and ULWRDS. These consist of six bit characters, packed four to a word;

and have been automatically generated from lists of the allowable symbols.
Each letter in a symbol is represented by its internal code value (range
33 to 58, A to Z). Values in the range 60 to 63 represent terminating
characters, and together with the following character give the number allotted
to the symbol (0-255). Values less than 33 are "jump" characters, and are
used in the selection of alternative routes.

These arrays are a one dimensional representation of a two dimensional list
structure. This procedure moves through the structure, comparing the stored
letters with the letters read in, and taking the appropriate action. Mhere
differing symbols have a common starting letter or letters, no backtracking
or scanning is required. In order to speed up the recognition process, and
because of the limit on the "jump" size, each structure is entered via a
small "hash" table stored at the start of the array. This is indexed by the
least significant one (FUNCTIONS) or two (ULWRDS) bits of the first letter.
The structure of FUNCTIONS is illustrated as follows:

ash 0 -

ash]
D N L J

I EL A DO0 B dN Z

V Q X B X C S S E T Z E

E M A 0S

X P N D RU V S U R TL

C Y D D S F T R B B AL NO0 A C L V
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The procedure moves across the diagram to select alternatives, and downwards
to select successors. The diagram for ULWRDS is too large for simple
representation. In this case the incoming symbol is terminated by a
character, and if it is an unambiguous abbreviation, the rest of the route
through the structure must not contain any branches. Part of the structure,
of the entries for C, of ULWRDS is illustrated below:

C

D M

EE
C3 I5 0 E1 I

L N N
. I4E T

On entry to the procedure, the array CHOOSE is used to select the array to
be used, according to the value (0 or 1) of ULW. CHOOSE also contains the
masks required to select the hashed entry into the selected table. The
character address of the current character is stored in SI, which is
used by the procedure READS, which uses NEXCHAR to unpack successive
characters.

On successful recognitiou of an alphabetic symbol, a result in the range 0
to 255 is returned. This is formed by the two least significant bits of
the terminator (60 to 63) and the six bits of the following character. In
all cases of unsuccessful recognition, a jump is made to the label FT.

A detailed flowchart is given for this procedure.

Label RO:

This section is entered, via the switch ULWORD, when one of the relational
operator symbols ('GT','LE','NE','EQ','LT' or 'GE') is recognised. The
value assigned to RELOP is calculated from the symbol number, held in Ti,
which is set to 4. A jump is then made to OK.

Label SC:

.F,, This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when a semicolon,
occurring as a terminal symbol, is read. SEMICON is called to process any
following comment, and a jump is made to EX.
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'PROCEDURE' SEMICOM;

This procedure is called to check for, and to skip over, bracketed comments
following the semicolon symbol. One or more of these comments may follow the
symbol# and these are detected by the outer 'FOR' loop, which reads the
opening bracket, if present. The inner 'FOR' loop counts the bracket
level B, as a side effect of the 'WHILE' element, and terminates when the
matching closing bracket is found. On return from the procedure, T2 will

*contain the character following the last closing bracket.

Label SH:

This section is entered, via the switch ULWORD, when one of the shift
operator symbols ('SRA','SLA','SRL' or 'SLC') is recognised. The required
function code number is calculated, using the value associated with the
symbol which is held in Ti, and stored in FUICTION. Ti is then set to 3,
to indicate a shift operator, and the section OK entered.

Label SP:

This section is the starting point of the reader. If a valid character
has been left in T2 by a previous call, then this character is copied into
Ti, otherwise READ is called and its result stored in Ti. This character
is then used to select an entry in the switch CHARACTER. This jumps to the
section appropriate to the character. The characters may be categorised as
follows:

I) Characters which are terminal symbols (e.g. +)

2) Characters which start terminal symbols (e.g. &)

3) Characters which may alone be terminal symbols, or may be
part of a composite symbol (e.g. <)

4) Illegal Characters in this context (I and .)

5) Ignored characters (Space)

As the entry for Space causes this section to be re-entered, all Spaces
supplied by READ are effectively ignored. It should be noted that T2 must
never contain the code for Space.

Label ST:

This section is entered, via the switch CHARACTER, when an (opening) quote
is read. The string is assembled, character by character, in the MCID area
at the base of the stack using ADDCHAR, after this area has been initialised
as an empty string. Paired quotes cause a single quote to be stored, and the

- string is terminated by a single unpaired quote. The string is then moved
from the MCID area to the NAME area by MOVESTRING. The terminal symbol value
of 5, the value for a string, is set into TI; and a jump made to EX, which
does not delete the character in T2.
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Label ZERO:

This section is entered from NORM and INTX when it is discovered that
NUMBER is zero. For optimisation purposes a zero constant, whatever its
forms is treated as a special case syntactically. Ti is set to zero to
indicate this, and NUMFERSCALE is set to indicate an integer constant requiring
one significant bit only (sign bit). A jump is then made to EX.

= i
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COMPILER STRATEGY

The strategy of the compiler is intimately tied up with the "working syntax"
used to drive the syntax analyser. This syntax is based on the syntax of the
Official Definition after it has been processed by Foster's SID (syntax
improving device) program to reduce it to a "one track" form. This process
introduces a number of auxiliary rules into the syntaxs and these are named
by appending one or more digits after the letter Q.

Into this syntax are embedded the names of the compiling actions required to
be carried out at that point. The syntax has also been expanded in places to
enable optimisations to be carried out. Some use has also been made of
Simpson's "Semantically Selected" rules. In this case the alternative chosen
at the start of the rule depends not on the incoming terminal symbol, but
upon the result returned by a previous compiling action.

In each section of the strategic description the relevant part of the syntax
will be quoted. The basic notation used is that of SAGp but with the
following identifier conventions.

I Rule Names First letter in upper case, subsequent
letters in lower case. The rule name is
underlined where semantic selection is
carried out.

2 Terminal Symbols Lower case letters.

3 Compiling Actions Upper case letters. The action name is
underlined where it delivers a result to
be used as a semantic selector.

Recapitulations will be enclosed in square brackets and dots used to denote

alternatives irrelevant in the context.

Compiler Activation

Run--(Compileitem,Q70)

Q70=(finish)
(semiRun)

When the compiler is first loaded and entered, it initialises certain words
of workspace, and then enters the syntax analyser. The first rule is named
Run, and represents a list of items separated by semicolons and terminated
by the symbol 'FINISH'. These .are processed one by one, the compiler
terminating awaiting re-activation after the last.

Se ments

Conileitems()
(Program)
Commondec)
library ,Q69)
external ,orbpExtlist ,crb)
(absoluteorbAbslistpcrb)
(Leveldec)
Yeano vTracetypetraoe)

(tet,&SETTESTQ68)
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Q68=(Program)

(Commondec)I. (library, CLEARTYPE ,Q66)

Thus the list of items to be compiled may be split into three main
categories:

I Segments to be compiled

2 Communicators specifying identifiers external to a segment

3 Trace and diagnostic directives

Segments may be processed in a test mode by prefixing them with the symbol
'TEST'. This causes the action SETTEST to be executed which inhibits the
paper tape output for the duration of the following segment.

ProTam Segments

Program=(id,BEGINPROG,begin,Body,ENDPROG,end)

Body=(DI,ENDDECSSI)

Dl=(STARTDEC,D,semi,Q50)

Q50-(0
(Dl)

After the initial identifier giving the name of the segment, the action
BEGINPROG is executed. This uses the identifier as part of the segment
header output on tape. This must be followed by the symbol 'BEGIN', one
or more declarations (each being terminated by a semicolon), one or more
statements (separated by semicolons), and finally the symbol 'END'.
Immediately before this final symbol the action ENDPROG is executed.

Before each declaration is processed the action STARTDEC is executed, and
after the final declaration the action ENDDECS is executed. These are both
involved with the housekeeping of storage allocation.

Declarations

D=(Type,Q47)
(Tabledec,Presetlist)

; switch,ADDRSW,TYPE SWITCH,Newid,becomes,Swlist)

Specialdec)
(Overlaydec)
•Valproc,Newid,BEGINPROC,colonNewid,NEXTPSET,Procrest)

SETYES ,TYPEPROC ,Q48)
(no ,SETNO, Tracetype,trace)

- (Levldec)

Thus a declaration list may consist of:

1 Data declarations, which may be preset in certain cases.

2 Overlayed data declarations which may not be preset.

3 Switch declarations.

4 Procedure declarations.

I5 Trace and diagnostic directives.



It should be noted that at this point in the analysis, a declaration of a
typed procedure cannot be distinguished from a simple data declaration, this
being resolved in rule Q47. Similarly a declaration of an untyped procedure
cannot be distinguished from a 'PROCEDURE' 'TRACE' directive, this being
resolved in rule Q49 which is entered via rule Q48.

The declaration of each identifier causes an Identifier Specification Record
to be generated, and placed on the compiler's main stack. This record is
generated at the base of the stack, and consists of five words plus the
string of the identifier. This information is built up incrementally using
the overlayed names of the locations. Thus the information which will occupy
the TYPEBITS word of the record on the stack is built up in the location
named IDTYPE, chiefly by the actions named TYPE---. This information is
usually complete by the time the identifier is read, and can be moved bodily
onto the stack.

Data Tvnes

[D1=(STARTDEC,D,

D=(Type,447)

Type=( integer,Q59)
(fixed,orbosb,int ,NOBITS,comma,Sgint ,NOAFTER,crbcsb)
(floating, TYPEFLOAT)

q59=(osb,int,NOBITS,csb,PARTINT)
(TYPE INT)

Sgint=(int)
(plus, int)
(minus ,int ,NEGNUM)

The action STARTDEC clears IDTYPE prior to a number type being read. If the
following symbol is 'FLOATING' the action TYPEFLOAT is executed, which sets
the TYP field of IDTYPE to 2, the PVL field being left clear.

Alternatively if the following symbol is 'FIXED' this must then be followed
by the specification of the number of significant bits, and the number of
fractional bits. At the request of Ferranti this specification may be enclosed
in either round or square brackets. ( orbosb = (or [ , crbcsb = ) or ] ).
After the integer constant specifying the number of significant bits, the
action NOBITS is executed. This inserts the number of significant bits into
the SGB field of IDTYPE. This is followed by a comma and a (signed) integer
giving the number of fractional bits, which may be zero or even negative.
(If the number is preceded by a - sign it is negated by NEGNUM). The action
NOAFTER is then executed, which sets the TIP field of IDTYPE to 1, and calculates
the scaling factor PVL.

The third possibility is the symbol 'INTEGER'. This may optionally be followed
by a specification of the number of significant bits. This is only required
where an integer is to be used in mixed arithmetic. In this case NOBITS is
executed. This integer may only be enclosed in square brackets, as an
ambiguity may arise concerning typed primaries if round brackets were allowed.
After the closing bracket the action PARTINT is executed. This is in fact the
same action as TYPEI, which inserts the scale for integer into the PVL
field of IDTYPE, (#67, P23) and leaves the TYP field set to zero.
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The rule Type is used in many places in the syntax, and in all cases the
relevant fields of IDTYPE will have been cleared before its use, often by
the use of CLEARTYPE.

Simple Data Declarations

[ D=(Type,Q47)

Q47=(Q21 ,Presetlist)
(TYPETPROC,procedure,Newid,BEGINPROC ,Procrest)

Q21=(IdlistDECSIZE)

(array,TYPEARRAY,Arraylist)

Idlist=(NewidQ52)

Q52=()
(comma,Idlist)

Newid=( id ,NEWNAME)

This set of rules states that a declaration of one or more simple variables
consists of a data type followed by a list of identifiers, separated by
commas.

The rule Type sets up IDTYPE and the action STARTDEC has previously inserted
the current data address into DIRADD[O]. After each identifier, the action
NEWNAME is executed. This checks that the identifier is unique at this block
level, and moves the Identifier Specification Record onto the main stack.
After this, it then increments DIRADD[O].

At the end of the list of identifiers, DECSIZE is executed, which copies the
current value of DIRADD [0] back into DATAMAX, and hence allocates the
storage for the variables.

Presettina Data Declarations

[Q47=((421 ,Presetlist)

Presetlist=()
(become s,SKIPDTAPresets)

Presets=(Presetnum,Q40)

Q40=()
(comma,Presets)

Presetnum=( Pnumber, OUTPRESET)
(orbPresetscrb)
(string,PRESETSTRING)

Pnumber=(poont)
(plus,pconst)
(minus ,pconst,NEGNUN)A ZERONUM)
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Data declarations occurring at the head of a program may be preset. In this
case the declaration is followed by a becomes ( 4- , :=) symbol and a list of
preset values. These are separated by commas and may be arbitrarily grouped
within matched round brackets, to any depth. The number of items in the
list must not exceed the number of items declared in the declaration.

When the becomes symbol is read, the action SKIPDTA is executed. This
ensures that the loader will skip over any unpreset locations in the data
area. The preset values are output by OUTPRESET after rescaling to the
required scale. If this is not possible an error message is output.
(Integers cannot be preset with real constants.) With the above restriction,
any type of number, signed or unsigned, may be included in a list of presets.
If a number is omitted (e.g. two commas occur in succession) ZERONUM is
executed to give the effect of a zero constant.

As an extension, quoted strings may occur in the presetlist. In this case
the variable is preset with the address of the string which is output by
PRESETSTRING. This should only be used to preset integers. This gives the
same effect as the assignment of a string.

Array Declarations

[D=( Type,Q47)

Q47=(Q21 ,Presetlist)

Q21 =(array,TYPEARRAY,Arraylist)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

Arraylist=(ZEROARRAYS,Idlist,osb,Boundair,Morebounds,csb,ENDARRAY,Q42)

Q42=()
(comma ,Arraylist)

Boundpair=(Sgint,SETLBcolon,Sgint,SETUB)

Morebounds=(ONEDIM)
(FIRSTDIM,commaBoundpair,Arraytail)

Arraytail=(LASTDIM)
(MIDDIM,comma,Boundpair,Arraytail)

When the symbol 'ARRAY' is read following a data type, the action TYPEARRAY
is executed, which sets the AYN marker of IDTTPE. This ensures that the
Identifier Specification Records of the following identifiers are flagged as
being those of arrays, and will require subscripting in normal usage.

As a number of groups of arrays of the same data type but with differing
dimensions and bounds may be declared within one declaration, each group is
treated as virtually being a separate declaration by the rule Arraylist.
ZEROARRAYS is first executed# which clears the location ARRAYS used for

counting numbers of arrays. (This is overlayed on DECLIST[O] and is
incremented by lEWNAME.) The list of array identifiers is read by Idlist,

;and the Identifier Specification Records created, which do not at this stagehave their address field correctly set, placed on the stack. The identifier(s)
are then followed by a list, enclosed in square brackets, of Dairs of integers
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giving the bounds of each dimension of the array(s). These integers may be
signed# and are separated by a colon. The second must not be less than the
first. After the first integer SETLB is executed, and after the second of the
pair, SETUB. These calculate the size and offset of the dimension.

If the array has only one dimension, ONEDIM is then executed. This inserts
the addresses of the arrays into the Identifier Specification Records on
the stack.

If the array has more than one dimension, the action FIRSTDIM is executed
after the first pair of bounds. This inserts the addresses of the first
level Iliffe vectors into the Identifier Specification Records. After each
subsequent pair of bounds except the last, MIDDIM is executed. This outputs
(to Special Data) the Iliffe vector refered to by the previous level, and
referring to the next level. After the final pair of bounds LASTDIM is
executed. This outputs the final Iliffe vector, which refers to the actual
data addresses of the arrays.

At the end of a group of arrays ENDARRAY is executed. This uses the total
data requirement (stored in ARRYS) to allocate data space.

Expressions

The compilation of expressions forms a very important part of the operation
of the compiler, and probably accounts for the vast majority of the code
generated. A very loose description of an expression is a collection of
operands separated by operators. The syntax rules which follow express this
in more detailed and rigorous terms. The priority of the operators expressed
by these rules is as follows:

[Highest) I Shifts 'SRA',SLA',SRL','SLC'

2 Logical AND 'MASK'

3 Logical OR 'UNION'

4 Non-Equivalence 'DIFFER'

5 Exponentiation t,**

6 Multiply/Divide * /

[Lowest] 7 Add/Subtract + ,-

Within the compiler each of these operators has its ass6ciated compiling
action. These operate on the two top Arithmetic Operand records on the stack,
generate the appropriate instructions, and leave one Arithmetic Operand record
on the Stack which gives the details of the result. These actions are
invoked as soon as possible (bearing in mind the priorities of the operators),
thus there is no reordering or regrouping of expressions. This is not very

disadvantageous on a multi accumulator machine, and allows the programmer
control over the order of evaluation.

Each expression is assigned an accumulator (PREFACC) in which the result is
to be evaluated if possible. Further, if the scale to which the expression
is to be evaluated is known, a marker (SCALEFIRM) is set, and the required
scale placed in EXPSCALE. Otherwise the scale to which the expression will
be evaluated depends only on the operands.
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I Simple Expressions

Expr=(Cexp r)
(Axpr)
(zero ,CONSTANT ,SCALETERM)
(string,STRINGEX,SCALETERM)

Axpr=(Term,Q6)
(Axpra)

Axpra=(plus ,Term,Q6)
(minus,Term,UNARYMINUS,Q6)

Q6=()
(Q6a)

Q6a=(plus,Term,ADD,Q6)
(minus,Term,SUB,Q6)

Ignoring, for the moment, the special cases, an expression consists of at
least one Term, optionally preceded by a unary + or -, possibly followed
by one or more terms, each being preceded by a + or - sign.

If the first term is preceded by a plus sign, this may be ignored. If

however it is preceded by a minus sign, the Term requires negation, after
evaluation. The action UNARYMINUS is executed in this case.

After each subsequent Term, the appropriate action ADD or SUB is executed.
These output instructions for addition and subtraction.

2 Terms

Term=( Factor,Q5,SCALETERM)

Q5()
(mult ,Factor,MPY,Q5)
(div,Factor,DIVIDEQ5)

These rules give the next level of expression. It should be noted that the
action SCALTERM is executed after each Term. In cases where no required
scale is demanded, this action determines the scale to which the expression
will be evaluated, after examining each term in turn. In cases where a

scale is mandatory, its action is limited to the output of instructions for
fixed to floating, and floating to fixed conversions. It is preferable that
these conversions are performed as soon as possible, as they involve calls
on Library procedures, and may require the temporary storage of intermediate
results.
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3 Factors

Factor=-(Difference ,Q24)

Q24=()
(power,DifferenceIRAISE,Q24)

This rule introduces the exponentiation operation into this implementation.
Care should be taken however, as unless the right hand operand is the integer
constant 2, the result will be in floating point form, and may cause the
rest of the expression to be evaluated by floating point arithmetic. The
special case is treated as squaring, and is performed by multiplication.

4 Word Logic

Difference=(United, Q4)

differ,United,NEQ,Q4)

United=(Collation,Q3)

=union,Collation,ORFQ3)

Collation=(Tert,Q2)

Q2=(mask,Tert ,MSKQ2)

These rules govern the priority of word-logic operators. It should be noted
that the results of these operations are regarded as being of type integer
(of unspecified significance) regardless of the types of the operands,
which strictly should be typed primaries.

5 Shifts

Tert=(SecQ1)
(Pri,Q1)

QI =( )
(shift,SETSHIFr,Shifts,DOSHIFT,QI)

Shifts=(Sec,PLUSSUB)
(Tpri,SCALETERMPLUSSUB)
(orb,Subex,crb)

Because of the nature of the shift functions, the right hand operand must be
of type integer. Furthermore, if it is a variable or an expression, it is
required to be held in a modifier before use. Thus it may be seen that the

- operand giving the number of places of shift has a similarity to a subscript,
and in this implementation uses many compiling actions in common. The left
hand operand may be of any type, and the result is regarded as being of type
integer.
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6 Word Slicing

Sec=(Bitset,BITSIN,Pri,RHSBITS)

Bitset=(bits,CLEARTYPEosb,int,Oneormore,FIELDPOSN,UNSFIELD,csb)

Oneormore=(NOBITS,NOSIGPARTINTcomma,int)
(ONEBIT)

The compiling actions in the rules Bitset and Oneormore cause a data
specification to be calculated in IDTYPE, and a part word specification to
be calculated in BITSPEC, in a similar manner to those required for an unsigned
integer table field. These values are stored by BITSIN for subsequent use
by RHSBITS. This latter action does not usually involve the generation of
any instructions at this point. Unless the PARTWORD field of the Arithmetic
Operand of the Primary is non-zero, the two values are simply inserted into
the TYPEBITS and PARTWORD fields of the record.

If instructions have to be generated at this point, it usually indicates bad
programming practice, e.g. taking a part of a table field which is itself a
part of a word. (This should be avoided by specifying a field consisting of
the relevant bits.)

The result of this "operation" is of type integer, having the number of
significant bits (plus one for the (zero) sign bit) given in the bit
specification. Where the number of bits is one, this (and the following
comma) may be omitted, thus allowing 'BIT' [9] etc.

7 Untvyed Primaries

Primaries are the building blocks from which expressions are constructed,
operators being the mortar. These may be divided into two main categories,
typed and untyped. The untyped primaries do not have an intrinsic scale,
this having to be determined by the compiler.

Within the compiler, the net result of processing a primary is to leave on
the stack an Arithmetic Operand record giving type and address information
for the primary. (This is usually also the case when processing the special
cases of expression.)

Pri=(Tpri)
(realconCONSTANT)
(orb, STACKEXPR,SETPREF,Expr, crb,OFFSTEXPR)

In the case of a Real constant (ie containing . or &) there is no definite
scale associated with the constant, A scale may however be chosen which has
the minimum number of integer bits required to hold the number. This scale
is supplied by READER, and is used by CONSTANT when setting up the Arithmetic
Operand record. As constants are a special case of this type of record, the

" -marker CON (m.s. bit) of TYPEBITS of the record is set to denote that the
DIRADD field contains the actual constant and not an address. After any
subsequent rescaling, when this record is used as an operand record for the
output of an instruction, this constant is converted to an "address" by
CUTWCONST.
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In the case of an untyped bracketed expression, the scale to which it is

evaluated is determined by the terms of the expression itself, following the
rules for expressions occurring in an undefined context, irrespective of the
scale of the expression of which it forms a part. (It should however be noted
that a bracketed expression following a shift operator is implicitly typed

Integer.) The action STACKEXPR is executed to set up a new "level" of
expression evaluation. As the scale to which this level is to be evaluated
is undefined, SCALEFIRM is cleared, and EXPSCALE initially set to zero. The
preferred accumulator PREFACC, which will be used if possible for the
evaluation of the expression, is set by SETPREF. After processing the
following expression, the action OFFSTEXPR is executed, which reduces the
expression level by restoring the variables concerned with the evaluation of
expressions to their previous values, and also "floats" down the stack the
Arithmetic Operand record left by the expression.

8 Tvped Primaries

[Pri=(Tpri)

Tpri=(intconCONSTANT)
(id,LOOKUP,Q28)
(NONAME#Singlesubs)
(CLEARTYPEType,TYPEXPR, orb, Exprcrb ,EXPRTYPE)
(location,orb,Locvar,LOCACTcrb)
(label,orb,id,Q32,crb)

Q28=(Subscript,VARCHECK)
(RHSPTEST ,Rhspsel)

Rhs§isel=(VARCHECK)
(Proccall)

The simplest case of a typed primary is a (non zero) integer constant. In
this case CONSTANT is executed to set up an Arithmetic Operand record, as it
is for real constants in untyped primaries, but in this case however, the
scale supplied by READER is of integer typed, but with the number of
significant bits specified in SGB.

An identifier occurring as a primary may be the identifier of either a simple
variable, an array or table (field) name, or the name of a procedure. Before
this is resolved, LOOKUP is executed. This action searches through the whole
of the list of Identifier Specification records until one is found with a
matching identifier string. The first five words of this record are then
copied onto the top of the stack to form the Arithmetic Operand record, and the
first word of this (SPIEL) is set to point at the identifier string on the
stack.

If the identifier is followed by a subscript (starting with [ ) rule Q28 selects
the first alternative. The actions associated with subscripts check that the

- identifier may validly be subscripted, and VARCHECK check that its type is
' 1 Arithmetic. (It could have been a switch identifier). Otherwise the action

*. RHSPTEST is executed. This returns a result of one if the identifier is that
of a -tyed procedure, and zero otherwise. This value is used to select the
appropriate alternative of Rhapsel. If the result supplied by RHSPTEST is
zero, VARCHECK is executed to check the type of the identifier further
switch and untyped procedure illegal) and that no subscript is required(AYM clear). Otherwise, if the result is one, the rule Proccall is selected.
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An anonymous reference consists of a single expression enclosed in square
brackets. In this case NONAME is executed# which sets up an Arithmetic
Operand record, with no name or address information, but of type integer
array. The actions associated with subscripts will insert the address
information, and delete the array marker, leaving the type set to integer.

Where a bracketed expression is preceded by a data type, the expression
will be evaluated to the type specified. CLEARTYPE is executed before
the type information is processed by Type, this clearing IDTYPE in readiness.
The action TYPEXPR is then executed, which sets up a further expression
level, in a similar manner to STACKEXPR, but setting SCALEFIRM to denote
that EXPSCALE (which is set from IDTYPE) contains a mandatory scale. At
the end of the expression, EXPRTYPE reduces the expression level in a
similar manner to OFFSTEXPR, but only after ensuring that the expression
has been evaluated to the required scale.

9 Address Primaries

[Tpri= ....
(locationporbLocvar,LOCACT,crb)
(label,orbid,Q32,crb)]

Locvar=( id, LOOKUP,Q29)
(NONAME, Singlesubs)

Q29=(Subscri t)(AY CRECK5

Q32=(LOOKUPSinglesubs,LABSK)
(u L)

The address of any item of data may be obtained by the use of 'LOCATION'.
(In this implementation this includes special data, and in particular the
locations of pointers to procedures, and of entries in switch lists.)

Although the type of the identifier is immaterial, it must be subscripted
if a subscript is normally required, and unsubscripted otherwise. The
actions associated with subscripts check the first case, and AYMCHECK the
second. After this, the action LOCACT is executed. This changes the type
of the Arithmetic Operand record to Integer, and except in certain optimised
cases, sets the marker LCM to denote that the address itself is to be used
as the operand instead of a reference to an operand.

As an extension, the address of a labelled statement may be obtained by
the use of 'LABEL'. This must be followed by an opening round bracket and
an identifier. At this point it is not yet determined whether the identifier
is that of a label (which requires looking up in the label list) or that of
a switch (which requires looking up in the main declaration list). This is
resolved in rule Q32. In the case of a label, no subscript follows, and
the action LABL is executed. This looks up the label in the (local) label
list, and forms an Arithmetic Operand of type Integer for it. This has
the marker LBM set to denote that the direct address contains a pointer to
the label record (at this point the label may not be set), and the marker
LCM also set. This reference to a label record will subsequently be converted
to an "address" by USELAB.
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If the identifier is subscripted, LOOPUP is executed, and the subscript
processed by Singlesubs. The action LABSK is then executed, which checks
that the Arithmatic Operand record is that of a switch, and changes its
type to Integer. Note that LCM is not set, as the label address will be
copied from the switch list.

('IABEL'(S[K]) R ['LOCATION'(S[K])] I)

Special Cases of Expressions

[Expr=
(zero,CONSTANT,SCALETERM)
(string,STRINGEX,SCALETERM) ]

These two cases are chosen because, although they are similar to typed
primaries, their explicit use in conjunction with an arithmetic operator
is extremely obscure.

The detection of a zero constant as a special case enables useful
optimisations to be performed in Assignments and Comparisons. In cases
where these optimisations are not required zero is treated as an integer
constant by CONSTANT, and its type (trivially) changed to that required
by the context by SCALETERM.

The inclusion of strings is principally to allow them to be used as
parameters of procedures, there being no operators which act on the individual
characters of a string. The action STRINGEX outputs the string and sets
up an Arithmetic Operand record of type integer, with the LCM set so that
the address of the string is obtained.

Subscripts

Singlesubs=(Substart,csb,KILLEXPR)

Subscript=(SubstartMoresubscsb,KILLEXPR)

Substart=( osb#,SETUPSUB,Subex)

Moresubs=()
(comma,SUBCOMMA,Subex,Moresubs)

Arrays may have more than one dimension, but switches and anonymous
references are strictly one-dimensional. This is reflected in the first
two rules above.

After the opening square bracket has been read, the action SETUPSUB is
executed. This checks that the Arithmetic Operand record on top of the
stack is flagged as requiring a subscript. A new level for expression
evaluation is set up, requiring a mandatory integer scale, the preferred
accumulator being a modifier.

After each comma separating subscript expressions, the action SUBCOMMA is
executed. This outputs an instruction to copy an entry in an Iliffe vector
into a modifier. In this way, any number of dimensions may be processed.
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At the end of a subscript# the action KILLEXPR is executed to reduce the
expression level. (Note that this discards any result of the expressions
this will be explained below.)

Subex=( Subterms)
(Cexpr,PLUSSUB)
(Term,PLUSSUB,Subexcont)
(zero)

Subexcont=()
(Subterms)

Subterms=(plus,Term,PLUSSUBSubexcont)
(minus. Tern,MINUSSUB,Subexcont)

A subscript expression is not evaluated as a normal expression# but is
processed Term by Term by the actions PLUSSUB and MfINUSSUB, which both
use the procedure SUBTERM. This optimises subscript expressions containing

* only one integer variable and constants for a one dimensional non-parametric
array# or only integer constants for a parametric or two dimensional array.
As each Term is processed, its record is discarded, as the information
resulting from the Term is stored in the address fields of the record of
the operand being subscripted. Thus there is no Arithmetic Operand record
left on the stack as the result of a subscript expression. Note that in
the case of a subscript expression consisting of a zero constant, no action
need be executed.

Conditional Expressions

[Expr=(Cexpr)

Cexpr=(if,IFEXConditionlistthenTHENEXExprelseELSEPI,
ELSEX,Expr,ELSEFIFIEX)

As a conditional expression is an alternative case of expression it does
not need to set up a further level for expressions, even where a conditional
expression occurs within a conditional expression. A further level will
however be temporarily set up for the evaluation of the conditions(s).

If the expression level at which the conditional expression is to be
evaluated has SCALEFIRM set, i.e. a definite scale is required, both the
consequence and alternative expressions will be evaluated to this scale.
If however, it is not initially set, it will be set after the consequence
expression has been evaluated, to ensure that the alternative expression
is evaluated to the same scale. In either case however, the result of
each expression will be evaluated in the accumulator specified by PREFACC.

After the symbol 'IF' has been read, the action IFEX is executed. This
sets up a level for conditionals, and dumps any Arithmetic Operands

* existing only in accumulators. The following condition(list) is then
processed, and the symbol 'THEN' read. The action TH~fEX is then executed,

9this being concerned with the output of a jump over the consequence expression,
and setting the DUECHAIN if the symbol 'OR' occurred in the conditionlist.
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The consequence expression is then processed, and ELSEFI executed after
the symbol 'ELSE' is read. This action ensures that the result of the
expression is in the accumulator specified by PREFACC. The action ELSEX
is then executed, which outputs a jump over the alternative expression,
sets the chain for the jump to the alternative expression, and sets
SCALEFIRM. After the alternative expression has been processed, ELSEFI
is again executed. The final action is FIEX. This reduces the conditional
level, and creates an Arithmetic Operand record for the result of the
conditional expression. This record will have its TYPEBITS set from
EXPSCALE, and its direct address will be that of the accumulator specified
by PREFACC.

Conditions

Conditionlist=(Condition,Q31)

Q31 =()
(and&OUTCJ,Conditionlist)
(orPORACTConditionlist)

Condition--(Yesnooverflow, OVRTEST)
(STACKEXPR ,ANYPREFLcond,Rcond, Relation)

Yesno=(no #SETNO)
(SE7YESTYPEPROC)

In the interests of efficiency, it is required that conditions are evaluated
only as far as is necessary to determine their truth or falsity. Thus,
following the occurrence of the symbols 'AND' and 'OR', the associated
actions output the appropriate jump instruction to test the preceding
condition. This enables inconsequential tests to be skipped.

The above syntax does not need to express the relative priority of these
two "Boolean operators", as this is obtained as a consequence of the
operation of the tests output by the compiling actions.

Following the occurrence of the symbol 'AND', the action OUTCJ is executed.
This outputs an if-false-jump instruction to skip over the following
condition, or conditions if more 'AND's follow. Unless the symbol 'OR'
intervenes, the jump will be made to the alternative, if any.

Following the occurrence of the symbol 'OR', the action ORACT is executed.
This outputs an if-true-jump,directly to the consequence (statement or
expression as appropriate). The destination of any preceding 'AND' Jumps
is then set to the following condition.

In this implementation an extra type af condition is introduced, this
being a (destructive) overflow test. The symbol 'OVERFLOW' ('OVR') may be
preceded by 'NO', in which case SETNO is executed setting ACCUMULATOR to
0, or 'NO' may be absent in which case SETYES is executed setting
ACCUMULATOR to 1. The execution of TYPEPROC is irrelevant in this context.
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Following the occurrence of the symbol 'OVERFLOW', the action OVRTEST is
executed, which sets FUNCTION to #24. Thus it may be seen that tests are
prepared as if-false-jumps, this bein the test normally required following
'THEN', and are reversed as required (by REVCJ).

Comparisons

[Condition= ....
(STACKEXPR ,ANYPREF,Lcond,Rcond,RELATION)]

Lcond=-(Axpr)
(zero ,CONSTANT)

Rcond=(ro.Q30)

Q30=(Condterm,Condterms)

(zero ,ZEROCOMP)

Condterm=(Term ,CONDPLUS)
(plus ,Term,CONDPLUS)
(minus ,Term,CONDMINUS)

Condterms=()
(plus ,Term ,CONDADD,Condterms)
(minus,TermCONDSUB,Condterms)

Instead of evaluating the expressions on either side of the comparator,
and the performing the comparison by means of a subtraction, the two
expressions are evaluated as one expression. In a simple case this is
performed by effectively reversing the signs of all the terms of the right
hand expression. This results in less instructions being generated, and
usually one less accumulator being used. As the scale to which the
expression is to be evaluated is not specified, it is detemined by the
compiler, using the normal method (see SCALETERM).

The expression to the left of the comparator is processed by the rvle
Lcond, and that on the right hand side by Q30. The first Term of this
second expression causes either CONDPLUS or CONDMINUS to be executed, and
subsequent Terms cause either CONDADD or CONDSUB to be executed. If
however this second expression is a zero constant, the action ZEROCOMP is
executed instead. This optimises cases of comparison against zero.

In this implementation, the comparator and second expression may be omitted.
This allows the use of "pseudo" Boolean expressions, zero being false, and
non-zero true. Thus the symbols <>O are effectively assumed. This allows
such conditions as

'IF' 'BIT'[9]X 'THEN' .

In this case the action SETNEZ is executed.

When the comparison is complete the action RELATION is executed. This sets
up ACCUMULATOR and FUNCTION in preparation for a subsequent call of OUTCJ,
and optimises tests of partwords against zero.

7
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Statements

[Program=( .. ,Body, . . )

Body=( D,ENDDECS,Si)]

Sl=(St,Q39)

Q39=()
(semi,Sl)

St-(S,FN ST)

(id,Q38)
STATUSCHECKQ26,AI )Ifstat)

Forstat)
*Gotostat; Compound )

code#STATUSCODE,beginQ35)
(Answerstat)

Q38=(SELABcolonS)
(LOOKUP,STATUSCHECK,Q33)

After processing each statement in the body of a program, the action ENDST
is executed. This frees any store used tem porarily during the statement.
Statements are separated by semicolons (Q39), and may be void (S).

Where a statement commences with an identifier this may be a label, or the
start of an assignment or procedure call. The first case is resolved in
rule Q38. If the identifier is followed by a colon (:= having been
converted to 4-) the action SETLAB is executed before the colon is read.
This action looks up the record of the label in the label list, and inserts
the current address in this record, setting a marker to denote that this
label is now set.

Assignment Statements

[s= . .

(id,Q38)
(STATUSCHECK,Q26 ,Al)

Q38= . . .

(LOOKUPSTATUSCHECK,Q33)]

Q33=(Q25,A1)
- ( I.SPROC ,Proccall ,BEHEAD)

:/ Q25=()
(Subscript)

Q26=(BitsetIhsb)

(NONAME,Singlesubs)

Lhsb=( idLOoKUPLHSBITSQ25)
(NONAMELHSBITS ,Singlesubs)

AI =(becomes,VARCECKSETASS,A2,STOREBEHEAD)
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The rules for the left hand side of an assignment are complicated by the
necessity to remove the cases of label settings and procedure calls, and
the number of possibilities available.

The action STATUSCHECK is executed once, irrespective of which route is
chosen, this completes any deferred actions associated with conditions and
Answer statements, and checks that the statement can be entered.

An arithmetic operand record will have been set up, either by LOOPUP if
an identifier has been processed, or by NONAME if an anonymous reference
has been used. If the identifier was subscripted, or an anonymous reference
has been used, the address fields of this record will have been processed
by the actions associated with subscripts, and in a non-optimum case code
may have been generated to evaluate the subscript expression(s).

If 'BITS' has been used the PARTWORD field of the record will have been
set to the partword specification generated by Bitset, and after checking,
its type will have been changed to integer, by LESBITS. (Note that the
assignment to a part of a partword table field is illegal.)

[Al=(becomes,VARCHECK, SETASS,A2,STOREBEHEAD) ]

A2=(A3)
(Expr)

A3=(Cexpr)
s tring,STRINGEX)
zero,STOREZERO)

(TermADDAA4)
(plus ,Term,ADDA,A4)
(minus ,Term,SUBA,A4)

A4=(SIMPLEASS)
(SELOPTAA5)

(Axpra)

After the left hand side of an assignment statement has been processed, the
symbol becomes is read and the action VARCHECK executed. This ensures that
the type of the left hand side is a data type, and that a subscript has
been supplied where required.

The action SETASS is then executed. This sets up the variables required for
an assignment, and also sets up the lowest expression level to the type of
the left hand side. If 'ASSIGNMENT' 'TRACE' is required, the right hand
expression must be evaluated in accumulator 7 and assignment optimisation
inhibited. In this case SETASS returns a result of 1 to be used as a
selector by A2.

If trace is not required, SETASS returns a result of zero, which causes

rule A2 to select rule A3.

The assignment of zero is a special case which causes STOREZERO to be
executed. Strings and conditional expressions are processed in the normal
manner. The remaining cases are equivalent to those represented by the rule
Axpra.
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After the first Term has been processed its Arithmetic Operand record is
compared with that of the left hand side, by ADDA or SUBA as appropriate,
to detect whether an add to store type of assignment may be used. If no more
Terms follow, the action SIMPLEASS is then executed to optimise certain cases
of simple assignments. Otherwise the action SELOPTA is executed. This
returns a zero result if an add to store assignment is. not appropriate, and
the rest of the expression is processed using rule Q6a. If however, an add
to store assignment is to be used, a result of I is returned. This causes
rule A5 to select the rule Axpra, which processes the rest of the
expression, without using the previously processed first Term. (The
difference between these two alternatives is vital to this optimisation.)

After the right hand side of the assignment has been processed the action
STORE is executed. This outputs the instructions to perform the assignment,
using the instruction number set up in ASSFUN, after generating trace
instructions if required. The final action BEHEAD, removes the Arithmetic
Operand record of the left hand side from the stack.

Conditional Statements

Ifstat =(if, IFS,Conditionlistthen,ENDSTStelse, ELSES ,S,FI)
ifIFS,Conditionlist ,then,ENDST,St,FI

In this implementation, the syntax of a conditional statement differs from
the Official Definition in that a conditional (or for) statement is allowed
to follow 'THEN'. This avoids the necessity to use a 'BEGIN' - 'END' pair to
surround the consequence statement in these cases. As processed by the syntax
analyser generator, only the first alternative of the above rule is used.
After checking the syntax, and generating the SYNTAX array, a one word
overwrite introduces the second alternative.

(Overwrite #70450000 with #7O45O00O+('SELF'+3-SYNTAX[O) )

This would seem to allow:

'IF' • • 'THEN' 'IF' • • 'THEN' • . 'ELSE'

to be interpreted as either:

'IF' . . 'THEN' 'BEGIN' 'IF' . . 'THEN' • • 'ELSE' • • 'END'

or:

'IF' . . 'THEN' 'BEGIN' 'IF' . . 'THEN' . . 'END' 'ELSE'

This is the pathological "dangling else" from Algol 60. As implemented, the
first interpretation is invariably chosen by the compiler. In cases of
doubt, the user is advised to use 'BEGIN' - 'END' to remove apparent
ambiguity.

After reading the symbol 'IF' the action IFS is executed. This prepares for
the processing of the following condition, setting STATUS to 4 for jump
optimisation. The action ENDST, which is executed after the symbol 'THEN'
is read, serves to recover any workspace used temporarily during the
evaluation of the conditions. The consequence statement is then processed.
If this is followed by the symbol 'ELSE', the action ELSES is executed# and
the alternative statement processed. At the end of the conditional statement,
the action FI is executed. This ensures that any jump around the alternative
statement will subsequently have its address set.
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Goto Statements

Gotostat=(gotoidQ27)

Q27=(GOTOL)
(LOOKUP,STATUSCHECK,Singlesubs ,LABSKGOTOSK)

The destination of a Goto may be either a label or a switch entry. This is
resolved by rule Q27.

If the destination is a label, the action GOTOL is executed. This looks
up the label identifier in the local label list, and optimises such cases
as 'THEN' 'GOTO', as the final test instruction of the condition has not yet
been output.

The second case, that of a switch entry, is treated in a manner analagous
to that of an expression. An Arithmetic Operand record is created by LOOKUP,
and has subscript optimisation applied to it by the actions invoked by the
processing of the subscript by Singlesubs. This record is then checked
for type by LABSK, and finally the action GOTOSK is executed. This action
outputs the indirect jump instruction, using the output procedure normally
used for Arithmetic instructions, INST. This is not surprising, as the
address used for this instruction will normally lie in the (special) data
area of the segment.

For Statements

Forstat=(for,STARTFOR,Locvar,CHECKCV,becomes,P1)

F1 =(A3,ASSCV,F2)

F2=(F3)
(whileConditionlistWHILEL,F3)
(step,Expr,STEPUNT,until,Expr,STEPUNT,F3)

F3=(do,DOCS,S,ENDFOR)
(comma,MOREFOR,FI)

In regard to the structure of the code generated, for statements may be split
into three categories, depending upon the complexity of the for-list. The
simplest, and very common case, is where there is a single step-until element
with three constants. In this case the initial value is first assigned to the
control variable, the controlled statement executed, the control variable
incremented, and finally its value tested against the limit value. A
conditional jump back to repeat the controlled statement is made if the limit
is not exceeded. This is the only case where the instructions for incrementation
and testing of the control variable follow those of the controlled statement in
core. In all other cases they precede those of the controlled statement, thus
involving the requirement for a jump round the controlled statement when the

*for list is exhausted, and a Jump back at the end of the controlled statement.

F JIn the second case, the for list consists of one element of any type, or two
elements where the first is simply an expression and the second a while element.
In this case there is only one destination required for the jump back which is
made at the end of the controlled statement.
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In the last case, there is more than one destination required for the jump back
at the end of the controlled statement. This statement is compiled as an
anonymous procedure, which is called from the code generated for the for-list,
and returns using the link supplied by the call. The detection and selection
of these three cases is made using the variables FORSTATE (complexity) and CCC
(detection of three constants).

After the symbol 'FOR' has been read the action STARTFOR is executed, which
sets up and initialises a new for level. It also sets up a block level for
labels, to ensure that the controlled statement cannot be illegally entered.
The control variable is then processed by Locvar, which checks that it is
correctly subscripted, if required. The control variable is further checked by
CHECKCV which ensures that it is either a 'FIXED' or 'INTEGER' and is not a
partword. This action also sets up the variables used by assignment
optimisation, and expressions.

The first expression of each for element is processed by the rule A3, which
optimises the assignment, where possible, which is output by the action ASSCV.

Where the element is of the form step-until, the two expressions are processed
by the rule Expr, and after each, the action STEPUNT is executed. This ensures
that these expressions are converted to the type of the control variable, and
are stored in temporary locations if required.

Where the for element is of the type while, the following condition is processed
by the rule Conditionlist, the final jump being output by WHILEL.

Where there is more than one for element, the action MOREFOR is executed following
the comma. This releases any temporary locations used by step-until elements,
and resets the variables for the following expression. This action also outputs
the instructions required for the call of, or jump to, the controlled statement.
In the case of a step-until element, this is preceded by a test of the control
variable, and followed by its incrementation.

Following the symbol 'DO' the action DOCS is executed. In cases where the
controlled statement is an anonymous procedure, this outputs the instruction to
store the link. If 'LOOP' 'TRACE' is required, the instructions for the
printing of the control variable are output at this point.

After the controlled statement has been processed the action ENDFOR is executed.
This outputs a jump back as required, or the incrementation and testing of the
control variable in the single element three constant case. All store used
temporarily during the execution of the for statement is now released, the
label block level reduced, and the for level reduced.

Blocks and Compound Statements

Compound=(STATUSCHECK,beginQ37)

Q37=(Sl,end)
(BEGINBLOCKBodyend,ENDBLOCK)

The distinction between blocks and compound statements is that, although they
both start with 'BEGIN', this is only followed by declarations in the case of
a block. This is resolved by rule Q37. There are no specific compiling actions
associated with a compound statement# the 'BEGIN' and 'END' merely acting as
"statement brackets".
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In the case of a block however, the action BEGINBLOCK is executed after the
symbol 'BEGIN' has been read. This increases the block level, and prepares
for the following declarations. At the end of the block the action ENDBLOCK
is executed. This reduces the block level, removes any records of identifiers
declared within the block, and releases any data space allocated. Note however
that the value of DATAMAX is not reset to its value prior to the block, if this
value was smaller than its value at the end of the block.

Code Statements

[s= ...
(code,STATUSCODE,begin,Q35)
..... ... .. . .... . . . . . ..

Q35=(Csl,end)
(BEGINBLOCK,D1,ENDDECS,Cs i,end,ENDBLOCK)

Csl=(Cs,Q34)

Q34=()
(semiCsl)

Cs=()
(Compound,STATUSCODE)
(inst,INSTTYPE,Npart, OUTCODE)
(idCODELAB,colon,Cs)

A code statement is bracketed by 'CODE' 'BEGIN' . • 'END'. In this
implementation the 'BEGIN' may be followed by declarations, causing the code
statement to be treated as a block, following the usual rules. This enables
local workspace to be obtained without having to resort to the use of labelled
locations, this being forbidden.

After any declarations, an item in a code statement can only be a code
instruction, a compound statement, or a block. These may be labelled in the
usual manner. It is not possible to include constants as code items. The
'SPECIAL' 'ARRAY' facility is provided to give an alternative method of including
preset constants, possibly containing address information. The advantage of
this is that not only is it more efficient, (no jump over being required) but
it allows programs to be run with different 0 and N relativiser settings.

The Npart of a code instruction is not treated as an address but as an operand,
in much the same manner as a primary. The actions which process the Npart leave
on the stack an Arithmetic Operand record which is used by OUTCODE to output
the instruction. This is provided for the convenience of the Coral programmer
who wishes to use code (perhaps innocently by macro) rather than for the Astral
programmer who wishes to use Coral.
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(Cs= . .•(inst,INSTTYPE,NpartOUTCODE)

Nr=.(Nread)
7tits)

(Nshift)
(Njuc)(Nlo )

Nread=(Nwrite)( Sgint ,CONSTANT )
(CLEARTYPE,Type,orb,Pnumber,SCALECON,crb,COISTANT)

Nwrite=(anyaccNISACC) 4

(id,LOOKUPD Nwl)
(NONAME,Nw2)

Nwl=)

Nw2=(osb,Nw3,INCTOS,csb)

Nw3=( Sgint)
(modacc ,NISMOD,Zint)

Zint=(Sgint)
(ZERONUM)

Nshift=( int,CODESHIFT)
(modacc,zintCODESHIFT,NISMOD)

Njump=(ID,LABL)
(selfZint ,RELADD)

Nloc=(Nwrite)
(string,STRINGEX)

The syntax of the allowable Npart of an instruction depends on the type of the
instruction. The class to which an instruction belongs is returned as the
result of INSTTYPE and is used as the selector for the rule Npart.

Where a constant is allowed as an operand, this is treated as a reference to a
constant and not as a numeric address. The constants are optimised by the
loader, which uses the functions 04-07 where possible. Where a constant is
prefixed with a data type, the constant is converted to this type by SCALECON
before being inserted in the Arithmetic Operand record set up by CONSTANT.

Where an identifier is used as the operand of a non-jump instruction, this is
used by LOOKUPD in the usual manner. This may be followed by a modifier and/or
a displacement, enclosed in square brackets, this construction also being
allowed as the equivalent of an anonymous reference. Thus to obtain a numeric
address, this must be enclosed in square brackets in exactly the same way in
which it would have to be if it were used in a normal Coral expression.

The destination of a (direct) jump instruction can only be a label identifier,

or a relative jump.
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Table Declarations

Tabledec=(tableTYPEINT,TYPEARRAYNewid,osbint,TABLESIZEcsb,
TabledetailCLEARTYPE,TYPEINT)

Tabledetail=(osb,TABADD,Fieldlist)

Fieldlist=(CLEARTYPE,id,FieldtypeTYPEARRAY,NE'dNAMEQ60)

Q60=(csb)
(semi,Q6Oa)

Q6Oa=(Q60)
(Fieldlist)

After reading the symbol 'TABLE' the actions TYPEINT and TYPEARRAY are
executed to set the type of the following table identifier, which is
processed by Newid, to that of an integer array.

In the Official Definition both the number of words per entry, and the number
of entries has to be specified. This implies that all subscripts must be
multiplied by the width of the entry each time a field is referred to. This
was felt to be an unjustifiable overhead for the Argus. Instead, only the total
space required for the table is specified, and subscripts must be arranged to
have the appropriate factor applied. This may often be done with no overhead.
If for example, a for statement is used to scan the table, the step would be
the entry width, instead of one. If entries are referred to by pointers,
variable length and mixed record types may be kept in the same table.
(As in the Compiler)

After the single bracketed integer specifying the size of the table has been
read the action TABLESIZE is executed, this action reserving the required amount
of data space. This is followed by the description of the fields, enclosed in
square brackets. At the end of the declaration the actions CLEARTYPE and
TYPEINT set IDTYPE to integer in case the table is to be preset.

Fieldtype=(TypeSgint,FIELDDISP)

(Partfield)
(unsigned,Partfield,UNSFIELD)

Partfield=(orbosb,intNOBITSNOSIG,Intfixfield,crbcsb,
Sgint,FIELDDISPcommab,int,FIELDPOSN)

Intfixfield=(comma,Sgint,NOAFTER)
(PARTINT)

A table field may occupy a whole word. In this case the field identifier is
followed by a data type and a signed integer giving its word position in the
entry. The action FIELDDISP caldulates the address required for the field

- using the address TABLED and TABLEI stored by TABADD, and inserts it into the
appropriate locations at the base of the stack in readiness for the subsequent
call of NEWNAME.
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A table field which occupies part of a word may be stored either with a sign
-* bit, or without, in which case 'UNSIGNED' is specified. The type of the field

is either integer or fixed, this being resolved by rule Intfixfield. It should
be noted, particularly in the case of an integer field, that the number of
significant bits is taken to be the number of bits occupied, plus one in the
case of an unsigned field. The action FIELDPOSN is executed after the integer
specifying the starting bit position has been read, this completing the part
word specification. It should be noted that Ferranti bit numbering is used, and
the starting bit position specifies the most significant bit of the field.
At the request of Ferranti, either square or round brackets may be used in the
specification of the field type.

Switch Declarations

[D= . . . ..
(switch ,ADDRSW,TYPESWITCHNewid,becomes ,Swlist)

Swlist=( id,SPECLAB,Q41)

Q41=()
(comma,Swlist)

A switch declaration sets up, in the segment's Special Data area, a set of

sequential locations containing the addresses of the labels, one per entry.
Where a label is external to a segment, the address will be that of the indirect
jump to the label, set up at the end of the segment. The action ADDRSW sets the
direct address of the record being formed, to the current special data transfer
address minus one. Its type is set by TYPESWITCH, and is effectively Label Array.

After each label identifier in the switch list, the action SPECLAB is executed.
This looks up the label in the (local) label list, and outputs either zero or
its chain address to special data. (The label cannot yet have been set at this
block level, except in the special case of label parameters.)

Overlay Declarations

Overlaydec-( overlay ,Base ,with,OVERON,Datadec,OVEROFF)

Base=( id,LOOKUPDQ43)

(NONAME,osb,int,INCTOS,csb)

Q43=()r .(osbSgint,Inctos, csb)

Datadec=(Type,Q2i)
(Tabledec)

Any data location may be overlayed with a data declaration. The base defines
(absolute) anonymous reference, thus giving a limited local equivalent of an

'ABSOLUTE' communicator.

An arithmetic Operand record is created by either NONAME or LOOKUPD. In the
second case, if the direct address is zero, the indirect address replaces it.
The action INCTOS increments the direct address by the integer constant.
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The data declaration is preceded by the execution of the action OVERON, which
deletes the Arithmetic Operand record stores its direct address in OVERBASE,
and sets the OVERLAY flag. This flag is cleared later by OVEROFF.

The following points should be noted:

1 Where a multi-dimensional array is overlayed, the actual area
overlayed is its first level Iliffe vector. It is usually better to
overlay a single dimensional array with multi-dimensional array(s).

2 There is no check to ensure that the space required by the
overlaying data declaration does not exceed that of the overlayed data
area.

3 Where a procedure parameter is overlayedp the base is taken as the
location occupied by the parameter within the data space local to the
procedure, even if the parameter is a 'LOCATION' or 'ARRAY' pointer.

4 Where the base is a field of a table passed as a parameter, the
effective address is the displacement of the field relative to the start
of the table.

Special Declarations

Specialdec=( special ,arrayTYPEINT ,TYPEARRAY ,ADDRSPEC,Newidbecomes ,Speclist)

Speclist=( Spe citem,Q46)

Q46()
(comma,Speclist)

The Special Array facility is introduced as an aid to the production of software
and not as a facility for everyday use. Its introduction compensates for the
restriction that constants may not be embedded within code. A special array is
classed as an Integer Array, with a zero lower bound, and must be completely
preset. The normal restrictions on presetting do not apply. The preset values
may contain address and numeric information packed into one word (10/14 bit
packing). It is usually bad practice to alter the contents of a special array
during the execution of a program.

Specitem=( Zint ,Q45)Sstringp SPECSTRING)

CLEA1RTYPET37peorb ,Pnumber,SPECNUM,Morespec)

Morespec=(crb)
(commaPnumber,SPECNUM,Morespec)

Q45=( SrTTEN,Specadd)
(CLEARTPEtTYPEINT,SPECNUM)

Specadd=( colon, idSPECLAB)
- (selfSgintSPECREL)

(divQ44)

Q44u(Sgint ,NONAME ,ICTOSSPECCON)
(Base,SPECCON)
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A special item may be either a packed word, a string, or a numeric constant.
If the constant is not to be stored as an integer, one or more constants,
enclosed in round brackets may be preceded by a data type. These constants
will be rescaled by SPECNUM before being output. In the case of a string, the
actual standard string, occupying one or more words, is stored in the special
array at the point of its occurrence by SPECSTRING. This differs from
presetting an integer witha string, where the preset value is its address.

Where a packed word occurs, the action SETTEN is executed to store the ten bit
constant temporarily in TOPTEN. This constant, which may be void, is then
followed by either a colon, the symbol 'SELF' (*), or an oblique stroke. The

colon must be followed by an identifier, which is taken as that of a label by
the action SPECLAB, and the label address subsequently stored.

In the case of a relative address ('SELF' or *), the symbol is followed by a
signed integer, the action SPECREL treating the address as relative to the
current special data transfer address. (NB not the current program transfer
address.) In the third case, the fourteen bit field may be either a second
integer constant, or a data address, as processed by the rule Base. The
Arithmetic operand record set up in this case is used by the action SPECCON.

Level Directives

[Compileitem= . . ..

(Leveldec)

(Leveldec)]

Leveldec=(level ,intSETLEVEL)

A level directive sets the level of diagnostic information required at
compile time, and required to be output to the loader. After the unsigned
integer giving the level required, the action SETLEVEL is executed.

Trace Directives

[Compileitem= ....
(Yesno ,Tracetype, trace)

.STTESTYPEPROCQ48)
(no, SETNOTracetype, trace)

Tracetype=(assignmentASSTRACE)
- (loopFORTRACE)
f (label#LABTRACE)

(procedure ,PROCTRACE)

Q48z(assignmentPASSTRACE ,trace)'4(loopsFORTRACE, trace)
label ,LABTRACEtrace)
procedureQ49)

Q49.(NewidBEGINPROCProcrest)
(PROCTRACEtrace)
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Trace directives govern the amount of instructions specifically generated
to enable the action of a program to be traced. Trace is split into four
categories; assignment, loop, label and procedure. Each type may be turned
on or off as required, the trace state following the block level. At the
end of a block the state is reset to that of the outer block, but at the
start of a block it is initially that of the outer block. Normally it is off.

The actions SETYES and SETNO set the value of ACCUMULATOR to 1 and O,
respectively. (These actions also being used for overflow tests.) The
actions ASSTRACE, FORTRACE, LABTRACE and PROCTRACE setting the appropriate
bit of TRACE from the value of ACCUMULATOR.

Because of the clash (starting with same symbol) between 'PROCEDURE' 'TRACE'
directives and the declaration of untyped procedures, the rules have been
expanded by SID, and the action TIPEPROC is always executed in conjunction
with the action SETYES. A manual transformation of the above rules could
reduce their size.

Trace instructions are generated by the actions STOREAWAY, DOCS# SETLABEL,
and PROCENTRY & EXITCHECK.

Procedure Tvoe Declarations

[D= TypeQ47)
(Valproc,Newid,BEGINPROC, colon,Newid,NEXTPSET,Procrest)
(SETYESTYPEPROC,Q48)

Q47=••
(procedure,Q49)

Q49=(NewidBEGINPROC,Porcrest)
. . . . . . . . . . . 0 . oI

Valproc=(value ,TrPEVPROC ,procedure)

The above rules "untangle" the start of a procedure declaration. Before the
procedure identifier is read, the type information in IDTTPE is complete, so
that NEWNAME can move the Identifier Specification Record onto the stack. At
this point however, the PARAMSPEC pointer has not been set# and the DIRADD
field contains the address of the location which will subsequently be used
to hold the link. DIRADD[O] is set correctly however for allocating a location
for the first parameter.

After the procedure identifier has been read, the action BEGINPROC is executed,
this completing the procedure's Identifier Specification record, and initiating
its Parameter Specification record. A location in special data is allocated as
a pointer to the procedure# and the address of this inserted into the DIRADD

- field of its record. In preparation for the following parameters, if any, the
PAC field of IDTYPE is set to 7.

If the procedure is a 'VALUE' procedure, its name is followed by a colon, and
the identifier of the "context" parameter, which is processed by Newid. This*1 is followed by the execution of NEXTPSET to clear the typi and special markers
from IDTTPE, leaving the PAC field set to 6.
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Procedure Parameter Declarations

Procrest=(Parameterpart ,semiProcbodyENDPROC)

Parameterpart=()

(orb,Parameterscrb)

Parameters=(Parameterset ,Q65)

Q65=()
(semi gNEXTPSET ,Parameters)

Parameterset=(TypeQ63)
(location,TYPELOCQ62)
(label ,TYPELAB, Idlist)
switch,TYPEISWITCH, Idlist)
table,TYPEINT,TYPEIARRAYNewid,osb,int,csbPARANTAB,Tabledetail ,PARAMTAB)

(value,Q64)
(SETYESTYPEPROC,procedure ,Procparamlist)

Q64=(Type, Idlist)

(TYPESPECPairlist)
(TYPEVPROC, procedure ,Procparamlist)

Pairlist=(NewidcolonNewid,Q61)

Q61-( )s"
(comma,Pairlist)

Q62=(Type,Idlist)
(TYPESPEC,Pairlist)

Q63( array, TYPEIARRAY, Idlist)

(TYPETPROC,procedure ,Procparamlist)

Prooparamlist=(Newid ,Paramlev2,Q58)

Q58=()
(comma,Procparamlist)

The type of a set of parameters is built up incrementally in IDTrPE, the PAC
field having been previously set. In particular, where the location of an
object is to be passed as a parameter the marker LCM will be set. Each
parameter identifier will cause the action NEWNANE to be executed. As well
as adding the Identifier Specification record to the DECLIST, in the case of
parameters NEWAME will call NEXTPARAM to add the specification of the
parameter to the procedure's Parameter Specification record.

When the procedure has been compiled, the Identifier Specification records
of the individual parameters will be deleted, as they are then out of scope.
The Parameter Specification record of the procedure will however remain until
the procedure itself goes out of scope. This record, and not the records of
the individual parameters, is required for the generation of calls of the
procedure.
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In the cases of typed 'VALUE' & 'LOCATION',, 'ARRAY', 'SWITCH' and 'LABEL'
parameters the specification is followed by a list of parameter identifiers,
separated by commas. In the case of untyped 'VALUE' & 'LOCATION' parameters,
the identifiers occur in pairs, the second of which is used to pass the type/
scale of the first. 'TABLE' parameters require the size of the table to be
specified, even though this is ignored. This is followed by the specification
of the individual fields.

In the case of typed or untyped 'PROCEDURE' parameters, the parameter
identifier is followed by a specification of its parameter requirements, if
any. This enables a Parameter Specification record to be formed for each
'PROCEDURE' parameter, this being required when a call of the parametric
procedure is to be compiled.

After the semicolon separating sets of parameters has been read, the action
NEXTPSET is executed, clearing the type information from IDTPE in readiness
for the next set.

Procedure Parameter Snpecifications

Paramlev2=(BEGINPSPEC ,Q57)

Q57=(orbParamtypelist,crb,ENDPSPEC)
(ENPSPEC)

Paramtypelist=(Paramtype,NEXTPARAN,Q56)

Q56=()
(comma,NEXTPSET .Paramtypelist)

Paramtype=(TypeQ54)
( location ,TYPELOC ,Q53)
label ,TYPELAB)
(switch,TYPEISWITCH)
(table ,TYPEINT,TYPEIARRAY)
(value,Q55)

(SETYES,TYPEPROC,procedure)

* Q55=(Type)
TYPESPECNEXTPARAJ)

(TY~PEVPOC, pro cedure )

Q53=-(Type)• (TrPESPEC,NEXTPARAN)

Q54=(array,TYPEIARRAY)
(TYPETPROC,procedure)

Where a procedure is specified without being declared, this occurring in the
case of 'PROCEDURE' parameters in a procedure declaration, and also where
procedures are specified in communicators, its parameter requirements must
also be specified if the procedure requires parameters. This enables a
Parameter Specification record to be prepared, and a reference to it inserted
in the PARAMSPEC field of the Identifier Specification record of the procedure.
This record is required even if the procedure (apparently) has no parameters.
(NB A "parameterless" 'VALUE' procedure has the "context" parameter.)
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In the rule Paramlev2 the action BEGINSPEC is executed to initiate the
Parameter Specification record, tentatively reserving eight words for this.
The rule Q57 detecting the case where the procedure requires no parameters.
In this case the action ENDPSPEC being immediately executed. These two actions
setting up a null record.

Where parameters are required, an opening round bracket will be read. This is
followed by a list of parameter types, separated by commas, and terminated by
a closing round bracket; after which the action ENDPSPEC is executed.

The type of each parameter is built up incrementally in IDTPE, and added to
the record by the action NEXTPARAM. After each comma the type information is
cleared from IDTYPE by NEXTPSET. In the case of untyped 'VALUE' & 'LOCATION'
parameters the action NEFTPARAK is effectively executed twice, to insert the
specification of the context parameter. Where procedures are specified at
this level, a specification of their parameters is not required.

The Procedure Body

Procbody=( code ,beginKILLPARAIS, Odl ,ENTERPROCCslpend)

Q51 =(begin,Odl,PROCETRYSl,endEXITCgECK)
(ENDDECS,PROCENTRYSs,EXITCHECK)

Odl=(Dln DECS)
(ENDDcs)

S If stat)
F ortat)

Answerstat)
Gotostat)
Id,LOOKUP 9STAUJSCHECKQ33)
STATUSCHECKQ26,A1)

Where the body of a procedure is a code statement, the normal parameter
machanism is inhibited by the action KILLPARAMS. This cancels the allocation
of data space for the parameters, and deletes their Identifier Records.

Otherwise the action SETPARAMS is executed, which confirms the allocation of
the data space required to hold the parameters. If the procedure body is a
block, a new block level is not set up, as one has already been set up for
the procedure. This prevents the redeclaration of the identifiers used for
parameters, at the outer level, thus rendering them inaccessable.

When the first statement of the procedure body is reached, the action PROCENTRY
is executed. This outputs instructions to store the link and the parameters.

" At the end of the procedure the action EXITCHECK is executed. This ensures
that a result is returned if a result is required.
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Answer Statements

Ansverstat=(STATUSCHECK, answer ,SETANS,Bxpr,ANSCBECK)

This statement is only allowed within the body of a typed procedure. After
the symbol 'ANSWER' has been read# the action SETANS is executed. This sets
WMSCALE to the type required for the result, and sets SCALEFIER. If however
the procedure is a 'VALUE' procedure, these are both cleared.

At the end of the expression delivering the result, the action ANSCHECK is
executed. This ensures that the result has been evaluated in accumulator 7,
to the scale given in EXPSCALE. The variable STATUS is set to 2 to denote
that an exit instruction is required.

Procedure Calls

[Tpri= . . . . ..

(id,LOOKUP,Q28)

Q28= . . . ...

(RHSPTEST ,Rhspsel)

Rhspsel=. . .rProccall)

(idQ3s)

*-- . . .. .

Q38= . . . ..

(LOoUPO STATUSCHECKQ33)

Q33= . . . ..
(LISPROC,Pro-call ,BRHEAD) ]

Proccall=(SETUPPRQOCSelparame, CALLPROC,FlNISBPROC)
Asel aram=(

(orb ,Paramloop)

Paramloop=(NEXTPTYPESelptype,ANYNORE,Selmore)
.elZy~=(Expr)

:: I (Loovar)

(idQ32)
" Selmore(Multtest)

" (comma ,Paramloop)

Multitest=(Crb)

(coma,CALLPROC ,MULTICALL ,Paramloop)
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When the requirement for a procedure call is detected, the rule Proccall is

entered and the action SETUPPROC executed. This prepares for the call of the

procedure, and raises the expression level in readiness for the evaluation of
parameters. If the procedure requires parameters a result of one is returned,
otherwise zero. This value is used as the selector for the rule Selparams.

After the call of the procedure has been generated the action FINISHPROC
reduces the expression level, and alters the type of the Arithmetic Operand

record set up for the procedure identifier, to the type of the result of the

procedure.

Before each parameter is processed, the action NEXTPTTPE is executed. This

prepares for the evaluation of the parameter to the required scale, in the

required accumulator. It returns a result, given by PARAMCLASS, which is used
as a selector by the rule Selptype. This selects the syntax for the parameter,
choosing the rule containing the actions appropriate to the type required.

After each parameter has been processed, the action ANYMORE is executed. This
checks that the parameter is of exactly the required type. It returns a result
of zero if no more parameters are required, and a result of one otherwise.
This is used as a selector by the rule Selmore.

If more parameters are supplied than are required, this case being detected by
the rule Multitest, it is assumed that a multiple call of the procedure is
required. The call is output by the action CALLPROC, which in this case is
followed by the action MULTICALL, which prepares for the second and subsequent
calls.

Common Communicators

[Compileitem= ....
(Commondec)

Commondec=( common,orbCOMON,CommonlistCOMOFFcrb)

Commonlist=(STARTDEC,CommonitemQ23)

Q23=()
(semiCommonlist)

A common communicator is compiled to produce a loadable segment. This consists
of two main parts, a common data part providing data space accessible to all
the segments, and a reference part containing references to switches, labels,
and procedures accessible to all the segments, each being provided by only one
segment.

In this implementationp a means of checking that all these references have been
set before the programs are entered is provided by the "common check tape".
Within the common segment all internal references are made by means of D and

S- S address tags, but all references by segments to the common segment are made
by means of C tags.

A checksum is formed from the characters of the common communicator to ensure
that a segment is loaded with the correct common.
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Common Data

Commonitem=()
(Type,Q22)
(Tabledec,Presetlist)
Overlaydec)
Specialdec)

Q22:(Q21 ,Presetlist)

[Q21=(Idlist,DECSIZE)
(array,TYPEARRAYArraylist) ]

Data declarations withir. a common communicator are handled in exactly the same
manner as data declarations in a program segment. Where multi-dimensional
arrays are used, the Iliffe vectors are set up in the special data area in
the usual way. This also applies to strings and Specialdecs. The identifiers
of these items of data are originally addressed relative to the D and S areas
of the common area, these addresses being subsequently changed to addresses
relative to the C area. It is important to note that this re-addressing
assumes that the S area of the C area immediately follows the D area.

Common References

Commonitem=()
(Type ,Q22)

SValproc,Comprocs)
label ,TYPELAB,Comspecidlist)
(switch,TTPEISWITCH,Comspecidlist)
(SETYES,TYPEPROC,procedure,Comprocs)

Q22= . ....

(TYPETPROC,procedure ,Comprocs)

Comspecidlist=( Comspecid,Comspecidcont)

Comspecidcont=()
(comma,Comspecidlist)

Comspecid=(ADDRSPEC ,Newid,SPECONE)

Comprocs=(ComspecidParamlev2,Q20)

0Q20=()
(commaComprocs)

- Each identifier referring to an item to be provided by a segment, is processed
./ by the rule Comspecid. This addresses the identifier with the current value

of the special data transfer address, and after the identifier has been processed
by Newname, outputs a preset value of zero to the allocated location by the

execution of the action SPECO1.

Where an identifier is used in a label context in a special array in a common
communicator, this reference is chained up to the previous specification or
reference if one exists. In the case where one does not, an implicit
specification of the identifier as a common label is made.
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Absolute Communicators

[Compileitem= ....
( absolute, orb ,Abslist, crb) ]

Abslist=(CLEARTYPE,Absitem,QI 1)

Q11=()
(semi,Abslist)

Absitem=()
Type,Q1O)
Valproc ,Absprocs)
label,TYPELAB,Absidlist)
(switchTYPESWITCHAbsidlist)
(table,TYPEINT,TYPARRAY,Absid,osbint,csb,Tabledetail)

(SETYESTYPEPROC,procedure,Absprocs)

QI O=(Q9,Absidlist)
(TYPErPROCAbsprocs)

(array,TYPEARRAY)

Absidlist=(Absid,Q7)

commaAbsidlist)

Absid=( id,divint,ABSADD,NEWNAME)

Absprocs=(Absid,Paramlev2 ,Q8)

Q8=()
(commaAbsprocs)

The purpose of the absolute communicator is to communicate to the compiler the
specifications and addresses of items which may be regarded as having fixed
core store locations. Each identifier is followed by its absolute address,
this being processed by the rule Absid. This communicator may be used to
enable peripherals to be referred to by an appropriate identifier.

The interpretation of the absolute address in the case of single word
variables, and single dimensional arrays and tables is straightforward. In
the case of multi-dimensional arrays, the absolute address is taken to be that
of the zeroth element of the first level Iliffe vector. In the case of
switches the address is taken to be that of the zeroth, not first, entry in
the switchlist, and should therefore be set one back if the switchlist is
regarded as having a lower bound of one.

In the cases of labels and procedures the absolute location specified is
regarded as containing a pointer to the appropriate point in the program.
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Library Communicators

[Compileitem=(libraryQ69)]

Q69=(orb,Liblistcrb)
(CLEARTYPE ,Q66)

Liblist=(CLEARTYPE,Libitem,Q19)

Q19=()
(semi,Liblist)

Libitem=()
(Type,Q18)
(Valproc,Libprocs)
SETYES,TYPEPROC,procedure,Libprocs)

Q18=(Libidlist)
(TYPETPROCprocedure,Libprocs)

Libidlist=(LibidQ16)

Q16=()
(comma ,Libidlist)

Libid=(id,div,int,LIBADD,NEWNAME)

Libprocs=(Libid,Paramlev2,Q17)

Q17=()
(comma,Libprocs)

The purpose of a library communicator is to communicate to the compiler the
names, specifications, and reference numbers of procedures and preset
variables available in the library. Thus library procedures explicitly
referred to do not have to be built-in to the compiler, necessitating its
alteration each time the library is extended. Private libraries may be built
up as required without difficulty. Treating library procedures in exactly the
same manner as any other procedure avoids the necessity for placing
restrictions on the use of library procedures as parameters of procedure calls.
The special library procedures for tracing and floating point arithmetic are
never explicitly referred to by the user, and do not need specification in a
communicator.

Library Compilation

[Compileitem=(Library,Q69)

Q69= . . ...

(CLEARTYPEQ66)

Libid=(id,dir,int,LIBADD,NEWNAME)]

Q66=(Type,Q67)

(ValprocLibidSETLIBSEG,colonNewidNEXTPSET ,Procrest, FlNISHSEG)

Q67=(Libidbecomea, Pnumber,SCALECON,SETLIBVAR)

(TTPETPROCprocedure,LibidSETLIBSEG,Procrest ,FINISRSEG)
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A library procedure referring only to previously compiled procedures and
variables, may be compiled when required. The RLB output tape in this case
should be spliced on to the front of the library tape. After the procedure
or variable has been compiled its specification remains set up for the duration
of the run of the compiler. For subsequent runs however, its specification
should be added to the library communicator.

Each new item added to the library is required to be allocated a reference
number in the range 0 to 16383. This is the number by which it will be
referred to by the loader, and is required by the rule Libid to follow the
identifier of the library item in communicators and when compiling library
items. The user however refers to the library item always by its identifier
only.

The only two compiling actions specific to library compilation are SETLIBSEG
for procedures, and SETLIBVAR for variables. The action LIBADD is used in
both library compilation and library communicators, and is the only action
specific to the second case.

External Communicators

[Compileitem= ....
(extenral,orbExtlist ,crb)]

Extlist=(CLEARTYPE,Extitem,QI 5)

Q15=()
(seml,Extlist)

Extitem=()
(Type,Q14)
Valproc,Extprocs)
label ,TYPELAB,Extidlist)
switchTYPESWITCHExtidlist)
(tableTYPEINTTrPEARRAY,Extidosbint csbTabledetail)
(SETYES,TYPEPROC,procedure,Extprocs)

Q14=(Q9,Extidlist)

(TYPETPROCprocedure#,Extprocs)

Extidlist=(Extid,Q12)

Q12=()

(commapExtidlist)

Extid=(iddivSETTEN,int ,ZintEXTADD,NEWNAME)

Extprocs=(ExtidParamlev2,QI 3)

QI 3=()

(comma,Extprocs)
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An external communicator is similar in function and form to an absolute
communicator. The difference being that whilst the address of an item must
be specified before compilation in the case of an absolute communicator, it
need only be specified before load time in the case of an external
communicator.

This is performed by allocating 32 "external bases" (numbered 0-31) and
allowing an item to be addressed up to !255 from the specified base. This
is specified in the rule Extid.

The first integer specifies the base, and the second optional integer the
displacement. Care should be taken that a reference to an item such as an
external array does not exceed the displacement as there will be overflow
into the field used for the base number. If this case occurs, it may be

* necessary to set sufficient adjacent bases at intervals of 512.

Alf
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THE SYNTAX ANALYSER

The syntax analyser is the main controlling routine of the compiler. By
interpreting the processed syntax stored in SYNTAX, together with the
auxiliary information stored in BOOLVORD, it not only checks the incoming
source program for validity but invokes the required compiling actions at
the requisite points.

These two tables have been produced automatically by the use of the SID and
SAG syntax processing programs. These both check that there is no possible
ambiguity in the definition of the syntax. The original syntax rules have
been reduced to "one track form" by the use of SID# this obviates the
requirement for backtracking, which can be time consuming. This produces
a legible transformed syntax, which is used as the actual working syntax by
the compiler writer# in this case# and has been edited as the compiler
developed. The working syntax is checked and transformed into the two
'SPECIAL' 'ARRAY'S by the use of an Argus version of SAG (#BSAG) which runs
on an ICL 1900.

The syntax table produced can be regarded as the machine code of a special
purpose machine. In this interpretation, the syntax analyser is the machine,
the syntax its "high level" language, SAG its compiler, and the Coral compiler
its assembler. The importance of this approach lies in the fact that the
syntax rules input to SAG are not merely used as the bare bones of the
language definition, but are used as a high level language to express the
overall compiling strategy.

A flowchart is given for the syntax analyser. This expresses unamibiguously
what its operations are, but should be used in conjunction with the
following definition of the interpretive code in order to gain a fuller
understanding of its operation.
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THE INTERPRETIVE CODE

The interpretive instructions fall into two froups, symbol tests
(m.s. bit=1 ), and unconditional operations (m.s. bit=O )

Unconditional Operations

In these operations the most significant two octal digits specify the
operation, and the least significant five octal digits the "address".
This may either be an address relative to the start of the syntax (a), or
a core location (n).

Operation Code Action

00 Goto syntax at s

04 Select one of the following (s) alternatives depending
on the value stored in SSEL

10 Goto the labelled action n, taking the stacked
interpretive link on return

14 Call the procedure whose address is stored at n, storing
its result in SSEL and taking the stacked interpretive
link

20 Call the rule s, stacking the interpretive link for return

30 Goto the labelled action n, continuing with the following
interpretive instruction on return

34 Call the procedure whose address is stored at n, storing
its result in SSEL and continuing with the next interpretive
instruction

The actual representation of these operations in the output of SAG is as
follows, where dd represents a decimal integer and id an identifier.

Operation Code Representation

00 000/dd

04 #100/dd

10 #200:id

14 #300/id

20 #400/dd

30 #600:id

34 #700/id

There are three special cases generated:

I #600:READER to call the reader, at the start of the syntax to
initialise TI, and subsequently to read further symbols.

2 #200:EXIT to exit from the end of an alternative of a rule.K; (Uses stacked link)

3 #200:FAIL to indicate syntax failure.
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CONDITIONAL OPERATIONS

In these operations the most significant octal digit specifies the operation,
the next three digits a terminal symbol or symbol group (b), and the least
significant four octal digits an address relative to the start of the syntax
(s. A special case occurs where the s field is zero# a successful jump in
this case indicating the discovery of a syntactic error in the source program.

Where b is less than 72 a symbol match is defined to occur if the value of
b equals that of the terminal symbol stored in TI. Where b is 72 or greater
(in steps of three) it refers to a three word group in BOOLWORD. A symbol
match is defined to occur if the TI th bit of this group is set.

As a side effect of a conditional operation, a terminal symbol may be
"accepted". This causes the next symbol to be read, by means of a jump to
READER. This is not done directly, but by interpreting a type 30 instruction
stored at the start of the syntax. This is done in order to reduce the size
of the syntax analyser, although it is slightly slower.

OReration Code Action

4 If symbol match jump to s.

5 If symbol match read next symbol and jump to s.

6 If no symbol match jump to s

7 If symbol match read next symbol, otherwise jump to s.

All operations of this type are represented by eight digit octal numbers.
(#cbbbssss)
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The Working Syntax Introduction

The syntax which follows is the actual syntax used by the compiler. It
has been transformed from the original syntax by SID. This has introduced
the auxiliary rules Q--. The following convention has been used for the
identifiers, to aid the reader:

1 Rule Names First letter in upper case, subsequent
letters in lower case. The rule name is
underlined where semantic selection is
carried out.

2 Terminal Symbols Lower case letters

3 Compiling Actions Upper case letters. The action name is
underlined where it delivers a result to
be used as a semantic selector.

In the notation used for terminal symbols, lower case letters are used.
Most of the symbol names are self explanatory, but a list of the more
cryptic and composite symbols is given below.

zero zero constant (of any form)
int integer constant, including zero
intcon integer constant, excluding zero
realcon real constant, excluding zero and integer constants
pconst zero, integer, or real constant
shift shift operator (eg 'SLA')
ro comparator (eg =, 'EQ')
inst accumulator and function of code (eg 7 ADD)
colon
semi
orb
orbosb ( , [
crb)
crbcsb , ]
mult
self 'SELF' ,
div /
step 'STEP' ,
until 'UNTIL' ,
cab*cab ]
power t 9 **
becomes - , 3=
commab 'BIT' or ,
id identifie;

•I
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Snt ax 1 Seaments

Run=( CorpileiternQ70)

Q170=( finish)
(serni,Run)

corn iieitern()
Programa)
Commondec)
(library,Q69)
externalporb#Extlist crb)
(aboolute~orb*Abqlist ,crb)
Leveldec)
SYeano ,Tracetype trace)
test, SETTEST ,Q68)

Q68=(Progran)
(Commondec)
(library,CuLEATYPE,Q66)

Program=( id,BEGINPROG,begin,BodyENDPROC ,end)

Body=( D1,ENDDECS,sl)

D1=(STARTDEC ,Dvserni#Q50)

Q50=0)

(Dl)
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Syntax 2 Declarations

D=Type ,Q47)
(Tabledec ,Presetlist)
switch,ADDRSWTYPESWITCHNewidsbecomes,Swlist)
Specialdec)
Overlaydec)
Vaipro c,Newid ,BEGINPROC,oion ,Nevid ,NEXTPSET ,Pro crest)
SETYESTYPEPROC, Q48)
no ,SETNO,Tracetype,trace)
Leveldec)

Type=( integer ,Q59)
(fixed~orbosboint ,NOBITS ,comma,Sgint,NOAFTER~crbcsb)
(floating,TYPEFLOAT)

Q59=( osb~int ,NOBITS ,csb,PARTINT)
(TYPEINT).

Sgint=(int)
(pluspint)

* (minuspint ,NEaINUN)

Q47=(Q21 ,Presetlist)
(TYPETPROC ,procedure ,Newid ,BEGINPROC ,Procest)

Q21 =( Idlist ,DECSIZE)
(array ,TYPEARRAY ,Arraylist)

Idlist=( Newid ,Q52)

Q52=()
(comma, Idlist)

Newid=( id,NEWNAME)

Presetlist=()
(becomes ,SKIPDTA,Presets)

Presets=( PresetnumoQ40)

Q40=()
(commappresets)

Presetnum=( Pnumber,OUTPRSSET)
* (orb#Presets ,crb)

Cat ring ,PRESETSTRIEG)

* Pnwber=( pconst){plus ,pconst)
minus ,pconst ,NEGNUN)

- ZERONUM)

* Arraylist=(ZEROARRAYS,IdlistpobBoundpairNoreboundpcub,,ENDARRATQ42)

Q42=()-J (comma#Arraylist)
Boundpair-( Sgint ,SETLB~oolonSgint ,SETUB)

Morebounds=(CONEDIM)
(FIRSTDIM,coma,Boundpair,Arraytail)

Arraytail=( LASTDIM)I (NIDDIM~coia,BoundpairArraytail)
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EXPra(Cexpr) (Axpr)
(zero .CONSTANTAICALETERM)
(srz SRIGXSCAL9TFPJ4)

Axpr=(Term,Q6)
(Axpra)

(uInusT.mvNAR~
3 9SQ6 )

~Q6a)

Q6a=(plua aTexu,Add,Q6)
(minu3*T.rmS,BQ

6 )
Tez'fli,(FactorpQ

5 DSCALETRRq)

#utFactorMpyQ
5)

(dive~actor,DIVIDEPQ
5)

Factor=(DiferncQ
24)

q24=()
(Power,Dfference

0RAISQ24)

Ditfferenee=.(UjnitedQ
4 )

differ.United,NQ,Q
4 )

Ilri ted= (CollationQ
3 )

Q3=()
(union# Collation uORP#Q3)

Collaton..(Tert ,Q2)

Q2=()

Tort.(SgcQl)
(pri,QI)

QShiftSETSHlnShiftD 
.HTQ1)

Shifta( Sec ,PLUSS~M)

,orbvsubexcrb)

* S~c=(Bitse~ BITSIN,Pr± eRSBITS)

B i t s t =( b i t s v c L A R P z p s ~ n O e r o s P Z L P S , N P R D c
OnermoemNOBITDNOSIGePARTINT,ooama 

,int)
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Syvntax 4 Primaries

Pri=(Tpri)
(realcon,CONSTANT)
(orbSTACEXPR,SETPREF,ExprscrbOFFSTEXPR)

Tpri=( intcon,CONSTANT)
(id,LOOKUP#Q28)

5
j (CLEARTYPE,Type,TYPEXPRSorb ,Exprpcrb,EXPRTYPE)

(NONANE.*Single subs)
(location,orbLocvarLOCACT,crb)
(label ,orb,id,Q32 ,crb)

Q28=(Subscript ,VARCRECK)
(RHS'JEST ,Rhspoel)

A~asfslYARCHECK)
(Pro call)

Locvar=( id, LOOKUP ,Q29)
(NONAME,Singlesubs)

Q29=(Subscri t)

Q32=( LOOKUP,Singlesubs ,LABSK)

Singlesubs=( substart ,csb ,KILLEXPR)

Subscript=(substart ,Moresubs ,csb ,KILLEXPR)

Substart=( osb,SETUPSUB,Subex)

Moresubs=()
(comma,SUBCOiMx&,Subex,Moresubs)

Subex=( Subterms)
(Ce xpr ,PLUSsUB)
(Term ,PLUSSUB ,Subexcont)
(zero)

Subexcont()
* (Subterms)

Subterms=(plu,TerPLUSSUB,*Subexcont)
(minus,Term,MINUSSUB~Subexcont)
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Syntal 5 Conditions

Cexpr=(ifIFEXConditionlistothenTEUiX,Erpr,elseELSEFI,
ELSEX,Expr,ELSEFI ,FIBX)

Condi tionlist=(ConditiontQ31)

Q31()0
andpOUTCJpConiditionlist)
or ,ORACT ,Conditionlist)

Corndition=( Yesno. overflovOVRTBST)
(STACKIEXPR,ANYPRE? ,Lcond ,Rcond ,EELATION)

Yesno=(no ,SwITNO)
V (SErYES ,TYPEPROC)

K Lcond=(Axpr)
(zero ,CONSTANT)

Rcond=(ro,Q30)
(sETlisz)

q3O=( Condterm ,Condterms)
(zero ,ZEROCOMP)

Condterm=(Term ,CONDPLUJS)

plus ,Temn,CONDPLUS)mius ,Term pCONDMINUS)

Condtermzs()
(plus ,Term,CONDADD,Condterms)
(minus ,Temn,CONDSJB ,Condterms)
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Syntax 6 Assigiment

Si=(St ,Q39)

Q39=0)
(semi,Zl)

St=(S,ENDsT)

S=()
(id,Q38)
SSTATUSCHECK,Q26,Al)
Ifstat)

(Forstat)

SCompound)
code .STATUSCODE ,begin,Q35)
Answerstat)

Q38=( SETLAB ,colon ,s)
(LOOKUP,STATUSCHECK,Q33)

Q33=(Q25,A1)
(LHSPROC,Proccall ,BEHEAD)

Q25=()
(Subscript)

Q26=(Bitset ,Lhsb)
(NONAI4E#Singlesubs)

Lhsb=( id,LOOKUP ,LHSBITSOQ25)
(NONAME ,LHsBITS,Singlesubs)

Al =(be e, VARCHECC, SETASS ,A2,STOE, BEHEAD)

(Expr)

A3= (Cexpr)
(string ,STRINGEX)
(zero ,STOREZERO)
(Term,ADDA,A4)
(plus ,Tenn ,ADDA,A4)
(minus ,Term,SUBA,A4)

A4= (SIMPLEASS)
(SELOPTA ,A5)

- A5= (Q6a)
.7 (Axpra)

Ifstat=(if,IFS,Conditionlist,then,ENDST#St,else,ELSE3SSI)

Gotostat=(goto,id,Q27)

Q27=( LOOKUPSTATUSCHECKSinglesubsLABSKGOTOSK)

(GOToL)
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S-yntax 7 Statements

Forstat=( forSTARTFOR,LocvarCHECKCV,becomes ,F1)

Fl =(A3,ASSCV,72)

F2= (P3)
(while ,Conditionlist ,WHILELOF3)
(stepExpr,STEPUNT~until gExprSTBEPUNTF3)

4F3=vOC$gEDO

Compowid=( STATUSCHECK,beginQ37)

Q37=( Si send)
(BEGINBLOCK,Body, end, ENDBLOCK)

Q35=(Cal ,end)
(BEGINBLOCK,D1 ,ENDDECS ,Csi ,end ,ENDBLOCK)

Csl=( Cs,Q34)

Q34=()
(semi#Csl)

cs=()
SCompound,,STATUSCODE)
inst ,INSTTYPE,Npart OUTCODE)
id ,CODELABolon,Cs)

(Nwri te)
(Nshift)
(Njimp
(Nblc)

Nread= (Nwri te)
(Sgint, CONSTANT)
(CLEARTYPEType,orbPnuber#SCALECON,crb,CONSTANT~)

Nwrite=( anyacc,NISACC)
(id,LOOXUPD,Nwl)
(NONAME ,,Nw2)

Nwl=()
(Nw2)

Nw2=(osb ,Nw3#INCTOS~csb)

Nv3=( Sgint)
(modacc .NISMOD, Zint)

Zint=( Sgint)4 (ZERONUM)

I Nehift=(int ,CODESHIFT)
(modacoZint ,CODESHIPT,NISNOD)

Njump=( ideLABL)
(self#ZintRSLADD)

Nloc=(Nwrite)(string#STRINGEX) 108



Syvntax 8 Table Declaratigns

Tabledec=( table ,T!PEINT,TYPEARRAY ,Nevidsos, t .TABLESIZB,csb,
Tabledetail DCLEARTYPE ,TTPEIN)

Tabledetail=(osbTABADD,Fieldlist)

Pieldlist=(CLEARTYPE,id,Pieldtype ,TYPEARRAYNEWNANEQ60)

Q60=( csb)
-' (semi,Q6Oa)

Q6Oa=( Q60)
(Fieldlist)

Fieldtype=(Type,,Sgint,'IELDDISP)

(unsigned ,Partfield,UNSFIELD)

Partfield=( orboab Dift ,NOBITS ,NOSG,Intfixfieldvcrbosb,

Sgint ,FIELDDISP~comnabpint ,FIELDPOSN)

Intfixfield=( comma,Sgint DNOAFTER)
(PRTIiNr)

Swlist=( id ,SPECLAB ,Q41)

Q41=(0
(commaSwlist)

Overlaydec=( overlayBasetwith,OVERON,Datadec ,OVEROFF)

Base=(id ,LOOKUPD,Q43)
(NONMEosb,int ,INCTOS,asb)

Q43=0)
(oab ,Sgint ,INCTOS,csb)

Datadtec=( Type ,Q21)
(Tab ledec)

Specialdec=(special ,arrayTYPEINT,TYPBEARRAYiADDRSPEC,Nevidpbecomea.Speclist)

Speclist=( Specitem ,Q46)

Q46=()
(comma,speclist)

Specitem=(Zint,Q45)

A- CLEARTYPE.Typeporb,,PnuhaberSPECUNNoreapec)

Morespec=( crb)
(comma,Pnumber,SPECNUNMorespeo)

Q45=( SETEN9,Specadd)
(CLEARTrrPE,'YPEINT#SPECNUN)

Specadd=( colongid#SPECLAB)
(self,Sgint,SPECREL)
(divQ44)

Q44=(Sgint,NONAI4E,INCTOS9SPECCON)
(Base ,SPECCON)10



Syntax 9 Procedure Declarations

Leveldec=( level,int .SETLEVEL)

Tracetype=( assignment ,ASSTRACE)
Sloop ,1OIRRACE)
label ,LABTRACE)
procedure,PROCTRACE)

Q48=(assigmment ,ASSTRACE .trace)
loopiFORTRACE, trace)
(label ,LABTRACE,tae
(procedure ,Q49)

Q49=( Nevid ,BEGINPROC ,Procrest)
(PROCTRACE,trace)

Valproc=( value ,TYPEYPROC ,procedure)

Procrest=(Parameterpart ,;lmi ,Procbody,ENDPROC)

Paraineterpart=()
(orbParameters,crb)

Parazneters=( Paranieterset ,Q65)

Q65=(0
(semi,NEXTPSET ,Parameters)

* Parameterset=(Type,Q63)
(location#TYPELOC9Q62)
(label ,T!PELABIdlist)
(svitch,TYPEISWITCH, Idlist)
Stable,T!PEINT,TYPEIARRAY,Newidpobint,csb,PARA4TAB ,Tabledetail,PARA4TAB)
value ,Q64)
SETYESTYPEPROC,procedure,Procparamlist)

Q64=( Type ,Idlist)
STYPESPEC ,Pairlist)
TY[PEVPROC ,procedure ,Procparamlist)

Pairlist=(Nvidpcolon,Nevid,Q61)

* Q61=()
(comma~Pairlist)

Q62Z(Type,Id2list)
(TYPESPEC,,Pairlist)

- Q63Z(array,TYPEIARRAY, Idlist)
(TYPETPROC ,procedure ,Procparamlist)

Procparaalist=(NewidParznlev2 ,Q58)

Q58=()
(comma#Procparamlist)

Paramlei,2u(BEGINPSPEC *Q57)

Q57=( orb DParamtypeliut, orb ,ENDPSPEC)-

V Paramtypeliti(ParatyppNXTPARANQ56)
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Syntax 10 ProoduiM Calls

Paramtyp=(TypepQ54)
(locationvTYPELOC ,Q5)
Slabel DTYPELAB)
awitch#TTPEISVITCH)
table ,TYPEINT ,TYPEIARRAY)
value ,Q55)
(sETlE,TYERO)rocdure)

Q55=(Type)
STYPESPEC 9N&ITPAR)
TYPEYPROC .procedure)

Q54=(array ,TTPEIARRAY)
(TYPETPROC~procedure)

* Q53=(Type)
(TYPESPECONEXTPARAM)

Procbody=( code ,begiiKILLPARAMS ,Odl .ENTERPROC, Cal end)
(SETPARlAMS,Q51 )I

Q51 =(beginOdlDPROCENTRY,SlpendEXITCECK)
(ENDDECS DPROCENTRY, Sa,EXITCHECK)

Odl=(Dl,ENDDECS)
(ENDDECS)

Ss=()
SIfstat)
Forstat)
Answerstat)
SGotoatat)
Id ,LOOKUPOSTATUSCHECK,Q33)
STATUSCHECICQ26 ,A1)

Ansverstat=( STATUSCHCK,anwerSETANS ,EzprANSCHECK)

Proccall=( SETUPPROC DSelparama ,CALLPRtOCFINISHPROC)

* (orb ,Paramloop)

Paramloop=(E~rIrP.Selptype .AjiNQselmore)

Loevair)
-id :LOOKUP)

t id Q32)

eoma Parazaloop)*1 Multitst=( orb)
(comma CALLPROCNTLTICALLDParamloop)



Syntax 11 Common Communicators

Commondecomon,,orbDCOMONCommon.iut ,COMOFP,crb)

Commonhist=( STAIRPDEC ,CommoriitemQ23)

Q23=0)
(semi ,Commonlist)

Commonitem=()
(Tye,Q22)
~Valproc,Comprocs)
Tabledec ,Preuetliat)
Overlaydec

(labelp TYELAJBpComspecidlist)
(avitch,TYPEISWITCH ,Comspe cidl.ist)
(SETYES ,TYPEPROC ,procedure ,Comprocs)

Q22=(Q21 ,Presetlist)

(TIPETPROC ,procedure, Compro cs)

Comspecidlist=(Comspecid,Comspecidcont)

Comspecideont=()
(comma,Comspecidlist)

Comspecid=(ADDRSPEC ,Novid ,SPECONE)

Comprocs(Comspecid,Paranlev2 ,Q20)

Q20=()
(comma .Compro os)

Abslist=(CLEAR~YPE,Absitem,,Q11)

Q11=()
(semi#Abalist)

Absitem=()
(TypesQ1O)
( Vaiproc gAbap roe)
label ,TYPELAB,Absidlist)
svitchTYPESWITCH#Absidlist)
table,TYPEINT,TTPEARRAY,Absid,oab,intpcsb,Tabledetail)

* SETTES,TYPEPROC ,procedureAbsproos)

QIO0(Q,Abs±idist)
(TYPEPROC ,procedureAbsproes)

- ~ array ,TTPEARRAY)

Absidliut=(Absid,,Q7)

Q commavAbsidliat)

Absid=( id,,div,int ,ABSADD,NMWAME)

Abuprocsw(Abeid#Paramlev2 ,Q8')

QBUommaAbsproou)12
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Syntax 12 Librarnr

Q69=( orb ,Liblist, orb)
(CLEA1RrpNQ66)

Q66=(TypetQ67)
(Vaiproc ,Libid ,SETLIhSEG, olon,Nevid DNEXTPSET DProcrest ,FIISHSG)
(SETMS,pTTPEPROCprocedure ,LibidSETLIBSEGgProoreatFINISHSEG)

Q67=( Libid ,becomes ,PnumberSCALECON, SETLIBYAR)
(TYPETPROC ,procedin* ,LibidSTLIBSEGProoreutFINISSEG)

Liblit=CLEARTYPELibitm#Q19)

C119=0)

Libitena=()
SType,Q18)
Vaiproc ,Idbprooa)
SETYES ,TYPEPROC ,proceduare ,Libproce)

Qi 8=( Libidlist)
(TTPETPROC,procedure ,Libprocu)

Libidlist=(Libid#Q1 6)

Q16=()
(commaLibidlist)

Libid=( Ldpdivpint DLIBADD,NEWNAME)

Libprooe=(LibidpParamlev2,Q1 7)

Q1 7=()
(comaLibprocs)

NZtlist=(CLEARTYPE,Eztitem*Q1 5)

Q15=0)
(semitExtlist)

Extiteau()
(Type#Q14)
Vaiproc ,Eztproou)

* label ,TTPELABExtidisot)
svitch#TYPESWITCH#Rxtidliut)
table ,T!PEIITTYrPERRAYNztidoosboint DosbDTabledetail)
ISETTES ,TYPEPROC ,procedure ,Extproca)

Q 4=( Q9 ,Extidlist)
(TYPETPROCpproceehxe ,Extprooe)

Extidlistz(NZtid,Qi2)

(oouiaEtidliut)

Extidm( idpdivSETTEN~izit 9Zirnt sEXADDeNIWAfl)

Eztproouui( Eid ,Parmlev2 .Q13)

* Q13.(0
(ooumaNzxtpmoo. 11



'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' ACCOF

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF);

This procedure is used to find out whether the Arithmetic Operand referred
to by REP# is held in an accumulator. If it is, then the result is the
number of the accumulator, otherwise zero.

'PROCEDURE' ACCPICK

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF,ACC);

This procedure copies the Arithmetic Operand referred to by REP into the
specified accumulator ACC. If it already exists in that accumurator, then
no action is taken; but if the accumulator is occupied by another operands
then this is first stored. This procedure is used exclusively with float-
ing point operations.

* 'PROCEDURE' ACCUPDATE

('VALUE' ' INTEGER' REP);

If the Arithmetic Operand on the stack, referred to by E is not a
*constant, then a check is made to see if either the direct or indirect

address is an accumulator.

If one is, then the appropriate entry is made in ACCS to keep it up to date.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' ADDADD

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' ADD,INC);

This procedure adds an increment INC, to the index field of an address ADD,
ensuring that any carry from the index field ( 14 bit ) does not overflow
into the other fields.

'PROCEDURE' ADDRARRAY

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' START);

This procedure is called to insert the addresses into the identifier records
of one or more arrays declared with the same bounds. It is called from
ONEDIM in the case of single dimensional arraysp and from FIRSTDI in the
case of multi-dimensional arrays. The procedure operates by calling DODIM
with the local procedure MINE as the procedure parameter. This procedure

*parameter is applied to each identifier record, in the reverse order in
which the identifiers were declared. Thus the parameters supplied to DODIN
have to ensure that the highest address is supplied to NINE first, and the
lowest last. The number of identifier records to be addressed is given in
ARRAYS1
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'PROCEDURE' ADDSUB

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' FUN);

This procedure is called from ADD with a value of FUN of 2, and from SUB
with a value of FUN of 3. This procedure generates the instructions
required to perform addition and subtraction operations. The scale to
which this will be carried out is given by EXPSCALE. The left hand operand
is copied into an accumulator# unpacked, and rescaled as required by means
of a call of PICK with GOODACC providing the accumulator number. If the
right hand operand is a constant then it is rescaled if required. Otherwise
it is copied into a second accumulator if it requires unpacking or rescaling.
The instruction with the function code FUN is then output. The top operand
record is removed from the stack and the type of the other operand record
changed to that given by EXPSCALE.

'PROCEDURE' ANSLINK;

This procedure is called in the case where an 'ANSWER' statement is not the
last statement of a procedure. If the use of the procedure trace facility
is not required# an exit instruction is output by means of OUT27, and the
fact recorded by setting EXITCH to one. If however trace is required# an
unconditional jump to the end of the procedure, where the call of L6 is made,
is output. This jump is chained up using EXITCH as the address# which is
then updated.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' ANYMORE;

This procedure is a selector action called directly from the syntax, after
each parameter of a procedure call. If the procedure requires further
parameters, a result of I is returned, otherwise 0. Before returning to the
syntax analyzer, however, a check is made to ensure that the parameter just
processed is of the correct type.

If the parameter required is an untyped 'VALUE' or ILOCATION', the type of
the actual parameter is copied into EXPSCALE. A switch is then made, using
PARAMCLASS, to check the type of the parameter. In the case of 'VALUE'
parameters, if the type of the actual parameter is not that of the formal
parameter, the type of the actual parameter is changed to that required.
If the parameter is a constant, then this is simply rescaled, Otherwise the
parameter is evaluated and rescaledp the result being left in an accumulator,
which will be the one required for passing the parameter, unless it is already
in use.

In the case of 'LOCATION' parameters a check is made to ensure that the actual
parameter is not a partword or array, and is of exactly the required type and
scale.

In the case of 'ARRAY' and 'SWITCH' parameters a check is made that they are
of the exact type required.

If the actual parameter is any type of procedure then a check is made that it
is not being used in a potentially recursive situation. This is detected by
examining the sign bit of its PARAMSPEC, which will be set if the procedure
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'IINTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' AtYMORE

is not yet complete, i.e. the use of the procedure identifier occurs within
the procedure body.

A check is then made to ensure that the procedure supplied is allowable. If
the formal parameter is an untyped procedure then the actual parameter may
be any type of procedure except a 'VALUE' 'PROCEDU2E', otherwise the actual
parameter must be exactly of the right type. No check is made that its
parameter requirements match, as insufficient information is kept to enable
this to be done.

If the formal parameter is a 'LABEL' then no checking is required, as it is
done elsewhere.

After the type checking has been completed, the parameter Arithmetic Operand
is processed by LOCACT if a location is required to be passed. If the
parameter has a non zero indirect address then the parameter is copied into
an accumulator. The parameter specification pointer, PSP, is incremented.
If the next parameter is the second, type, parameter of a non-standard
parameter ( pair ) then a call is made on I{A1EPARAM to set up an Arithmetic
Operand record for this second parameter. A flowchart is given for this
procedure.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' ARRAYBASE;

The result of this procedure is the address of first location of the (last
dimension of the) array currently being declared. In the case of a non-
overlay declaration this is given by the value of DATAI4AX, or in the case of
an overlay declaration, OVERBASE. At this point the appropriate variable
has not yet been incremented by the total data requirement of the array.

'PROCEXJRE' BEGINBLOCK;

This procedure is called at the start of a block and performs the house-
keeping associated with the block structure. It is called directly from the
syntax for blocks within a segment. It is also called from PROCSTACK to
make up the body of a procedure a block, even if it has no declarations at
its head, and also from BEGINPROG.

This procedure starts with a call of BEGLABBLOCK to set up a block level for
labels. This is followed by a call of ONSTACK to place on the stack the
values of the following variables whose values will be reset at the end of
the block:

BLOCECHAINLEVEL TRACE,LOCALLIKIT,DATASTART,DATAPTRDATAEAX, and PRESETOK.

The value of LOCALLIMIT is set to the value of DECLIST at the start of the
block. The variable DATAMAX will be used to allocate workspace to the
declarations following, and is set to the value of DATASTART of the outer
block at this point. ( See also ENDBLOCK )

'PROCEDURE' BEGLABBLOCK;1 This procedure begins a block as far as the administration of labels is
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'PROCEDURE' BEGLABLOCK

concerned. It is called from BEGINBLOCK at the start of a normal block, and
also from STARTFOR to prevent the possibility: of a jump being made to a label
within a 'FOR' statement from a point outside. The current values of
LABDECLIST and LABSTACPTR are stacked using a LABCHAIN. LABDECLIST is then
set to zero, thus labels set or referred to in the enclosing block are
rendered inaccessable.

'PROCEDURE' BEHEAD;

This procedure removes the top Arithmetic Operand from the stack and deletes
any reference to it in ACCS. LH and RH are reset. This procedure is called
from the syntax, and from other compiling actions.

'PROCEDURE' CALLLIB

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' LNO,SPIEL);

This procedure is used to set up a call of the Library Procedure whose refcrnce
number is given by LNO. This procedure is used by the compiler to set up calls
on tracing and floating point arithmetic procedures, it is not used to set up
calls of Library Procedures explicitly referred to. The procedure forms the
required address by adding an L tag to the LNO and calling OUT27.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' COPYINACC

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF);

This procedure is used to find out whether the Arithmetic Operand referred
to by REF is in an accumulator, or if there is a suitable copy of the operand
in an accumulator. If the Operand is a constant, or is a location, or is
indirectly addressed then the result is zero, otherwise a call is made on
FINDOUTand its result taken.

'PROCEDURE' DIAG

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' TATB);

This procedure is used to output, on the printer, a commentary of important
points reached during compilation. The current program address PTA is printed
out, followed by the two strings TA and TB separated by " : ". This is used
to indicate the positions of labels and the starting point of procedures and
loops. If the value of the variable LEVEL indicates that this information is
required at load time, then the string TB is output as part of the relocatable

jbinary output, together with the appropriate directive tag (35).

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' DIRINDADD

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF);

The result of this procedure is the direct address of the Arithmetic Operand
referred to by REF. If however this is null then the result is the indirect
address. This procedure is used where it is known that one address has a$ .value, and the other is null. A similar action takes place in LOOKUPD.

I
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'PROCEDURE' DODIM

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' STAR ,INC;
'PROCEDURE' ACT('VALUE' 'INTEGER'));

This procedure is used for processing array declarations. When called at
the first (or only) dimension, the number of array identifiers declared with
the same. bounds is given by ARRAYS. If there is only one dimension then
DODIM is called by ADDRARRAY which is called by ONEDIM. The effect is to
proceed down the list of identifier records inserting the direct address.
The total store requirement for the arrays is calculated by ARRAYS * NUMBER.

If however there is more than one dimension, each dimension except the last,
requires the setting up of Iliffe vectors in Special Data. In this case the
first dimension causes FIRSTDIM to call ADDRAI and hence DODIM to insert
the addresses of the first level of the Iliffe vectors into the identifier
records. If there are three or more dimensions then further levels of Iliffe
vectors are set up by MIDDIM calling DODIM with OUT1014CS as the parameter ACT.
This outputs all but the last level of vector. In this case the vectors point
at the next level vectors. For the last ( or second ) dimension LASTDIM calls
DODIM, again with OUTi014CS as a parameter, to output the highest level of
vector. This level point at the actual data area occupied by the array data.
Note that even if the arrays are declared as part of an overlay declaration
separate vectors are set up as required.

'PROCEDURE' DOSTRING

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' STRING;
'PROCEDURE' PROC('VALUE' 'INTEGER') );

This procedure applies the procedure PROC to each word in turn of the string

STRING. The parameter PROC will be either 01T24CS or OUTCONT.

'PROCEDURE' DUEERR;

This procedure is called in the case where a statement is not labelled, and
not directly entered from the previous statement. If in this case DUECHAIN
is null, the statement cannot be ( legally ) entered, and a message is output
to this effect.

'PROCEDURE' DUMMY;

This procedure does nothing. It is used as a dummy parameter in a call of
STATUSTEST by STATUSCODE.

'PROCEDURE' DUMPACC

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' A);

This procedure outputs an instruction to dump the contents of the specified
accumulator A in an anonymous temporary workspace, allocating this as
required. The direct address of the relevant Arithmetic Operand is set to
the address of the workspace and flagged as being temporary. The entry
in ACCS for the accumulator A is cleared. This procedure is called when it
is required to preserve an Arithmetic Operand which exists only in an accumulator.
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'PROCEDURE' DUMPACCS;

This procedure outputs instructions to store in anonymous temporary workspace
all Arithmetic Operands which exist only in accumulators.

'PROCEDURE' ENDBLOCK;

This procedure is called at the end of a block and performs the housekeeping
associated with the block structure. It is called directly from the syntax
for blocks within a segment. It is also called from ENDPROC at the end of a
procedure, and also from ENDPROG.

The value of DATAMAX at the end of the block is temporarily stored in MAx,
and DECLIST reset to its value at the start of the block, this value being
held in LOCALLIMIT. OFFSTACK is then called to reset the values of BLOCKCHAIN,
LEVEL ,TRACELOCALLIMIT,DATASTART,DATAPTRDATAMAX, and PRESETOK. This also
has the effect of removing from the stack the identifier records set up inside
the block, as these identifiers are now out of scope. If the value of MAX,
i.e. the highest numbered data space allocated within the block, exceeds the
restored value of DATMAX, i.e. the highest numbered data space allocated so
far, then DATAMAX is set to this larger value. Finally a call is made on
ENDLABBLOCK to compact the label stack and remove any labels now out of scope.

'PROCEDURE' ENDLABBLOCK;

This procedure ends the compilation of a block as far as the administration
of label records is concerned. It is called from ENDBLOCK and EITDFOR. The
previous values of LABDECLIST and LABSTACPTR are unstacked from the main
stack, and the list of label records previously referred to by LABDECLIST
processed. These may be divided into three categories:

a) Labels set in the inner block.
b) Labels unset in the inner block and referred to in the

outer block.
c) Labels unset in the inner block and not referred to in the

outer block.

In the case of (a) the record is simply discarded, and in the case of (b) the
chains are joined with JOINCHAINS before the record is discarded. In the case
of (c) the record is moved up, and joined on to the label list of the outer
block. A flowchart is given for this procedure.

'PROCEDURE' ENDSEG;

* This procedure is called at the end of a segment. It outputs an end of
segment tag(39) with the checksum for the characters forming the segment.
This is then followed by a tail of blank, a stop directive, erases and blank
by means of a call of TTAIL. The variable TEST is set to zero in case it
had been set by a 'TEST' directive, or a call of STOPOP.

'PROCEDURE' ENTERPROC;

This procedure is called when the entry point of a procedure is reached. A
call is made on SETDUE to set the entry address of the procedure. In the case
of a Library Procedure this address is set into the L area by the loader,

i's
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'PROCEDURE' ENTERPROC

clearing the unsatisfied reference, and in the case of a procedure within a
segment this address is set into the location allocated within the Special
Data area. STATUS is set to 0 to indicate that control is passed to the
first statement of the procedure.

'PROCEDURE' EXCPSPEC;

This procedure exchanges the values of IDTYPE and IDTYPE2, and also PARAMPTR
and PARAMPTR2. This action is required in the case of the parameter
specifications of a 'PROC fDURE' parameter in the heading of a procedure
declaration. As the action of the procedure is symetrical, separate procedures
are not required to store and restore the values of IDTYPE and PARAMPTR.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' PINDACC

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' A);

This is the main accumulator allocation algorithm for finding free accumulators.
Starting with the accumulator specified by the parameter A, a scan is made,
with a decreasing index of the array ACCS to find a suitable accumulator.
A mapping function is applied to each entry of ACCS to produce a 24 bit "value"
for that accumulator. The accumulator with the least value, or the higher
numbered one of equal values, is chosen. The mapping function is simple
and arranges that accumulators are chosen in the following order:

a Free accumulators
Accumulators containing a copy of a stored word
Accumulators containing (the only copy) an
Arithmetic Operand.

If an accumulator of category (c) is chosen, its contents are dumped using
DUMPACC. Within this category the accumulator holding the Arithmetic Operand
furthest down the stack will be chosen. Within category (b) data local to
the segment is regarded as having a greater "value" than data external to it;
and within a segment, data having a higher address ( i.e. declared nearest )
is regarded as having a higher "value".

The result of the procedure is the number of the chosen accumulator.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' FINDOUT

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' ADD);

This procedure is used to find whether the address given by the parameter ADD
is an accumulator address or if there is a copy of the word already in an
accumulator. If the address is an accumulator address, the result is the
number of the accumulator. Otherwise a search is made through ACCS, starting
with the lowdst numbered accumulator. If the entry in ACCS matches ADD then
the result is the accumulator number. If no match can be found the result is
zero. As a safeguard a zero result is returned for a zero address.
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INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' FINDPREF;

This procedure is used to find a fzee accumulator. If the preferred
accumulator for the expression, whose number is given by" PREFACCv is free
then this one is taken. Otherwise a call is made on FINDACC.

'PROCEDURE' FINISHPSPEC;

This procedure is called to complete the parameter specification record of
a procedure identifier record on the stack. Any unused space in the paramete
specification record is handed back to the stack, and the anti-recursion marker
in the PARANSPEC field deleted.

'PROCEDURE' FINISHSEG;

This procedure is called from ENDPROG at the end of a program segment, and
from COMOFF at the end of a 'COMON' segment. It is also called from the
syntax at the end of a 'LIBRARY' 'PROCEDURE' segment. If any labels remain
unset in program or library segments, (LABDECLIST is not used in 'COMMON')
then a warning is printed and the labels set to calls of L2 with the label
identifier string as a parameter. ENDSEG is called to output the end of
segment directive and tail on the tape. This is then followed by the "sise
block" output on tape, giving the size of the ProgramData, and Special areas;
this information also being printed. A tail is punched on the tape, and
"ID OF SEGMENT" printed.

'PROCEDURE' FIXCON;

If the operand on the top of the stack is an integer constant, then this is
converted to a fixed constant with the minimum number of integer bits required
to hold the number without loss of significant bits. This number is given by
SGB-i.

'PROCEDURE' FIXLABEL

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' LAB);

This procedure is used when the label specified by the pointer LAB is to be
set to the current program address. If the label record indicates that it
has been previously set then a call is made on STOPOP to print a messap.
Otherwise calls are made on SETCHAINTOPTA to set the program area and (special)
data area chains, if any. The two addresses in the label record are set to
the current program address and marked ( sign bit set ) to indicate that the
label is now set. A call is made on ZEROACCS to clear the accumulator record
ACCSy even though this might also be called by SETCHAINTOPTA. Finally a call
is made to DIAG to print out the label identifier and the current program
address. FIXLABEL is called from SETLABEL to set labels normally, f ron
FINISHSEG to set labels unset in a segment, and from CODELAB to set labels in
code.
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'PROCEDURE' FLOATIT

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REP)

This procedure ensures that the Arithmetic Operand referred to by REP is of
type floating. If the operand is a constant then it is rescaled using
SCALENUM. Otherwise if a conversion is required# a call is set up to L1O
to float the value.

'PROCEDURE' FLOATOP

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' OP);

This procedure outout the instructions to load the operands into @7 and @6,
and to call the appropriate Library procedure. If the right hand operand
is already in @7, then a procedure which expects the operands to be reversed
is called. A table is given below showing the relation between the operators,
the value of OP, and the Library procedure called.

Operator OP Normal Reversed
* 1 L11 L11

+ 2 L12 L12
3 L13 L17
4 L14 L18

t 5 L15 L19
t (integer) 6 L16 L20

After the instructions have been output, the top operand record is removed
from the stack, the type of the other operand record changed to floating, and
the accumulator record updated.

'PROCEDURE' FORCOM;

This procedure is called at the end of each element of a forlist containing
more than one element. After masking the bottom two bits, FORSTATE will be
zero for a simple expression, and two for a step-until; otherwise the element
is a while.

If the element is a step-until a call is made on FORTEST to output the
instructions to test the control variable against the limit. A call of the
controlled statement, as an anonymous procedure, is then output. If the
element is a step-until, a call is then made on FORINC to output instructions
to increment the control variable. Unless the element is of the form
Expression, a call is then made on UJBACK to output an undonditional jump
back to the step-until or while test. FORSTATE is then set to four prior
to processing the next element.

'PROCEDURE' FORINC;

- This procedure outputs the code to increment the control variable in a step-
until element of a For statement. ASSFUN is set to OCTAL(12) and a call made

on STOREAWAY. This causes instructions to be output which copy the step value2". into an accumulator and add into store.
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'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' PORMASK

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF);

This procedure is used to form the masks (bit patterns) required for the
packing and unpacking in part word operations. The parameter REF is a
reference to an Arithmetic Operand on the stack, whose PARTWORD field
specifies the location of the required part word within the whole word.
This information is obtained from the two fields LSS and MSS of PARTWORD.
LSS specifies the number of shifts required to align the field with the
least significant end of the word, and MSS the number of shifts required
to align the field with the most significant end. Thus for whole word
fields these are both zero.

The result of the procedure FOMASK is a bit pattern consisting of all
ones in bit positions corresponding to the specified field, and all zeros
elsewhere.

'PROCEDURE' FORTEST;

This procedure outputs the instructions for the testing of the control
variable against the limit value of a step-until element of a for statement.
This test is always performed using accumulator 7, and the test instruction
is always a jump-if-negative; this jump taking place when the element is
exhausted. This procedure is used in all step-until cases except where the
for statement has only one element, which is a step-until with all three
expressions being constants.

If the step is a negative constant, an instruction is output to copy thq
control variable into accumulator 7; otherwise an instruction is output to
copy it negatively. Provided that the limit is not a zero constant, a
further instruction is output; if the step is a negative constant, this
subtracts the limit value, otherwise it adds it. If the step is not a
constant, an instruction is output to multiply the result by the step value.
The test instruction is then output, its address being recorded in
SKIPCHAIN. Finally the Arithmetic Operand for the limit is deleted from
the stack. The code generated is summarised below:

If limit is not zero constant

If step not a constant (Limit-Controlvar)*Step

If step a +ye constant +Limit-Controlvar

If step a -ve constant +Controlvar-Limit

If limit a zero constant

If stem not a constant -Controlvar*Step

If step a +ve constant -Controlvar

.0, If step a -ye constant +Controlvar
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'PROCEDURE' GIVEUP

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' S);

This procedure is called in case of irrecoverable errors. The contents of
the input buffer are printed using PRINTBUFF. This is then followed by
the characters "FAILED : " and the string S. The procedure does not return
control to the point of call but jumps to the label STARTUP to re-initialise
the compiler.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' GOODACC

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF);

This procedure choses a suitable accumulator for use with the Arithmetic
Operand referred to by REP. If the operand exists in an accumulator# then
this is chosen. Otherwise a call is made to FINDPREF to find a free
accumulator.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' GOODONE

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REFLIM);

This procedure choses a suitable accumulator number for the evaluation of a
subscript expression incorporating the Arithmetic Operand referred to by REP,
which is less than or equal to the value LIK. A detailed flowchart is given.

'PROCEDURE' GOODPICK

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF,NEG);

This procedure loads the Arithmetic Operand referred to by REF, into a
suitable accumulator. The operand is not rescaled but unpacked if a partword.
If NEG is non zero then the operand is negated.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' GRABSTACK

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' N);

This procedure allocates the number of words given by N, of workspace on the
compiler's main stack. The result is the starting point of this space. A
call is made on STACKCHECK to test for stack collision.

'PROCEDURE' GRABVAR:

This procedure obtains five words on the top of the stack to form a new
Arithmetic Operand. This area is initialised by setting the PARTWORD,DIRADD,

* and INDADD words to zero.

'PROCEDURE' HALT
(fVALUE'INTEGER' STRING);

This procedure outputs the characters "HALTED - ", the string STRING, and a
newline. It then waits for Handswitch 0 to be moved from 0 to 1.
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1PROCEIXJREI' INACC

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' ACC,REF);

This procedure updates the Arithmetic Operand on the stack whose reference
is REF, to show that it is now held in the accumulator whose number is given
by ACC. A call of ACCUPDATE is made to update ACCS.

'PROCEDURE' INST

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF,ACC,FUN);

This is the general procedure for the output of instructions whose address
and modifier parts are derived from an Arithmetic Operand record on the stack.
The required accumulator and function number are passed as ACC and FUN, and
the parameter REF refers to an Arithmetic Operand. The required modifier is
obtained by the use of ISMOD. The address is obtained from the direct
address, but in certain cases an intermediate transformation is required.
Where the Arithmetic Operand is a constant, this is output by OUTWCONST and
the address supplied by it (WO) used. Where the address is a label address,
LBM is set, and USELAB is called to obtain the actual or the chain address.
Where a location is required, LCM will be set, and four is added to the
function code. In this case the function code will always be less than four.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' INSTTYPE;

This procedure is a selector action called directly from the syntax analyser,
after the three letter function in code. The procedure returns a number in
the range 0 to 4 as follows:

Function Type

LDX 0
NLX 0
ADD 0
SUB 0
LOC 4
LAB* 3
STO I
STN 1
ADS I
SSB 1
EXC I
AND 0
NEQ 0
OR? 0
JZE 3
JNZ 3
JGE 3
JLT 3
OVR 3JBS 3
OUT 1
JCS I
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'INTZGER' 'PROCEDURE' INSTTYPE

Function Type

SRA 2
SLA 2
SRL 2
SLC 2
SLL 2
SLV 1
MPY 0
DIV 0

Note: LAB is initially given the function code 05j, to differentiate it from
LOC. This procedure changes the code to 04.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' ISINACC

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF);

This procedure is used to find out whether the Arithmetic Operand referred
to by REF is in an accumulator or if there is a suitable copy of the operand
in an accumulator. If there is the both the Arithmetic operand and the
accumulator record,ACCS, are updated. A call is made on COPYINACC whose
result is made the result of ISINACC. If this is non zero, a call is made on
INACC to update the record.

'PROCEDURE' ISMOD

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF);

The result of this procedure is the number of the modifier holding the
indirect address of the Arithmetic Operand referred to by REF. If the indirect
address is null, the result is zero. If the indirect address is a modifier
number, or if there is a copy of the required location already in a modifier,
the result is this modifier number. Otherwise a call is made on FINDACC to
obtain a modifier, and an instruction output to load it. Where the modifier
contains a copy of a store location then the appropriate entry in ACCS is
updated, otherwise it is cleared. ISMOD is called from INST, (the most
common case) from SUBTERM in evaluating subscript expressions, and from
STOREAWAY in the case of assignment and 'FOR' statements. A flowchart is
given for this procedure.

'PROCEDURE' JOINCHAINS

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' CHAIN;
'LOCATION' 'INTEGER' MASTER);

This procedure joins the two jump chains, the chain CHAIN being joined on to
the end of the chain MASTER. If the chain CHAIN is null, the procedure has
no effect, and if the chain MASTER is null it is assigned the chain CHAIN.
Otherwise a two-part directive is output to the loader# instructing it to
join the chains. If however the chain MASTER is marked (-e) this represents
a label which has been set# and the chain CHAIN is set to this address.
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'PROCEDURE' KILLEXPR;

This procedure is called at the end of nested expressions in cases where the
result is no longer required. It is called directly from the syntax at the
end of subscript expressionsp from RELATION at the end of expression in
conditions, and from DOSHIFT in the special case of expressions following
shift operators. The stacked values of EXPRCHAINPREFFACCEXPSCALE,SCALEFIRPI,
and BITSHIFT are restored by means of a call of OFFSTACK, and the pointers
LH AND RH reset by means of a call of SETLHRH.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' LHACC;

This procedure is used to find whether the Arithmetic Operand next to the
top of the stack (ie the LH operand) is held in an accumulator. If- it is,
then the result is the number of the accumulator, otherwise zero.

'IINTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' LHEQRH;

This procedure is called after the first Term of the right hand side of an
assignment statement. If the Term is identical to the variable on the left
hand side, and it is neither floating point nor part-word, then the result
is 1, otherwise the result is zero. This is used to detect cases such as:
a4-a+b.

'PROCEDURE' LIBTRACE

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' LNO,ADDSPIEL);

This procedure is used to set up calls on trace procedures having one
parameter, usually a string. The address of the string (ie run time address)
is passed as the parameter ADD, LNO being the procedure reference number, and
SPIEL the commentary. An instruction to load t ie address into accumulator 7
is output, followed by a call of CALLLIB to output the call of the procedure.

'PROCEDURE' LOCACT;

This procedure acts upon the Arithmetic Operand on the top of the stack. It
alters the record, so that when used, the location of the operand rather than
its value is obtained. LOCACT is called from the syntax in the case of the
use of 'LOCATION'( ), and also from ANYMORE in the case of 'LOCATION'
parameters.

If the direct address is non-zero then the type is changed to integer, andthe marker bit LCM set. Otherwise the indirect address is copied into the

direct address, the indirect address set to zero, azi the type changed to
F integer, but without the location marker set. This second case optimises

occurrences of anonymous references in location parameter positions.
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'PROCEDURE' LOOKUP;

This is the procedure for looking up the records of non-label identifiers
in a non-declaration context. This procedure forms an Arithmetic Operand
on top of the stack and copies into it the four full word fields: TYPEBITS,
PARTWORD/PARAMSPECDIRADD and INDADD. The commentary pointer SPIEL is set
to the address of the identifier string in the stored record. If the
identifier is used, but undeclared, a warning message is output, and the
Arithmetic Operand set to type Integer, with a SPIEL of "(UNDECLARED)".

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' LOOKUPLAB;

This procedure is used to scan the label list of the current block to find
whether there is a label record with the same identifier string as that
held in NAME. If there is not, then a new record is formed and added to
the list by means of ONLAB. Thus the result of LOOKUPLAB is always a pointer
to a label record.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' LOOKUPNADIE

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' LIMITREF);

This procedure is used to search down the main declaration list, starting
with the value held in DECLIST, and stopping when the value of the chain
equals that of LIMIT. The identifier string of each record is compared with
that of the record referred to by REF. If a match is found, then the result
is a pointer to that record, otherwise zero.

'PROC iDURE' M4AKEPARAM

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' TYPE);

This procedure is used to create the "hidden" type/scale parameters for
untyped parameters and 'VALUE' procedures, and also for the result of
intermediate calls of a multiple call of a typed procedure.

An Arithmetic Operand is created on the stack by means of a call of GRABVAR.
Its TYPEBITS are set to 'INTEGER' and the accumulator number field inserted.
This is obtained from the parameter specification record, the relevant entry
of which is pointed at by PSP, which is incremented. The commentary is set
to "(TYPE)".

If the parameter TYPE is zero, the record being set up is that of the result
of an intermediate call of a multiple call. In this case the direct address
of the Arithmetic Operand, and the appropriate entry in ACCS are updated by
means of a call of TOPACC. Otherwise the typebits are marked to denote that
the Arithmetic Operand is to be treated as a constant, and the direct address
field set to the type/scale. If the parameter TYPE is two, this occuring for
untyped parameters, the type is obtained from EXPSCALE. Otherwise (TYPE=I)
the type/scale is obtained from the type of the procedure being called, which
will have been changed to that of the context.
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'PROCEDURE' NAJESPEC;

This procedure prepares a parameter specification record for a procedure
identifier record. It is called from PROCSTACK in the case of a procedure
declaration, and also from BEGINPSPEC in the case of a procedure specification.

The address of a seven word area of stack is set into P1AMPTR2, and th: s
.'dress plus the marker MARK set into the PARAi4SPEC word of the procedure
identifier record on the head of DECLIST. The marker indicates that the
procedure has not yet been completely processed, and is used in the detection
of recursion. The PAC field of IDTYPE2 is set to 7, and if the procedure is
a 'VALUE' 'PROCEDURE' the fields SPB and PVL are also set for the context
parameter. The values set up in PARAMPTR2 and IDTYPE2 will be placed in
PARAMPTR and IDTYPE by a subsequent call of EXCPSPEC. This precaution is
required in the case of a 'PROCFDURE' parameter of a procedure declaration.

'PROCEDURE' 4ASKINST

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF,ACC,SENSE);

This procedure is used to output mask instructions ( function 15 ) for the
packing and unpacking of data. The parameter REF is a reference to an
Arithmetic Operand on the stack which is required to be packed or unpacked
using the accumulator specified by ACC. The parameter SI31E is either all
zeros, in which case the required field is unaltered, and the rest of the
word cleared; or the parameter is all ones (-i), in which case the required
field is cleared and the rest of the word unaltered.

'PROCEDURE' MOVE

( 'VLUE' 'INTEGER' N;
'LOCATIOi ' 'INTEGER' FROM,TO);

This procedure moves the number of words given by the parameter N, from
successive locations starting from the location given by'the parameter FROM,
to successive locations starting from the location given 'by the parameter TO.
The higher numbered locations being moved first. This i essential in the
case where MOVE is called from ONLAB which is called by 2NDLABBLOCK. In
this case the areas given by TO and FROM may overlap, the data being moved
upwards.

'PROCEDURE' NEWLINE;

This procedure outputs a newline ( CrLf ) using OUTCIRAR

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' NEXTCFLkR

('LOCATION' 'INTEGER' Z);

This procedure unpacks one six-bit character, packed four characters to a word.
The parameter Z specifies the location of a pointer to the packed characters.
This pointer is incremented by one character position each time a character
is unpacked. The two most significant bits of the pointer being used as an
index to the character within the word. The bit pattern 00 specifies the
character in the most significant six bits of the word.
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'PROCEDURE' NEXTPARAI4,

This procedure is used to build up the parameter specification record which
is pointed at by the PARAMSPEC in a procedure identifier record. This record
is a summary of the parameter requirements of a procedure, and is required
to be available when a call of the procedure is to be compiled. This should
be distinguished from the identifier records of the parameters themselves,
which are only required whilst compiling the procedure; and are afterwards
deleted." EXTPARAM is called directly from the syntax when dealing with procedure
specifications, from NENAME when dealing with procedure declarations, and
from BEGINPSPEC to set the (hidden) context parameter.

If, on entry, IDTYPE is marked negative (seventh parameter), then a call is
made on XSPARAMS with a zero parameter. This causes a diagnostic message
to be printed out using the current (procedure parameter) identifier. If
ID M E is zero, there have been more than seven parameters, and no action is
taken. Otherwise the current value of IDTYPE is added to the parameter
specification record, the pointer PARA1eTR incremented, and the following
word in the record set to MARK (end of record marker). The parameter
accumulator field PAC of IDTYPE is decremented in the following sequence
7,6,5,3,2,1,0. If the value 0 is reached, IDTYPE is set to MARK to indicate
that no further parameters are allowed. If the parameter is an untyped
parameter (pair) then the field SPB of IDTYPE will be non zero. If it has
the value 1, it is set to 2 and the bit LCM cleared. If it has the value
2, it is set to l and the bit LCM set to the value of the bit LM2. This
bit will only be set in the case of 'LOCATION' parameters.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' NEXTPTYPE;

This procedure is a selector action, called directly from the syntax. It
returns an integer in the range 0 to 3 depending on the type requirements
of the next parameter. This is obtained by means of a call of PARAMCLAS,
but after the values of SCALEFIRM and EXPSCALE have been set up.

If the parameter is untyped, these are cleared, otherwise EXPSCALE is set
to the type of the parameter, and SCALEFIRM set to 1.

'PROCEDURE' NONAME;

This procedure forms an Arithmetic Operand on the top of the stack primarily
for use with Anonymous References.

GRABVAR is used to set up the Arithmetic Operand, the commentary field SPIEL
set to "(ANON)", and the TYPEBITS field set to Integer(Array). This
procedure is called from the syntax and from other compiling actions to
form an anonymous Arithmetic Operand.
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'PROCEDURE' OCTLOOP

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' WORD,DIGITS);

This procedure is the basic octal print routine, it outputs the specified
number of octal digits from the least significant end of the value supplied.

The parameter WORD is first shif'ted cyclically left so that the first octal
digit to be printed is moved to occupy the most significant three bits.
This is then repeatedly shifted three places left cyclically, and octal
digits extracted from the least significant end. These are output using
OUTCHAR. The number of digits to be output is specified by the parameter
DIGITS.

'PROCEDURE' OFFSTACK
('VALUE' 'INTEGER' N;

'LOCATION' 'INTEGER' START);

This procedure moves the number of words of data specified by N from the
main stack to the area of core starting from START. Before the data is
moved the variable whose location is passed as START points at the block of
data on the stack. This procedure is essentially the inverse of ONSTACK
and is used to "unwind" a level at the end of a syntactically recursive
situation. After the data has been moved, the value of the variable
STACEPOIHTER is updated# as the area on the stack occupied by this data (and
any data held above it) has now been relinquished.

'PROCEDURE' ONLAB

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' FROM);

This procedure moves a label record from the part of the stack whose
location is given by the value of FROM, on to the end of the label stack,
chaining it up to the chain LABDECLIST. This is used to move the record
of a label on to the label stack, on its first occurrence within a block,
and also during label stack compaction at the end of a block. It should
be noted that the label stack is inverted, ie the "top" record on the stack
occupies the lowest location.

The size of the record is first calculated, and then the new value to be
assigned to the label stack pointer. The record is then moved. If
LABDECLIST is zero, it is set to point to the record, otherwise the record
below is set to point at the top record. Finally the label stack pointer
LABSTACIKPTR is set to its new value.

11
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'PROCEDURE' ONSTACK

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' N;
'LOCATION' 'INTEGER' START);

This procedure moves the number of words of data specified by N, from the
area of core starting from START, on to the compiler's main stack. The
variable location is passed as START is updated to point to the word on
stack containing its previous contents. This procedure is used to stack the
compiler's workspace in syntactically recursive situations, eg nested 'FOR'
statements. It is also used to move declarations of new identifiers on to
the stack and chain them up.

'PROCEDURE ' OPERAkTE

('VALTUE' 'INTEGER' FUN);

This procedure is used to apply logical and shift operators between the two
Arithmetic Operands on top of the stack. No rescaling takes place prior
to the specified operation, and the scale of the result is set as 'INTEGER'.

After ensuring that the left hand operand is in an accumulator, and that the
right hand operand is unpacked if required, the instruction with the function
code FUN is output using INST. The top operand is removed from the stack,
and the type of the remaining operand changed to integer.

'PROCEDURE' OUT1014

('LOCATION' 'INTEGER' TA;
'VALUE' 'INTEGER' TENADD);

This procedure forms a 24 bit word from the ten bit group TEN and the least
significant fourteen bits of the address ADD. This is then output using
0UT24 with the transfer address given by TA and the address tag of ADD.
This procedure is used to output instructions (Program), and constants
containing address information (Special).

'PROCEDURE' OUT1014CS

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' ADD);

This procedure is used to output constants containing address information
destined for the special constants (Special) area. The ten bit group to be
packed in the most significant end is obtained from the variable TOPTEN.

'PROCEDURE' 0UT24

('LOCATION' 'INTEGER' TA;
'VALUE' 'INTEGER' WORD.TAG);

This procedure is the basic output procedure for 24 bit words which are to
be relocated and loaded to core by the loader. The parameter TA specifies
which transfer address is to be used to load the word ( ProgramData or
Special )# and the address tag TAG specifies how the word is to be modified.
The relocatable binary tag is formed from the address tag of the transfer'i address and the address tag from the parameter TAG. The appropriate transfer
address is incremented by one.
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('VALUE' 'INTEGER' CONST);

This procedure outpts whole word constants destined for the special
constants (Special)area. These constants do not require relocation.

'PROCEDURE' OUTZ7

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' ADD,SPIEL);

This procedure is used to output instructions with a function part of
OCTAL(27), an accumulator part of 4 and the address and commentary
specified by ADD and SPIEL. This procedure is designed to be used to set
up procedure calls, the link being set in accumulator 4. This procedure
is also used for procedure exit,jumps to label parameters, and jumps to
'EXTERNAL', 'ABSOLUTE' and 'COW7tON' labels. In these cases there is no
need to set a link, but it is simpler to do so.

'PROCEDURE' OUT5

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' TAG,WOID) ;

This is the basic output procedure for relocatable binary. It outputs a
five character group. The first six bit character is given as the parameter
TAG, and the following four characters are unpacked from the parameter ITORD.
Before the first character is outout OUTD V is changed to OCTAL(107) to
select the punch, and after the last character is output OUTDEV is reset to
OCTAL(106). A checksum TSI4 is formed of all characters output. If the
variable TEST is non-zero then the procedure does nothing.

'PROCEDURE' OUTOCHR

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' CHAR);

This procedure converts the character whose internal representation is given
by the parameter ChAR to the appropriate IS07 character. This is then output
to the peripheral whose address is given by the variable OUTD3-. The internal
representation for newline is 64, this being output as Carriage Return
followed by Line Feed.

'PROCEDURE' OUTCJ;

This procedure is used to output all conditional jump instructions associated
with conditions# except those of the form 'THEN' 'GOTO Label, these being

* output by GOTOL. OUTCJ is called directly by the syntax to output a jump
( if false ) following the symbol 'AND'. It is called from ORACT after the
jump has been reversed, following the symbol 'OR' ( jump if true . It is
also called, following the symbol 'THEN' from STATUSTEST and from THEEX.

This procedure uses the previously calculated values of ACCU-IULATOR and
FUNCTION, the address part being obtained from SKIPCHAIN, which is updated.
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'PROCEDURE' OUTCONT

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' WORD);

This procedure outputs the value passed as the parameter WORD as a five
character relocatable binary group. The tag in this case is zero, signifying
to the loader that this group forms part of a multi-group element. OUTCONT
is often used as a parameter for DOSTRING.

'PROCEDURE' OUTI

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' XFM,N,SPIEL);

This is the basic procedure for the output of instructions (Program). The
accumulator, function, and modifier field are passed as a packed ten bit
field XFM. The address is passed as the parameter N, and a string for
commentary as SPIEL.

Where the address is the address of an accumulator, it is converted to
absolute form (X+4096) and a string formed of the form "@x" which replaces
the string passed as SPIEL. Otherwise if the address is flaged as being
the address of temporary workspace the string passed as SPIEL is replaced
by "(TEMP)".

The instruction is output using OUT1014, and if the value of the variable
LEVEL indicates that a detailed commentary in required, then this is output
using DOSTRING to output SPIEL.

'PROCEDURE' 0UTPRESETD

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' N,T);

This procedure is used to output preset data in data declarations. It is
called from OUTPESET to output numeric data, and also from PRESETSTRING
to output the addresses of strings. (eg In the case of: 'INTEGER' S.-"STRING";)

A check is made thut presetting is allowed at this point, and also that there
have not been more presets than data space allocated by the declaration. The
preset value N is output by means of a call of OUT24, and relocated according
to the address T. ( Relocation is only required in the case of strings,
which are stored in Special Data )

'PROCEDURE' OUTUJ;

This procedure is used to output unconditional jumps following 'ELSE', and
also over procedures where required. The address part for the Jump is
obtained from SKIPCHAIN, which is updated.

"- 'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' OUTWCONST

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' CONST);

This procedure outputs the constant CONST and returns the rim-time address
of the constant. As the loader optimises and allocates storage for the con-
stants the address returned is always the same ( WO ). The procedao outputs
the constant as a prefix-continuation to the following instruction by the use
of OUTCONT. The use of OUTWCONST as a separate procedure allows other methods
of dealing with constants to be used if desired.
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'PROCEDURE' OUTXMN

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' XF,MU,SPIEL);

This procedure is used to output instructions (Program) where the fields of
the instruction have been obtained separately. It packs the accumulator (x),
function (F), and modifier (M) fields as a ten bit group. This together with
N and SPIEL are passed to OUTI for subsequent output.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' PARM4ICLASS;

This procedure returns an integer, in the range 0 to 3, depending upon the
class of the parameter currently being pointed at, in a parameter specification
record, by PSP. The classification is as follows:

Result Parameter Type

0 'VALUE' (type)
1 'LOCATION' (type)
2 'ARRAY''SWITCH', and 'PROCEDURE'
3 'LABEL'

'PROCEDURE' PER4;

This procedure exchanges the top two Arithmetic Operands on the stack
(ie the LH and RH operands), and updates the accumulator record, ACCS, by
means of calls on ACCUPDATE.

'PROCEDURE' PICK

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' REF,ACC,SCALE,NEG);

This is the procedure responsible for the output of instructions for copying
the Arithmetic Operand referred to by REFp into the accumulator ACC. It is
unpacked, if required, rescaled to the type/scale SCALE, and negated if NEG
is non zero. Conversions from 'FIXED' to 'INTEGER' are rounded.

This procedure is not used with 'FLOATING' operands.

Detailed flowcharts describing the operation of the procedure are given.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' POWERTWO;

If the top operand on the stack is a positive integer constant which is a
positive power of two, then the result of this procedure is the power of two,
otherwise the result is zero.

This procedure takes advantage of the fact that such a constant, 2n# requires
n+2 significant bits to be represented as a signed integer. This value is
obtained from SGB. The cyclic shift used is equivalent to a division by 2n ,

but with the remainder placed in the top of the word. Only if the constant
is positive, and a power of two, will the result be one.
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'PROCEDURE' PRINTADD

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' ADD);

This procedure prints the address given as the parameter 'DD in the form ofa single letter representing the tag type, and five octal digits representing
the index. This is followed by the characters ": ".

'PROCEDURE' PRINTBUFF;

This procedure is used, after the detection of an error, to print the contents
of the cyclic buffer INBUFF. This contains the last 64 non ignored characters
read from the input tape. If less than 64 characters have been read, then
only those will be output. The output consists of the characters "? . .
the contents of the buffer, and the characters"'-"'. 'here the buffer
contains a newline, this is followed by the character "?". This is therefore
the first character on any line output by this procedure.

'PROCEDURE' PROCSTACK;

This procedure is called to perform the housekeeping required at the start
of a procedure declaration. It is called from BEGINPROC for procedures
within a segment, and also from S-TLIBSEG for Library Procedure segments.
STATUS is set to 1, as the procedure is entered by a jump, and a parameter
specification record prepared by means of a call of I1AKEPSPEC. A call is
made on ONSTACK to move the current values of PROCCHAINPROCPTR,PARAP TR,
PARNMDECSLINKPROCSTRING,EXITCH, and DUECHAIN. This is only necessary
where a procedure is declared within a procedure, but is carried out in all
cases for the sake of simplicity. BEGINBLOCK is then called to set up an
outer block for the procedure which encloses the parameters ( if any ).
PROCPTR is set to point to the procedure identifier recordp and LOCALLIIIT
moved one record beyond this. This, and the call of BTGIBLOCK, prevent the
redeclaration of the procedure and parameter identifiers within the outer
block of the procedure, thus rendering the parameters inaccessible. EXITCH
and PROCSTRING are set to zero to inhibit procedure trace unless specifically
required.

'PROCEDU'E PUNCHLOOP

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' CHR,TIIMES);

This procedure outputs the binary character CHAR directly to the punch, the
number of repetitions being given by the parameter TINES. This is used only
to obtain blank tape and groups of erases. No characters are output if the
variable TEST is non zero.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' READTAPE;

*This procedure is the basic input procedure of the compiler. It reads one
character at a time from paper tape and converts it to internal representation.
Line feed is treated as newline (64), all other control characters and erase
being ignored. Lower case letters are mapped onto the corresponding upper
case letters. After conversion the character is also deposited into a 64
character cyclic buffer INBUFF, using an integer INCTR as the pointer to the
current character position. This pointer always has a value in the range
0 to 63 inclusive. A flowchart is given for this procedure.
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'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' RESCALE

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' NUMBEROLDSCALENEWSCAE);

This procedure rescales the constant NUMBER whose type/scale is given by
OLDSCALE to the type/scale required by NEWSCALE. Type changing from 'INTEGER'
to 'FIXED' or 'FLOATING', or from 'FIXED' to 'FLOATING' is allowed, other
type changes are not. This means that constants with a decimal point cannot
be used in a strictly 'INTEGER' context, eg as a subscript. The number type
is given by 'BITS' [3,10] and the scale by 'BITS' [6,18] of OLDSCAE and
NEdSCALE.

Provided that rescaling is required, the number is first normalised and its
scale adjusted as required. If a 'FLOATIITG' result is required then the
number is truncated, rounded, and packed. Otherwise the number is fixed to
the required scale, provided this can be done without total loss of
significance; and rounded. A flowchart is given for this procedure.

'PROCEDURE' REVCHAIN;

This procedure exchanges the chains DUECH, IT and SKIPCHAIN.

'PROC2DURE' REVCJ;

This procedure is used to reverse the type of conditional jump instruction
calculated but not yet output. Function 20 is changed to 21, and function 22
to 23 and vice versa. In the case of function 24 the accumulator number is
changed from 0 to 1, or from 1 to 0. This reversal of the test is required
following the symbols 'T E1N' 'ELSE','THN' 'GOT0', and 'OR'.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' RHACC;

This procedure is used to find whether the Arithmetic Operand on the top
of the stack (ie the RH operand) is held in an accumulator. If it is, then
the result is the number of the accumulator, otherwise zero.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' RHSPTEST;

This procedure is a selector action called directly by the syntax, after the
occurrence of an unsubscripted identifier in an expression. If the identifier
is the name of a procedure, a result of 1 is returned to the syntax analyser,
otherwise a result of 0 is returned. This allows the case of procedures

*without parameters to be detected, and differentiated from simple variables.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' SCALECON;

-. This procedure rescales the constant held in NIJIMER, and whose scale is held
in NUMERSCALE, to the scale required by the current context which is held in

*IDTYPE. This procedure is called by the syntax to rescale Library Preset
variables and scaled constants occuring in the operand field of code
instructions. It is also called from other compiling actions which output
preset values.
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'PROC 2DURE' SCALENUM

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' ICF,SCALE);

This procedure rescales the constant held in th- Arithmetic Operand record
referred to by REF, to the type/scale SCATE; changing the TYFPBIT2 of the
record to the required scale. This is performed by means of a call of RESCALE.

'PROCEDURE' SCALETEST

('VALUE' 'INTEGiER' A,B;
'SJITCH' S);

This procedure is supplied with two scale/type words A and B. It checkb these
for compatability, and jumps to the appropriate entry of the switch S
according to the mode of the result of an operation with two operands of the
specified types. If the four types considered are represented as follows:

Io = 'INTEGER' of unspecified significance
Is = 'INIIEGER' of specified significance
Fx = 'FI,:ED'
F1 = 'FLOATING'

then the operation of the procedure may be described in the table below:

Case Result Entry of S

IoIo Io I
Io,Is & Is,lo Io 1
Is,Is Is 2
Is,Fx Io,Fx* FX 3FxIs Fzplo* F

Fx,Fx FX 5
FlAny Fl 6
AnyOFI F1 6

Where the two scales are Io and Fx, in either order, a warning message is
output as the result of the operation may be ill defined because the number
of significant bits in the Integer Operand is not known, and hence its
tolerance to rescaling cannot be predicted.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' SCANLAB

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' PTR);

This procedure scans the label list of the current block to discover whether
there is a label record with the same identifier string as that of the record
on the main ( declaration ) stack pointed at by PTR. If there is, then the
result is the pointer to the label record, otherwise zero. This procedure is
called by LOOKUPLA3 to deal with the normal use of labels within a segment.
It is also called by ENDPROG to check whether labels unset within a segment
are 'COMMON' labels.
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'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' SELOPTA;

This procedure is a selector action called by the syntax, after the first,
but before the seconds term on ti-e right hand side of an assignment statement.

If the assignment function, ASSFUN, is marked negative, this marker is deleted,
and if the resulting value is OCTAL(10) a call is made on UNARYMINUS. This
case occurs where the right hand side commences with an unary minus sign, and
the first term is not identical to the left hand variable.

If, now, the value of ASSFUN is OCTAL(10), then assignment optimisation is
not required, and a result of zero returned to the syntax analyser. This
causes it to chose the rule for the continuation of the expression in the
normal manner. If however assignment optimisation is invoked, the top
Arithmetic Operand record is deleted from the stack, and the result 1
returned to the syntax analyser. This causes it to chose the rule which
effectively restarts the expression at the second Term, to evaluate from this
Term onwards, ignoring the first. The result of this expression will be added
to, or reverse subtracted from, store.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' SZTASS;

This procedure is a selector action called by the syntax after the Becomes
symbol in an assignment statement.

The value of ASSFUN is set to its initial value of OCTAL(O), the required
scale for the right hand side, EXPSCALE, obtained from the scale of the left
hand side, and SCALEFIRM set to 1, to indicate that this scale is mandatory.
If assignment trace is required then PREFACC is set to 7, as the trace procedure
requires it in this accumulator. The result 1 is returned to the syntax
analyser. This causes the rule for expression which does not have assignment
optimisation actions embedded to be selected.

If no trace is required then PREFACC is set to a value supplied by FINDACC,
and the result zero returned to the syntax analyser. This causes the rule
for expression which includes assignment optimisation actions to be selected.

'PROCEDURE' SETCHAINTOPTA

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' CHAIN);

This procedure sets the Jump chain CHAIN to the current program address. As
this represents a point which will be jumped to in the object program, the
array ACCS is cleared. The chain is set by outputting the appropriate

directive tag (17) to the loader. If the chain is null the procedure has no
effect.

'PROCEDURE' SETDUE;

This procedure is used to set the chain DUECHAIN to the current program address.
After the chain has been set DUECRAIN is set to zero.
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'PROCEDUaE' SETLABEL

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' LAB);

This procedure is used when the label specified by the pointer LAB is to be
set to the current program address. This is done by means of a call of
FIXLABEL. If label tracing is required a call is set up on L3 with the
label identifier string as a parameter, by means of a call of TR.1CESTRTYG.

SETLABL is called from SETLAB to set labels explicitly set in a segment,
from ENDPROG to set labels which are supp'ied by a communicator, and from
PROCENTRY to set labels within a procedure which are supplied as 'LkB:L'
parameters.

'PROC JDURE' SETLHRH;

This procedure sets the pointers LH (left hand) and RHf (right hand) to the
two top Arithmetic Operands on the stack. This procedure is used frequently,
to ensure that these pointers are always up to date whilst compiling
expressions.

'PROCEDURE' S-TRT;

This procedure is used in the compilation of For statements. It is called
when it is discovered that the For statement is of such complexity that the
controlled statement is required to be treated as an anonymous procedure.
This condition occurs where the for-list is more complex than the form.

expression comma expression while.

If the first element of the for-list is a simple expression, then the
assignment of this value is followed by an unconditional jump whose address
is recorded in ETA. If on entry to the procedure, RTA is non zero, a special

directive (35) is output to the loader requesting it to change the
unconditional Jump into a jump-setting-link instruction. A location is
allocated in the Special Data area, its address being recorded in RTA, and
the location initially set to zero. This will later be set to the entry
address for the controlled statement.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' SETUPPROC;

This procedure is a selector action called directly from the syntax, after
the occurrence of an identifier which has been found to be the name of a
procedure. If the procedure requires parameters, a result of I is returned,
otherwise 0.

Before returning to the syntax analyser, the opportunity is taken to perform
the housekeeping required to prepare for the generation of a procedure call.

If the call is recursive an error message is output. The values of
EXPRCRAINPREFACC,EXPSCALESCALEFIRMpBITSHIFTPNPPSP, and FPP are placed on
the stack by means of a call of ONSTACK. This protects the workspace of any
enclosing expression or procedure call. PNP ( procedure name pointer ) is
set to point at the Arithmetic Operand record of the procedure to be called,
FPP ( first parameter pointer ) set to point to the place on the stack where
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'ITEGER' 'PROCZDURE' SETUPPROC/

the record for the first parameter will be created, and PSP ( parameter
specification pointer ) set to point ( one back ) at the first entry in the
parameter specification record of the procedure. The-type of the procedure
held in the Arithmetic Operand record is then changed to the type of the
result of the procedure. If t! e procedure is a 'VALUE' 'PROCEDURE' this type
will depend on the context in which the call is made. This is determined from
the variables of the enclosing expression context, which at this point have
not yet been altered. If the scale is firm, then this scale is used, otherwise
the type 'FLOATINC" iN used. A call is made on MAKEPARAM to create an
Arithmetic Operand record for the context parameter.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' SFECSTRING;

This procedure outputs the string held in the base of the stack, starting in
the location overlayed with the identifier NA11E. This string is output
destined for the special constants (Special) area. The result of the procedure
is the value of the Special Transfer Address (STA) before the string had been
output. This procedure is called from the syntax analyser in cases where a
string occurs in a 'SPECIAL' 'ARAY'. In this case the result is irrelevant.

'PROCEDUP_3' STACKCBECK;

This procedure checks whether the main stack, which extends upwards, has
collided with the label stack, which extends downwards. If a collision occurs
the compilation is halted.

'PROCEDURE' STACIMXPR;

This procedure is called where it is required to nest expressions. It is
called from the syntax in the cases of untyped bracketed expressions and
expressions in conditions, from TYPEEXPR in the case of typed bracketed
expressions, and from S-TUPSUB in the case of subscript expressions. It should
be noted that a bracketed expression following a shift operator is treated
as a subscript expression, as the result is required to be of integer scale,
and be in a modifier if evaluated.

The values of EXPRCLfIN,PREFACC,EXPSCALE,SCALEFIRM and BITSHIIV are stacked by
means of a call of ONSTACK. EXPSCALE and SCALEFIRM are then cleared in case the
expression to be evaluated is untyped.

'PROCEDURE' STARTSEG

('VALUE' INTEGER' TYPE);

This procedure is called at the start of Program (TYPE=I), Library (TYPE=2),
and Common (TYPE=3) segments. It punches the segment header on tape, and
prints a start of segment message. The transfer addresses PTA,DTA#STA, and

- the allocation variables DATASTART and DATAHAX set to their respective initial
values. ZEROACCS is called to clear ACCS.
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'PROCEDURE' STATUSCECK;

This is a compiling action which is called directly from the syntax# and also
from other compiling actions.

It is called at the start of every statement except 'CODE' and 'GOTO*
statements. STATUSTEST is called, with DUEERR as a parameter, so that if
STATJS is I or 2 and DUECHAIN is null, then an error is reported. If STATUS
is 2,3, or 4 then the deferred action is carried out.

'PROCEDURE' STATUSCODE;

This is a compiling action which is called at the start of 'CODE' statements.
It ensures that any deferred action associated with values of STATUS of
2,3, or 4 are carried out. This is performed by means of a call of ST'TU3TEST
with DUIMY as a parameter, as a code statement need not be entered at the
beginning. A call is also made on ZEROACCS to clear the accumulator record ACCS.

je

STATUSCODE is also called from SE'TLAB as the above actions are required at this
point, but for different reasons.

'PROCEDURE' STATUSTEST

('PROCEDU2E' PROC);

This procedure is called at the start of every statement except 'GOTO'
statements. The value of the variable STATUS indicates the type of the pre-
ceding statement, as follows:

STATUS Preceded By
4 'THEN' ( or 'THEN' 'ELSE' )
3 'ELSE'
2 'AMWER' statement
1 'GOTO' statement ( also certain

cases of 'DO' statement, and also where the
statement is the first statement of block
containing the declaration of a procedure )

0 All other cases. ( And also where the statement
is labelled )

The use of this method ensures that the number of unconditional jumps generated
is reduced as far a. possible. In this case it is necessary to defer the
actions associated with certain symbols until the following symbol(s) have been
processbd. 1, value of 2,3, or 4 for the variable STATUS indicates that an
actiom has bsen deferred. A value of 0 indicates that control is passed
normally to the statement, but a value of 1 indicates that control is not
passed nomally to the statement, and if in this case DUECHAIN is null then
the statement is inaccessible. In this case a call is made on the procedure
parameter PROC. STATUSTEST is called from STATUSCHECK with DUEERR as a
parameter, and from STATUSCODE with DUMMY as a parameter. In the latter case
it is assumed that a code statement which is not directly accessible, is

* :entered via a relative jump.

1
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'PROCEDURE' STOPOP

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' TA,TB);

This procedure is called in cases where a recoverable error, but of
sufficient gravity to prevent the compiled program from running safely,
is discovered. This procedure outputs the two strings TA and TB
separated by " : ". If the variable TEST is zero then it is set to one
and the message " : COMPILATION INHIBITED" output. The effect of setting
TEST to a non zero value is to inhibit further output on the punch until
the end of the segment.

This is followed by a newline, and PRINTBUFF is called to print the
contents of the input buffer.

'PROCEDURE' STOREAWAY

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' TFLAG);

This procedure is the procedure that generates the instructions to assign
an expression to a variable. It is called from STORE in the case of an
assignment statement, and from FORINC and ASSCV in 'FOR' statements. The
parameter TFLAG indicates whether assignment trace is required, and is
zero in the second two cases. The variable ASSFUN indicates which function
is to be used for the assignment. Where this is marked negative, the
assignment is of zero, and is treated as a special case. Where ASSFUN is
zero, no code is generated; this occurs in the case of dummy assignments,
e.g. 'FOR' 14-I 'WHILE'

Provided that ASSFUN is non zero, the procedure starts by detecting whether
the assignment is of the form partword becomes constant, and that trace is
not required. If this case is detected then FFLAG is set. Next an address
ADD, is calculated. This will be inserted into the entry in ACCS of the
accumulator used for the assignment. If the left hand variable is not
partword and not indirectly addressed then this address is used, otherwise
the address of the right hand side is used if possible. A suitable
accumulator is then chosen, bearing in mind that the right hand side may
already be in an accumulator. If trace is required then the accumulator
must be 7, otherwise if the assignment is of the form wholeword becomes
zero, then accumulator 0 is chosen.

If the indicator FFLAG is clear then the expression on the right hand side
is copied into the chosen accumulator, unpacked, and rescaled as required.
This is omitted if the accumulator is zero. Otherwise if the left hand
side is indirectly addressed the entry in ACCS for the chosen accumulator
is set to all ones to inhibit the possible choice of this accumulator as
a modifier.

If trace is required then the instructions required are output. If the
index of the left hand side is in a modifier, this is first dumped. A

- call on L7 is then output, with the result in accumulator 7, the type/scale
in accumulator 6, and the address of the string, which is output to
Special Data, in accumulator 5.

If the assignment is to a wholeword then the assignment instruction is
then output; this will use one of the four functions STOSTN,ADS, or SSB.
Otherwise a modifier is chosen, (this being zero if modification is not
required) and the number of shifts to align the expression to the field

in which it is to be stored, calculated. If FFLAG is clear then

instructions are output to perform the assignment. The expression is
first shifted, if required, then masked, and exchanged with the word of
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'PROCEDURE' STOREAWAY/

store. This is then masked to clear the field to which the expression
is being assigned, and the remaining fields replaced by adding them back
to store. Otherwise if FFLAG is set, the constant is shifted and masked

to fit the field. If the left hand side is not already in the accumulator
then instructions are output to copy it into the chosen accumulator.
Provided the assignment is not of all ones to the field, an instruction

is then output to mask the field. Provided the assignment is not all
zeros, then an instruction is output to or the constant in to the field.
Finally the word is stored.

At the end of the procedure the record of any previous copies of the
left hand side is deleted, the right hand Arithmetic Operand deleted from
the stack, and the accumulator record for the accumulator ACC updated
with the address ADD.

A simplified flowchart is given.

'PROCEDURE' SUBTERM

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' NEG);

This procedurq is called after each Term of a subscript expression. From
PLUSSUB with NEG equal to zero, and from MINUSSUB with NEG equal to one.
This deals with each Term individually in order to reduce the amount of
code generated. When the procedure is called, the pointer RE points at the
Arithmetic Operand which is the Term of tho: subscript expression, and

the local pointer LH is set to point at the Arithmetic Operand of the
variable, (which may be anonymous) which is to be subscripted. If the
Term is a constant then this is incorporated in the direct address of the
variable. If the term is not a constant, but the indirect address of the
variable is null, then this is set to the direct address of the term,
which is evaluated in a modifier if required. Otherwise a suitable
modifier is chosen, and the term added or subtracted from this modifier.
A detailed flowchart is given.

'PROCEDURE' SUSPIEL;

This procedure is called after the expressions for the step and until
elements of a For statement have been processed. This alters the
commentary of the two top Arithmetic Operands on the stack to "(STEP)"
and "(LIMI1T).

'PROCEDURE' SWOP

('LOCATION' 'INTEGER' X,Y);

This procedure exchanges the variables whose locations are passed as the
parameters X and T.

'PROCEDURE' SWOPOPT;

This procedure is called before the application of reversible operators,
to reverse the order of the two Arithmetic Operands on top of the stack,
if this would reduce the amount of code subsequently generated. The aim

jis to have the LH operand in the preferred (or any) accumulator, and to
avoid having to unpack or rescale the RE operand.
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'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' TESTSTRING

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' S1,S2);

This procedure compares two strings, pointers to which are passed as the
parameters S1 and S2. If the strings are identical the result of the
procedure is zero, if they are not identical the result is non zero.

'PROCEDURE' TEXT

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' STRING);

This procedure outputs the string whose address is given by the parameter
STRING. The length of the string is obtained by use of the procedure
NEXTCHAR, the first character of the string being its length. The
characters forming the string are obtained by the repeated use of
NEXTCHAR and output by use of the procedure OUTCHAR. It should be noted
that the use of NEXTCHAR alters the value of the parameter, STRING.
This does not of course alter the actual parameter passed from the
point of call, or the string itself, but merely the local value of the
parameter. Zero length strings cause no characters to be output.

'PROCEDURE' TEXTLINE

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' S);

This procedure outputs the string S, followed by a newline.

'PROCEDURE' THEAD

This procedure outputs ten inches of blank tape on the punch, using
PUNCHLOOP. It also resets the checksum for the characters output
on the tape, TSUM, to zero.

'PROCEDURE' TOPACC

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' ACC);

This procedure is used to update the Arithmetic Operand on the top of
the stack (i.e. the RH operand), to show that it is now held in the
accumulator whose number is given in ACC. This is performed by means
of a call of INACC.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' TOSADD;

The result of this procedure is the direct address of the top
Arithmetic Operand on the stack, which is deleted.

'PROCEDURE' TRACESTRING

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' LNO,STRING);

This procedure is used to set up calls on trace procedures having a
string as a parameter. The library reference number is passed as the
parameter LKO, and the compile time address of the string as the
parameter STRING. The call of the trace procedure is output using
LIBTRACE and then the string is output, destined for the special

constants area (Special), using DOSTRING with OUT24 as a parameter.
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'PROCEDURE' TTAIL;

This procedure outputs a tail on paper tape. This consists of ten
inches of blank tape, a stop directive (7STOP), twenty erases, and
another ten inches of blank tape.

'PROCEDURE' UJBACK;

This procedure outputs an unconditional jump using the variable BJA
(back jump address) as the address. This is output where it is
required to Jump back and repeat after testing the condition for
continuation.

'PROCEDURE' UNARYMINUS;

This procedure is called where it is required to negate the Arithmetic
operand on the top of the stack. If it is a constant then it is
negated within the compiler. Otherwise instructions are output to
negate it and leave the result in an accumulator. This procedure is
called from the syntax, and also from SELOPTA,SUBA, and SIMPLEASS
in the case of a unary negation operator; and also from CONDMINUS
and ZEROCOMP when compiling conditions.

'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' USELAB

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' LAB):

This procedure is called, where it is required to use the address of the
label whose record is specified by LAB, as the address part of an
instruction to be output. The result is either the address of the label,
if it is set, or the chain address of the label if it is not. If this is
the first reference to the label in the current block then the result is
zero, but this requires no special action at the point of call. If the
label is unset then the label record is updated, to include the
instruction about to be output, on the chain for the label.

'PROCEDURE' WARN

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' TA,TB);

This procedure is called in cases where a recoverable error, but of
insufficient gravity to prevent the compiled program from running
safely, is discovered. This procedure output the two strings TA and TB,
if non zero, separated by " : ". This is followed by a newline, and
PRINTBUFF is called to print out the contents of the input buffer.

'PROCEDURE' XSPARAS

('VALUE' 'INTEGER' PTR);

This procedure is called if the procedure identifier whose declaration
- record is pointed at by PTR is specified to have more than the number of

parameters allowed by the implementation. After the sixth parameter,
IDTYPE is marked negative. If there is a seventh parameter, a call is
made to XSPARAMS which prints out a warning message; and also clears
IDTTPE so that no further calls are made for the eighth and subsequent
parameters.
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'PROCEDURE' ZEROACCS;

This procedure is called to clear the array ACCS, which holds a memory of
the current contents of the accumulators of the object program. This is
necessary where there is a flow of control which invalidates the
contents of ACCS.

Ar
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Label ABSADD:

This section is called in 'ABSOLUT3' communicators, after the integer
constant specifying the absolute address for the preceeding identifier
has been processed. This address is inserted into the direct address
field of the identifier record being formed at the base of the stack.
The address is masked to ensure that it does not overflow into the
tag field, which in this case is zero.

Label ADD:

This section is called to output instructions for the addition of two
terms. This is performed by means of a call of ADDSUB with the function
code 02 as the parameter. As this function may be applied with its
operands in either order, a call is first made to SWOPOPT for
optimisation purposes.

Label ADDA:

This section is called after the first term of the expression on the
right hand side of an assignment symbol, if the term is unsigned or
preceded by a + symbol. If the term is a variable, and is the same
variable as the one on the left of the assignment symbol, and is not
a partword or of type floating, ASSFJN is set to function 12, so that
an "add-to-store" assignment will be used. This section is not called
if assignment trace is required.

Label ADDRSPEC:

This section is called to insert the current special data address into
the direct address of the identifier record being prepared at the base
of the stack. This is used in all cases of 'SPECIAL' 'ARRAY's, and also
for 'COMMON' 'LABEL's, 'SWITCH'es, and 'PROCEDURE's.

Label ADDRSW:

This section is called after the occurrence of the symbol 'SWITCH' in
a switch declaration. The address of the (virtual) zeroth element of
the switch is calculated, and stored in the base of the stack in
preparation for generating the identifier record. The variable TOPTEN
is cleared to ensure that the top ten bits of each entry in the switch
list are clear.

Label ANSCHECK:

This section is called at the end of an 'ANSWER' statement, to ensure
*o that the expression is evaluated to the required type and scale, given

by EXPSCALE, in accumulator 7. Before returning to the syntax analyser
via BEHEADEXIT, to delete the Arithmetic Operand record of the
expression; STATUS is set to 2 to indicate that the exit instruction
has not yet been output.

Label ANYPREF:

This section is called to select an accumulator for the evaluation of
Comparisons within Conditions. An accumulator number is supplied by
FINDACC, and stored in PREFACC.
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Label ASSCV:

This section is called after the (first) expression of a for element.
CCC is set to the TYPEBITS of this expression, only the sign bit
(constant marker) being relevant. The instructions to assign this
expression to the control variable are output by means of a call of
STOREAWAY with a parameter of sero as traoc is not required at this
point. If this is the second for element, and the .irst was simply an

. expression# FORSTATE will have a value of 2. In this case, if the next
symbol is not 'WHILE', a call is made of SETRT, to cause the controlled
statement to be treated as an anonymous procedure; and FORSTATE is reset
to 4. (If the following symbol is 'WHILE', FORSTATE will be set to 3
by WHILEL.) In order to avoid the inefficieny of treating the controlled
statement as a procedure in oases where the for list is of the fore:

Expression Comma Expression While

if the first element is an expression, the decision to treat the controlled
statement as an anonymous procedure is delayed until after the expression
of the second element.

Label ASSTRACE:

This section sets 'BIT'[3]TRACE to the value of ACCUMULATOR. It is called
in the case of a 'NO' 'ASSIGNMENT' 'TRACE' directive, in which case the
value of ACCUMULATOR will be sero; and also in the case of an 'ASSIGNMENT'
'TRACE' directive, in which case the value of ACCUMULATOR will be 1.

Label AYMCHECK:

This section is used to check that an identifier, which is used without
a subscript, does not require one. If it does, a warning message is
output.

Label BEGINPROC:

This section is called at the start of a procedure declaration. If the
procedure body requires a "Jump round" this is output# or if there is a
defered 'ANSWER' action, this is completed. PROCSTACK is called to
perform housekeeping on the variables used for procedure declarations.
The LINK address is set to the data location which had been allocated
to the procedure identifier record, this direct address entry is changed
to the current value of the Special Data allocation address, DUECHAIN
being also set to this address. This location, which will be used to
hold the entry point of the procedure, is allocated, and cleared by
OUT24CS. If procedure trace is required, the procedure identifier string
is output, destined for the Special Data area, by SPECSTRING, and its
address stored in PROCSTRING, which acts as a trace flag.
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Label BEGIIPROG:

This section is called at the start of a program segment. The heading
for the paper tape is output by STARTSEG, and STATUS and DUECHAIN are
set to zero. Thus it is expected that a program segment will be entered
at its first instruction, even though this will normally be an
unconditional jump around procedure bodies. BEGIBLOCK is called to
set up an outer block level for the program.

Label BEGINPSPEC:

This section is used to initiate the creation of a parameter specification
record of a procedure specified in a communicator, or a procedure parameter
declared within a program or Library segment. Calls are made on
NAKEPSPEC and EXCPSPEC to accomplish this. If the procedure is -a 'VALUE'
procedure, a call is made on NEXTPARAX, and a jump made to NEXTPSET, to
set up the first (context parameter) entry inthe record.

Label BEHEADEXIT:

This section is used by a number of compiling actions to remove the
top Arithmetic Operand record from the compiler's main stack, before
returning to the syntax analyser. This record, which is no longer
required, is removed by calling BEHEAD. When the record is removed,
the operand pointers LH and RH are updated by SETLHER.

Label BITDECFAIL:

This section is used by NOBITS&NOAFTER,FIELDPOSN, and UNSFIELD if the
values of the integers used in field specifications exceed the allowable
range. This section prints a warning message, and returns control to the
syntax analyser.

Label BITSIN:

This section is called where a 'BITS' operation is used in an expression,
before the expression to which the operation is to be applied has been
processed. This section packs the partword and type information, held
in BITSPEC and IDTYPE, into BITSHIFT; as these variables may be used
during the following Expression. The information packed in BITSHIFT
will subsequently be used by RESBITS.

Label CALLPROC:

This section is called when the appropriate number of parameters of a
procedure call have been processed. This number may be zero. Starting
from the position on the stack given by FPP, there will be a five word
Arithmetic Operand record for each parameter. The types of these will
have been chocked by ANINORE, and they will all have zero indirect
addresses. Thus the actual object to be passed will either be in an
accumulator, or obtainable by means of a call of PICK, which may involve
unpacking, but which will not require the use of a modifier.
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Label CALLPROC:/

Each record is examined in turn, (left to right) and the number of the
accumulator required, obtained from the PAC field. If this accumulator
is already holding another parameter, an instruction is output to
exchange this with the accumulator in which the other parameter is
required to be passed. This is repeated until the accumulator specified
in the current record is either free, or contains the required parameter.
A call of PICK is made to copy the parameter from store, if required,
and to unpack if necessary.

After this scan has been completed, the required parameters have been
placed in the required accumulators with the minimum number of
instructions. The call of the procedure is output by OUT27, and ZEROACCS
called to clear the accumulator record ACCS; as it is assumed that the
contents of all the accumulators (except 7 if typed procedure) will be
undefined on return from the procedure.

Label CHECKCV:

This section is called after the control variable of a for statement has
been processed. If the variable is a partword, or is not of type
integer or fixed, or is an unsubscripted array identifier, an error
message is output, and its type changed to integer to allow compilation
to continue. The exclusion of floating point control variables is an
implementation restriction. In this case it is always faster to
increment and test a fixed point variable, and subsequently float it
each time, than it is to carry out the whole operation in floating point
arithmetic. It also requires fewer instructions, and is often more
accurate, as it avoids cumulative round-off and truncation errors.

After checking the type of the control variable, this type and scale is
stored in EXPSCALE, and SCALEFIRM set, to ensure that the expressions of
the for list are evaluated to the type and scale of the control variable.
PREFACC is set to an arbitrary number, and ASSFUN set to function 10.
This may subsequently be modified by assignment optimisation. A pointer
to the Arithmetic Operand record of the control variable is placed in
CV, and a call made of DIAG to output diagnostic information. This
section returns to the syntax analyser via FORESTORE, to store the
index expression of the control variable, if one has been evaluated.

Label CLEARTYPE:

This section is called to clear the variable IDTYPE, prior to assembling
type and scale information, in declarations, specifications, and typed
primaries.

Label CODELAB:

This section is called after the occurrence of a label preceding an
instruction in code. This action is performed by calling FIXLABEL with
the result of a call of LOOKUPLAB as the para .. ter. This is similar in
action to SETLAB, but does not generate any label trace instructions,
even if 'LABEL' 'TRACE' is specified at this block level.
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Label CODESHIFT:

This section is called to set up an anonymous Arithmetic Operand for a
shift instruction in code. A call is made to NONAME to set this up,
and the commentary of this record changed to "(SHIFT)". This section

returns to the syntax analyser via INCTOS which deals with any integer
constant specifying the number of places of shift.

Label COMOFF:

This section is called at the end of a 'COMMON' segment. A check is
first made to ensure that the (hopefully) unique checksum for this
common segment is not zero, this checksum then being output to the
loader. The output is completed by a call of FINISHSEG, and the COMMON
flag cleared. A scan is then made of the DECLIST to re-address the
common entries# and to output a common-check tape. Whilst a 'COMMON'
segment is being compiled, all addresses within it are allocated with
respect to its Data and Special Data areas (tags D and S). When the
size of these are known, the addresses may then be relocated relative
to the start of the segment (tag C). N.B. The compiler assumes that
the Special Data area of a common segment immediately follows the Data
area.

Label COMON:

This section is called at the start of a 'COMMON' communicator segment.
A check is first made to ensure that no other common specifications
exist for this run of the compiler; program segments being only allowed
to be compiled using one common segment. After this check, the COMMON
flag is set, and the heading output by STARTSEG.

Label CONDADD:

This section is called after the second, and each subsequent, term of
the expression on the right hand side of a comparator has been processed;
if the term is preceded by a + symbol.

In the interests of efficiency, the expressions on either side of the
comparator are evaluated as one expression and the result tested against
zero. Provided that the comparator is neither > nor <=, the Terms on
the right which are preceded by a + sign are subtracted, and those which
are preceded by a - sign are added. Otherwise the left hand side is
negated, and the expected add and subtract operations used.

This section jumps to either ADD or SUB depending on the comparator used.

Label CONDMINUS:

This section is called after the first Term of the expression on the right
hand side of a comparator has been processed; if the Term is preceded by
a - sign. In the interests of efficiency, the expressions on either side

of a comparator are evaluated as one expression, and the result tested

If the comparator is neither > nor <=, this section jumps to ADD to output

instructions to add this term to the expression.

(Addition being taken as being equivalent to negation and subtraction)

Otherwise the expression on the left is negated by means of a call of
UNARYMINUS, the operand records interchanged by PERM, and a jump made to SUB.
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Label CONDPLUS:

This section is called after the first Term of the expression on the
right hand side of a comparator has been processed; if the Term is not
preceded by a - sign. In the interests of efficiency# the expressions
on either side of a comparator are evaluated as one expression, and the
result tested against zero.

If the comparator is > or <= PERM is called# to exchange the Arithmetic
Operand records of the left hand expression, and the right hand term.
This changes the type of test required to one which is available in the
machines instruction set. A jump to SUB is made, to output instructions
to subtract the two operands.

Label CONDSUB:

This section is called after the secondp and each subsequent, Term of theexpression on the right hand side of a comparator has been processed; if

the Term is preceded by a - sign.

(See CONDADD above)

Label CONSTANT:

This section is called where a numeric constant occurs in an expression,
and also as an operand in code. It sets up an Arithmetic Operand record
on the stack. The commentary is set to "(CONST)", and the TYPEBITS word
set to the type of the constant, NUKBERSCALE, which has the sign bit
already set. This denotes that the operand is a constant whose value is
stored in the DIRADD field of the record.

Label DECSIZE:

This section is called after declarations of single word variables, to
record the number of Data locations required.

Label DIVIDE:

This section is called to output the instructions for the division
operation. The scale and type to which a division operation is carried
out depends on the scales and types of the operands, and also the context
in which the division occurs. The local procedure EfVTEST is used for
testing the "environment" of the division. If the division occurs as the
last operator in a Term occurring in an expression which is required to
be evaluated to a specified scales or the proposed scale SCALE has fewer
integer bits than the current value of the expression scale EXPSCALE this
returns a result of 1, otherwise 0.

Before the calculation of the scale to which the division will be performed
is carried out, a check is made on the operands. A call is made to ISINACC
in case there is a copy of the left hand operand in an accumulator. If
the right hand operand is a looation, or requires unpacking, a call is
made on PICK to copy it into an accumulator. The syntax of this imple-
mentation specifically prohibits multiplication or division of addresses,
but this may still be perfomedp if the address in within a bracketed
expression.
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Label DIVIDE/

If either of the operands# or EXPSCALE, is of type floating, then the
division is carried out in floating point arithmetic, by means of a
call of FLOATOP, with a parameter of 4.

If the right hand operand is an integer constant vhich is a power of two,
the division will not be performed using a divide instruction. If the
left hand operand is of type integer, this will be performed by shifting,
which will be combined with any shifts required for unpacking and rescaling.
If ENVTEST returns a sero answer, the result is evaluated to integer
scale, otherwise the integer is rescaled to the (fixed) scale given in
EXPSCALE. If the left hand operand is of type fixed, the division is
carried out by adjusting the scale field of its operand record. In
this case the number of significant bits remains unchanged.

If both operands are of type integer, the division will be carried out
as an integer division, unless ENVTEST indicates that there is an
overriding scale requirement. The number of significant bits of the
result will not be specified unless both the operands have the number of
significant bits specified. In this case the number of significant bits
is given by the number of significant bits of the left hand operand minus
the number of significant bits of the right hand operand plus one to
make allowance for the range of the result, plus one for the sign bit.
If this is negative, it is set to zero (unspecified) and is otherwise
subject to a limit of 24.

If the left hand operand is of type fixed, and the right hand operand of
type integer, the division is evaluated to the scale of the left hand side,
unless ENVTEST indicates that there is an overriding scale requirement or
the integer is a constant. In this case the integer constant is converted
to the equivalent fixed constant, and the division performed as a division
of a fixed by a fixed. The use of the left hand scale is based on the
assumption that the integer will be small. If this is not the case, the
division should be bracketed and typed.

If the left hand operand is of type integerp and the right hand operand
of type fixed, and there is no overriding scale requirement, the scale
to which the division will be performed is based on the scale obtained
if the left hand operand were to be converted to fixed, and the division
treated as a division of a fixed by a fixed. The resealing is not performed
at this point.

The final case is the division of a fixed by a fixed. Unless ENVTEST
indicates that EXPSCALE should be used, the scale of the result has the
smaller number of significant bits of the two operands, and the number
of integer bits is the number of integer bits of the left hand operand
minus the number of integer bits of the right hand operand. In a simple
case of division this will not give rise to rescaling.

When the scale to which the division will be performed has been decided,
the number of shifts right prior to the division# SHIFTS, is calculated.
If this is loe than 23, an instruction is output to clear the auxiliary
register. If the number is negative (shift left required)j this is
combined with any rescaling and unpacking required, by means of a call
of PICK. Otherwise a call is made of GOODPICK to ensure that the left
hand operand is in an accumulator, this being followed by a separate
right shift instruction. In certain cases this may lead to slightly
inefficient code.
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Label DIVIDE/

The instruction to perform the actual division in then output. If the
right hand operand is in the preferred accumulator the two operand
records are now interchanged by PER. The final instruction output is
to copy the result of the division, which is in the auxiliary register#
into the accumulator whose number is given in the left hand Arithaetic
Operand record. This section returns to the syntax analyser via
BEHEADEXIT, which removes the top Arithmetic Operand record from the
stack.

Label DOCS:

This section is called after the occurrence of the symbol 'DO', which
terminates the Forlist of a Forstatement. The value of FORSTATE, on
entry, indicates the type of the last element and the complexity, of the
Forlist. If FORSTATE is greater than three, the controlled statement
is to be treated as an anonymous procedure, and instructions will be
required to store, and exit on, the link.

This section outputs any instructions required for the testing of
step-until elements, and for the calling of, or jumping round, the
controlled statement. It also reserves any locations required for

I The index of the control variable, if subscripted.

2 Holding step and limit values, if they have been evaluated.

3 The link, if the controlled statement is treated as an
anonymous procedure.

Any other workspace, temporarily used in the evaluation of expressions
in the Forlist, is relinquished. DATASTARTDATAPTR, and DATAMAX are
updated as required. The locations reserved will be returned at the
end of the controlled statement, and the above variables reset. If
'LOOP' 'TRACE' is required, a call of L9 is generated, with the value,
type, and identifier string, of the control variable as parameters.

If the value of FORSTATE is greater than four, on entry, it will be set
to four by FORCOM. The value of five is then used to indicate that the
special case of a single step-until element, with three constants, has
been detected. This will result in the test and incrementation of the
control variable taking place at the end of the controlled statement,
and consequently more efficient code being generated. A flowchart for
this section is given, and the values of FORSTATE and the corresponding
of Forlist is tabulated below:

FORSTATE
Entry Exit

0 0 Expression

, 1 1 Expression 'WHILE'

2 2 or 5 .. 'STEP' .. 'UNTIL'

3 3 ExpressionExpression 'WHILE'

4.... , Expression

5 4 .... , Expression 'WHILE'
(Excluding case 3)

6 4 .... , .. 'STEP' .. 'UNTIL'
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Label DOSHIFT:

This section is called to apply shift operators ('SRA',SLA','SRL', and
'SLC') using the top two Arithmetic Operands on the stack. Before this
can be accomplished, a call has to be made to KILLEXPR to remove the
expression level set up for the optimisation of the expression giving
the number of places of shift. The instructions for the shift operation
are then output by OPERATE, which is passed the required function# held
in BITSHIFT, as its parameter.

Label ELSEFI:

This section is called after both the consequence and the alternative
expressions of a conditional expression. It ensures that each is
evaluated to the scale given by EXPSCALE, in the accumulator given by
PREFACC. A call is made to REVCHAIN so that the chain of the Jump to
skip over the expression will be set by the next action. (ELSEX or FIEX)

Label ELSES:

This section is called following the 'ELSE' in a conditional statement.
A call is made on REVCHAIN, as the chain which holds the Jumps to skip
over the first part of the 'IF' statement is now due to be set. If
STATUS is 4, then the statement between the 'THEN' and the 'ELSE' is
void, and the condition is reversed using REVCJ.

If STATUS is 3, the statement is of the form:

'IF' . . 'THEN' 'GOTO' label 'ELSE'

in this case a jump is not required to skip over the following statement;
STATUS being set to 0 to indicate this.

If STATUS is 0, the statement preceding the 'ELSE' is a normal statement,
and a skip is required over the following statement; STATUS being set
to 3 to indicate this.

The remaining two cases, STATUS of 1 and 2, require no action at this

point.

Label ELSEX:

This section is called following the occurrence of the symbol 'ELSE' in
a conditional expression. It outputs a Jump around the alternative
expressionp by means of a call of 0UTUJ. The chain from the Jump(s)
around the consequence expression is set by SETDUE.

SCALEFIRN is set to ensure that the alternative expression is evaluated
to the same scale as the consequence expression. This section returns
to the syntax analyser via BEHEADEXIT, to remove the Arithmetic Operand

A record for the consequence expression from the stack.
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Label ENDARRAY:

This section is called after the end of a set of arrays having common
bounds. This may be followed by a further set. If the declaration is
not overlayedp the total data requirement for the arrays# which is the
product of the number of arrays and the sizes of all the dimensions# is
given in ARRAYS, which is used to increment DATANAX. If the declaration
is overlayedp OVERBASE is incremented by ARRAYS.

Label ENDDECS:

This Section is called after the end of the declarations at the head of
a block. DATAPTR and DATASTART are set to the current data allocation
address held in DATAMAX. These variables will be used for the
allocation of anonymous workspace for temporarily dumping the contents
of accumulators. DATAPTR will contain the next address to be allocated,
and will be reset between statements; its maximum value being recorded
in DATAMAX. After the declarations at the head of a block# normal
presetting (if allowed at this level) is no longer allowed, and the
flag PRESETOK is cleared.

Label INDFOR:

This section is called after the completion of the controlled statement,
to output the instructions required to complete the loop. The action
required depends on the value of FORSTATE set up by DOCS, which indicates
the type of the last element and the complexity of the Forlist.

If FORSTATE is one or three ('WHILE')p an unconditional jump back, to
repeat the assignment and test the condition, is output. If however
STATUS is non-zerop this jump is not required, and is suppressed. Any
chain due to be set after the controlled statement is set to the
repetition address, held in BJA.

If FORSTATE is two ('STEP' 'UNTIL'), the instructions are output to
increment the control variable and to jump back to the test against the
limit.

If FORSTATE is four the controlled statement is treated as an anonymous
procedure, and an instruction to return using the stored link is output.

If FORSTATE is five, this indicates the special case of 'STEP' 'UNTIL'
with three constants. If a copy of the control variable does not exist
in an accumulator# then an instruction is output to copy it into accumulator
7. Instructions are then output to add the step value to the control
variable and to store the result. An instruction is then output to
subtract the limit value, if non zero, and a test instruction output.
The sense of this test instruction depends on the sign of the step. If
the step is positive, a Jump if zero or negative is required. As this
is not available, the limit has one added to it, so that the zero case
is included in the negative test. The final part, common to all cases,
completes the housekeeping for this level of 'FOR' statement. The
SKIPCHAINj which is used by the final test, is copied into DUECHAIN, and
SKIPCHAIN reset to its value before the statement, which is held in
COPYSKIP. DATASTART is reset to release any anonymous locations used,
and the previous values of any enclosing 'FOR' statement reset by means
of a call of OFFSTACK. Finally, a call is made to ENDLABBLOCK, to remove
the label block level which prevented illegal entry to the controlled
statement.
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Label ENDPROC:

This section in called at the end of the body of a procedure declarations
in program and library segments.

EXCPSPEC is called to prepare for the completion of its parameter
specification record# and STATUS is set to 1 to indicate that the
following instruction is not directly entered. LOCALLIKIT is reset to
point at the procedure identifier record, this value being set into
DECLIST by the call of ENDBLOCK, to complete the block forming the
procedure body. The values of the eight locations used by procedure
declarations, and chained up by PROCCKAII, are restored by means of a
call of OFFSTACK, and finally the parameter specification record is
completed by means of a call of FINISHPSPEC. It should be noted that
once a procedure body has been compiled, only its parameter specification
record remains, and not the identifier records of its parameters.

Label ENDPROG:

This section is called before the final 'END' symbol of a program segment.
If the program does not end with a jump, but "drops off the bottom", a
call of Li is generated.

A scan is then made of all the communicator specification records. This

detects entries required to be inserted in the 'COMMON' segment, and
labels used which are external to this program segment. In this latter
case, the label is set to the current program address, and an indirect
jump to the label output. ENDBLOCK is then called to perform the normal
end of block actions. After this call, DATANAX will hold the total data
requirement for the segment, and LABDECLIST will point at a list of any
unset labels. These are dealt with by the call of FINISHSEG, which also
completes the paper tape output for this segment. A flowchart is given
for this section.

Label ENDSPEC:

This section is used to terminate the generation of a parameter
specification record of a procedure specification. This is accomplished
by means of calls of EXCPSPEC and FINISHPSPEC. This resets the values
of IDTYPE and PARAXPTR, which will be required if the procedure (parameter)
specification forms part of a procedure declaration.

Label EMDST:

This section is called at the end of each statement compiled, to reset
the variable DATAPTR, used for the allocation of anonymous workspaoe, to
its "home" value, held in DATASTART. As anonymous workspace is not
required to be carried from one statement to the next, it may be re-used
in following statement.

Label EXITCHECK:

This section is called at the end of compilation of a non-code procedure.
If the procedure is untyped, i.e. does not deliver a result directly, a
check in made to test whether the last instruction of the procedure was11 an unconditional Jump, and that a return jump is not required. If this
is the case no action is taken by this section; otherwise a call is madeon SZTDUN to set any chains. If, on the other hand, the procedure is

typed, and is therefore required to deliver an answer; a check is made
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Label EXITCHECK/

to ensure that the procedure contained at least one 'ANSWER' statement,
and that the last effective statement of the procedure was either a
'GOTO' or an 'ANSWER'. If this is not the case, an error message is
output. If the procedure is typed, and trace is required, a call is
made on L6 with the result and its scale as parameters. In the case of

a 'VALUE' procedure, the scale is obtained dynamically from the first
(context) parameter, which must therefore not be altered by the procedure.
If there is more than one 'ANSWER' statement, these will be chained up

using EXITCH, which is set to the call of L6. Irrespective of whether
the procedure is typed, if trace is required, a call on L5 is output,
with the procedure identifier string as the parameter. It is assumed,
in the case of typed procedures, that L5 will reset @7 to the value
supplied to L6. Finally, an exit instruction is output, using LINK as
the address.

Label EXPRTYPE:

This section is called after the completion of a typed bracketed

expression, to ensure that the expression is evaluated to the specified
type and scale. This may not have already been performed if the

expression did not contain addition or subtraction operations. The
expression is evaluated to the required scale by means of a call of

PICK. The section OFFSTEXPR is then entered to remove the expression
level from the stack.

Label EXTADD:

This section is called, in 'EXTERNAL' communicators, after the integer

constant(s) specifying the external relocator (and displacement) have
been processed. The fourteen bit address is formed from the five bit
relocator number, and the nine bit displacement to which is added 256.

This address is masked, and the external tag(6) added. The address is

then inserted into the direct address field of the identifier record
being formed at the base of the stack.

Label FI:

This section is called at the end of a conditional statement, irrespective

of whether it had an 'ELSE' part. If STATUS is 4, then the statement is
void, and the test instruction is only output if FUNCTION is 24, the
statement being of the form:

'IF' 'OVERFLOW' 'THEN'

which may be used to clear overflow. If STATUS is 3 or 4, the 'ELSE'

part has been omitted, and STATUS is set to 0.

The SKIPCHAIN is joined to the DUECHAIN, if required, by means of a call
of JOINCHAINS. The stacked value of SKIPCHAIN, chained up with IFCHAIN,
is restored to its value prior to the 'IF'.
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Label FIELDDISP:

This section is called after the integer giving the Wordposition of a
table field has been processed. The address of the table field is
calculated and stored at the base of the stack in preparation for the
identifier record for the field being moved onto the main stack
declaration list by NEWNAME.

Label FIELDPOSN:

This section is called when the integer specifying the starting bit
position (Bitposition) of a partword is processed. This integer,
together with the result held in BITSPEC allows the two shift fields of
the partword descriptor to be calculated. These fields are packed in
BITSPEC, and are respectively:

MBS (most significant shift)
shifts to align field to top of word

LSS (least significant shift)
shifts to align field to bottom of word
and are calculated as follows:

MSS := Bitposition (of most significant bit)

LSS : 24 - Totalbits - Bitposition
using Ferranti bit numbering, sign bit = bit 0.

If, after the above calculations are performed, SS is negative, the
partword specification is illegal, i.e. a field has been specified which
"hangs off" the word. In this case the error is reported by BITDECPAIL.

Label FIEX:

This section is called at the end of a conditional expression. The
instructions to evaluate both expressions in PREFACC will have been
output by ELSEFI. The chain holding the Jump around the alternative
expression is set by SETDUE. The variables of any enclosing condition
are restored by OFTSTACK, and DUECHAIN is reset.

An Arithmetic Operand record for the result of the conditional expression
is set up by a call of GRABVAR, and the TYPEBITS field set to EXPSCALE.
The commentary is set to "(IFEX)", and a call made to TOPACC, with
PREFACC as the parameter, to update the DIRADD field and also ACCS.
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Label FINISHPROC:

This section is called after the call of a procedure has been generated,
or after the final call of a multiple call. It reduces the procedure
call level by a call of OFTSTACK. The PARAMSPEC field of the arithmetic
operand record for the procedure is cleared, to avoid its interpretation
as PARTWORD. This record and ACCS are updated by a call of TOPACC with

a parameter of 7, to indicate that the result (if any) of the procedure
is in accumulator 7. The TYPEBITS of this record will have been set by
SETUPPROC. If the procedure is untyped, this record will be nonsensical,
but will be immediately deleted by BEHEAD.

Label FIRSTDIM:

This section is called to process the first dimension of multi-dimensional
arrays. ADDRARRAY is called to insert the addresses of the first level
Iliffe vectors in the identifier records on the stack. The number of
records to be processed is given in ARRAYS. After the call of ADDRARRAY
the number of entries required in the first level Iliffe vector is given
in ARRAYS, which has been multiplied by NUMBER in DODIM.

Label FORSTORE:

This section is entered from STEPUNT and from CHECKCV. It arranges to
store in anonymous workspace the index of the control variable, if
subscripted, and the values of the step and limit expressions if they
are required to be evaluated. These are stored by means of a call of
DUMPACCS, which is a brute force method of storing any information held
in the accumulators. If an anonymous location is used by DUMPACCS,
DATAPTR will be incremented. This value is copied into DATASTART so
that this location will not be overwritten if space is required
temporarily during the evaluation of the next expression. After each
expression, DATAPTR is reset to the current value of DATASTART to free
any location so used. RTL (routine link) is set to the maximum value
attained by DATASTART, in case the controlled statement is to be used as
an anonymous procedure. The current program address is recorded in BJA
(back jump address), for use as a point to jump back to, in order to
perform the required test before each repetition of the controlled
statement. As a jump may be made to this point, a call is made of
ZEROACCS.

Label FORTRACE:

This section sets 'BIT'[2]TRACE to the value of ACCUMULATOR. It is
called in the case of a 'NO' 'LOOP' 'TRACE' directive, in which case
the value of ACCUMULATOR will be zero: and also in the case of a
'LOOP' 'TRACE' directive, in which case the value of ACCUMULATOR will
be 1.
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Label GOTOL:

This section is called to process a 'GOTO' statement, where the
destination is a label identifier and not a switch entry. The action
depends on the value of STATUS, which is used as an index of the switch
S. The actions taken in this section are designed to reduce as far as
possible, the number of redudant unconditional jumps generated. These
actions depend on the context in which the 'GOTO' statement occurs.
(See 'PROCEDURE' STATUSCHECK). A flowchart is given for this section.

Label GOTOSK:

This section is called to output the jump instruction in the case of a
'GOTO' statement, where the Destination is a switch entry. This is
performed by means of a call of INST with the RH arithmetic operand
giving the address, and using function 27. Note that accumulator 4 is
used, this is not necessary, but is in conformity with the other uses
of function 27. The type checking of the switch identifier has previously
been carried out by LABSK. The Arithmetic Operand Record created is
treated in a similar manner to any other record, thus allowing the
application of subscript optimisation. Before returning to the syntax
analyser via BEHEADEXIT, to delete the record; STAUS is set to I to
indicate that the following statement is not directly entered.

Label IFEX:

This section is called following the occurrence of the symbol 'IF' at
the commencement of a conditional expression. Any partially evaluated
results held only in accumulators are dumped by DUMPACCS. The chain
DUECHAIN is stored in COPYDUE, and a call made of ONSTACK to stack:

IFCHAIN,SKIPCHAIN,COPYDUE and RELOP.

This is only required if the conditional expression occurs within another
condition, but is carried out in all cases. DUECHAIN and SKIPCHAIN are
then cleared in preparation for the following condition.

Where a conditional expression occurs in a context of defined scale,
SCALEFIRM is non zero, and both the consequence and alternative
expressions will be evaluated to this scale. 'Where the scale is not
defined, the alternative expression will be evaluated to the final scale
of the consequence expression. In either case, the expressions will be
evaluated in the accumulator whose number is given in PREFACC.
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Label IFS:

This section is called at the start of an 'IF' statement. A call is made
on STATUSCHECK to complete any deferred actions# and to ensure that the
statement can be entered. STATUS is then set to 4 to ensure completion
of the following Condition.

The current SKIPCHAIN is stacked using IFCHAIN, and SKIPCHAIN set to
zero. (DUECHAIN has been set to zero by STATUSCHECK). This clears the
chains in readiness for the following Condition.

Label INCTOS:

This section is called to increment the direct address field of the
Arithmetic Operand record of a code instruction by the integer constant
held in NUMBER. This is performed by means of a call of ADDADD.

Label KILLPARAMS:

This section is called when it is discovered that a procedure body is a
code statement. The allocation of the data space to hold the parameters
and the link is cancelled, the parameter identifier records removed from
DECLIST, and LINK and LABDECLIST (which hold records of 'LABEL' parameters)
cleared.

Label LABL:

This section is called following the symbols 'LABEL'(Identifier) and
after a jump instruction in code. It creates an Arithmetic Operand
record of type integer, with the marker LBM set, to denote that the
direct address contains a pointer to a label record.

Label LABSK:

This section is called after the occurrence of a subscripted identifier
in a label context, to check that the identifier is the name of a switch.
After the check, its type is changed to integer to allow its use in
expressions by the use of 'LABEL'.

Label LABTRACE:

This section sets 'BIT'[O]TRACE to the value of ACCUMULATOR. It is
called in the case of a 'NO' 'LABEL' 'TRACE' directive, in which case
ACCUMULATOR will be zero; and also in the case of a 'LABEL' 'TRACE'
directive, in which case the value of ACCUMULATOR will be 1.

Label LASTDIM:

This section is called to process the last dimension of multi-dimensional
arrays. It uses DODIM to set up an Iliffe vector in Special Data, the
number of entries of which is given by the current value of ARRAYS, which
is the product of the number of arrays and the sizes of all previous
dimensions. This Iliffe vector is required to be relocated with respect
to the starting address of the Data area.
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Label LHSBITS:

This section is called where it is required to assign an expression to a
partword field of a variable. A check is made to ensure that the variable
is not itself a partword table field# and is not of type 'FLOATING'. If
this is discovered, an error message is output. (In the first case the
assignment is inefficient and ambiguous, and in the second case could
give rise to unnormalised numbers. In the first case the required
sub-field should be specified as a separate field, and in the second the
overlay facility may be used, if this action must be carried out.)

The type of the variable is changed to the integer type set up in IDTYPE,
and the required field specification inserted in its PARTWORD field.

Label LHSPROC:

This section is called where a statement comences with an identifier

which is not followed by a colon (label) or a becomes symbol or
subscript (assignment). It checks that the identifier is the identifier
of a procedure (of any type). If not, a warning message is output, and
the PARAMSPEC field set to point to the appropriate dummy parameter
specification record at the base of the stack, in order to avoid a
subsequent syntax failure.

SCALEFIRM is cleared in case the procedure is a 'VALUE' 'PROCEDURE'.
Although the result is not required, in this case it will be evaluated
to type floating for the sake of consistency.

Label LIBADD:

This section is called in 'LIBRARY' declarations and communicators, after
the integer constant specifying the Library reference number for the
preceding identifier has been processed. This number is masked to ensure
that it does not overflow into the tag field, which is set to 5. This
address is inserted into the direct address field of the identifier
record being formed at the base of the stack.

Label LOOKUPD:

This section creates an Arithmetic Operand record for a variable, and
ensures that its address is placed in the DIRADD field. This section
is called to obtain an address to be used either as an overlay base, or
as an address part of a code instruction.

Label MIDDIM:

This section is called to process all the dimensions except the first
and last of three or more dimensional arrays. It uses DODIM to set up
an Iliffe vector in Special Data, the number of entries of which is given
by ARRAYS. This Iliffe vector is required to be relocated with respect
to the starting address of the Special Data area.
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Label RINUSSUB:

This section is called, in a subscript expression, after each Term
preceded by a - symbol. This section calls SUBTER4, which performs
subscript arithmetic and optimisation.

Label MOREFOR:

This section is called after the occurrence of each comma separating
elements in a for list. The value of FORSTATE gives the type of the
preceding element(s).

If FORSTATE is zero, this occurring if the preceding element consists
simply of an expression, and is the first element; an unconditional
jump instruction is output, its address recorded in RTA, and FORSTATE
is set to 2. Otherwise, if FORSTATE is less than four, the controlled
statement is to be treated as a procedure, and a call is made of SETRT.

A call is made to FORCOM to output a call of the controlled statement,
and other associated instructions. This is followed by calls of REVCHAIN
and SETDUE to set the SKIPCHAIN, which is used when the previous element
is exhausted, to the current program address. The current program address
is recorded in BJA, for use if the following element is a while element,
and ZEROACCS is called. ASSFUN is reset to its initial value of function
10, and DATASTART reset to its starting value, making allowance only for
the index of the control variable. If the control variable is subscripted,
and the subscript has been evaluated and stored in an anonymous location,
the "hole-marker" flag in its indirect address will be set.

Label MPY:

This section is called to output instructions for the multiplication of
two operands. As the operation may have the operands in either order,
an attempt is made to have them in the order which would generate the
least number of instructions. If the left hand operand is a constant
the order is reversed, because the operand will not require to be unpacked,
and may be an integer constant which is a power of two. Otherwise SWOPOPT
is called. An accumulator is then chosen, using GOODACC.

The type and scale to which the multiplication is carried out depends
only on the types and scales of the operands, and not on the context. It
is probably better, with fixed point operands which are held left justified,
to multiply first and then rescale if required.

If either operand is of type floating, then the operation is carried out
in floating point arithmetic, by means of a call of FLOATOP, with a
parameter of 1.

If the right hand operand is an integer constant which is a power of two,
the multiplication will not be performed using a multiply instruction.
If the left hand operand is of type integer, this will be performed by
shifting, which will be combined with any unpacking shifts required. The
number of places of shift will be added to the number of significant bits
of the operand if this is non zero. If the left hand operand is of type
fixed the multiplication is carried out by adjusting the scale field of
its operand record. In this case the number of significant bits in the
record remains unaltered.
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Label MPY/

If both operands are of type integer, the multiplication will be carried
out as an integer multiplication, delivering an integer result. This
is unfortunately rather inefficient if overflow is to be correctly
detected. If the number of significant bits of both operands is given,
the number of significant bits of the result is given by the sum of their
significant bits, with allowance being made for the sign bit, subject to
the restrictions on the word length. Otherwise, the number of significant
bits of the result is unspecified.

If one operand is of type integer, and the other of type fixed, the
integer operand is converted to the equivalent fixed scale. This is
performed by resaling, if the operand is a constant, or by shifting
if the operand is not. In this case the number of significant bits of
the integer operand must be specified.

If both operands are, or have been converted to, type fixed, the scale
of the result is calculated from their scales and numbers of significant
bits. The number of significant bits of the result is taken to be the
smaller number of the two operands, and the scale calculated has its
number of integer bits equal to the sum of the integer bits of the two
operands. As this may exceed the range allowed by the implementation, a
check is made, and a warning message output if required.

After the type and scale of the result has been calculated, the actual
instructions for the multiplication are then output. The left hand
operand is copied into the chosen accumulator, and if the right hand
operand is required to be unpacked, or is marked as being a location,
this is copied into another accumulator. The instruction is then output
to perform the multiplication. If the type of the result is integer, three
instructions are output to shift the result back into the accumulator.
This section returns to the syntax analyser via BEHEADEXIT, which removes
the top Arithmetic Operand record from the stack.

Label MSK:

This section is called to apply the 'MASK' operation to the two top
Arithmetic Operands on the main stack. This is performed by means of a
call of OPERATE, with function 15 as the parameter. As the function is
reversible, i.e.

A 'MASK' B = B 'MASK' A

for all values of A and B, a call is first made on SVOPOPT to reverse
the order of the operands, if this would result in less code being
generated.
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Label NULTICALL:

This section is called after each call of a multiple call of a procedure,
except the final call. It resets the STACKPOINTER, to delete the previous
set of parameters, and resets the PSP pointer to the parameter
specification record.

If the procedure is typed# the result of the previous call will be used as
the first (explicit) parameter of the next; and the type of this parameter
must exactly be the same type as the type of the procedure, which must
have more than one parameter. If the procedure is not a 'VALUE' procedure,
the record for this parameter is set up by a single call of MAKEPARAM, with
a parameter of zero. In the case of a 'VALUE' procedure, three calls are made

to MAKEPARAM with parameters of 1, O and 1. This sets up three parameters
which are, the type required for the result, the result of the previous
call, and its type. Note that when compiling a call on a 'VALUE' procedure,
a marker is set in PNP by SETUPPROC.

Label NEGNUM:

This section negates the variable NUMBER. It is called, in cases where a
signed constant not occurring in an expression is preceded by a minus sign,
after the number has been assembled.

Label NEQ:

This section is called to apply the 'DIFFER' operation to the two top
Arithmetic Operands on the main stack. This is performed by means of a
call of SWOPOPT, for optimisation purposes, followed by a call of
OPERATE, with function 16 as the parameter.

Label NEWNAME:

This section is called after the occurrence of an identifier in a
declaration. It creates an Identifier Specification Record on the stack.
A check is made to ensure that this is the only occurrence of the
identifier at this block level, and that it is not the (illegal) seventh
parameter of a procedure. The record is then placed on the stack by
ONSTACK, the relevant information being held in the "declaration breeding
ground" at the base of the main stack. If the identifier is an indirectly
addressed parameter of a procedure, the direct and indirect addresses in
the record are exchanged, and the location marker deleted.

If the identifier is a parameter, a call is made to NEXTPARAM, to
increment the Parameter Specification record for the procedure; and if
the parameter is a 'LABEL', a label record is created by LOOKUPLAB, its
reference being temporarily stored in the INDADD field of the parameter
identifier record.
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Label NEXTPSET:

This section is called between sets of parameters in procedure
declarations, between parameters in parameter specifications, and after
the context parameter in declarations of 'VALUE' procedures. This
section clears the type and other fields of IDTYPE, leaving only the
parameter accumulator field PAC, and the sign bit marker# unchanged.
This allows the type of the following parameter to be built up in the
usual manner.

Label NISACC:

This section is called where the operand of an instruction in code is
an accumulator. An Arithmetic Operand record is set up by NONAME, and
the accumulator number (with AMARK added) is inserted in the DIRADD field.

Label NISMOD:

This section is called where the operand of an instruction in code
contains a modifier. After checking that the accumulator specified is the
number of a modifier, this number (with AMARK added) is stored in the
INDADD field of the Arithmetic Operand record of the instruction.

Label NOAFTER:

This section is called after the integer specifying the number of bits
after the binary point has been processed. This occurs in 'FIXED'
numbertypes, and also in table fields. The scale is calculated and
inserted into the PVL field of IDTYPE, the TYP field being set to the
value for 'FIXED' variables (1). The scale (or P value + 32) is given
by:

Total bits - Number after point + 31

a check is made to ensure that this lies within the allowable range for
this implementation. (0 to 63)

Label NOBITS:

This section is called after the Integer specifying the number of bits
has been processed. In the case of normal declarations this specifies
the number of significant bits required to hold the number (although a
whole word will be used), and in the case of table fields and 'BITS'
operation this specifies the number of bits in the partword. After
checking that the number of bits is within the allowable range, the number
is inserted into the SGB field of IDTYPE.

Label NOSIG:

This section is used in the formation of a partword descriptor held in
BITSPEC. It is called after the occurrence of the integer specifying the
number of bits required by a table field and also by a 'BITS' operation.
The number of bits is subtracted from the number of bits in the computer
word, and stored in BITSPEC. No check is made at this stage. The
number held in BITSPEC will be subsequently used by FIELDPOSN.
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Label OFFSTF PR:

This section is called at the end of an untyped bracketed expression#
and i also entered at the end of a typed bracketed expression. It
removes one stack level for expressions, resetting the five variables

Fi starting with EXPRCHAIN. The top Arithmetic Operand record is moved
down, and a call made on SETLRRH to reset the LH and RH pointers.
STACKPOINTER is updated, and a call made on ACCUPDATE to update ACCS.

Label ONEBIT:

This section is called where the number of bits specified in a 'BITS'
operation has been omitted, and is assumed to be one. The action of this
section is identical to the actions carried out by NOBITSNOSIG and
PARTI3T where NUMBER is one. BITSPEC is set to 23, the SGB field of
IDTYPE set to one, and the PVL field set to integer scale.

Label OWEDflf:

This section is called to process the sole dimension of single dimensional
arrays. ADDRARRAY is called to insert the addresses of the Data space
allocated to the arrays, in the identifier records on the stack. The
number of records to be processed is given in ARRAYS.

Label ORACT:

This section is called following the symbol 'OR' in a Condition. It
outputs the test instruction, reversing the test, with the address part
chained on the DUECHAIN; and sets the SKIPCHAIN. REVCHAIN is called
(twice) to ensure that the procedures OUTCJ and SETDUE operate on the
required chains.

Label ORP:

This section is called to apply the 'UNION' operation to the two top
Arithmetic Operands on the main stack. This is performed by means of a
call of SWOPOPT, for optimisation purposes, followed by a call of
OPERATE, with function 17 as the parameter.

Label OUTCODE:

This section is called at the end of each instruction in code to output
the completed instruction. The accumulator number is held in ACCUMULATOR,
and the function number in FUNCTION. The top (RH) Arithmetic Operand record
on the stack contains the information required for the N (address) and
M (modifier) fields. The instruction is output by INST after the LCM
field of the record has been cleared, as this may have been set by LABL or
STRINGEX. This section returns to the syntax analyser via BEHEADEXIT
which removes the top Arithmetic Operand record from the stack.

Label OUTPRESET:
This section is called after each numeric value or void in a Presetltst.

The constant is resoaled, if required, by SCALECON, and output by
OUTPRESETD.
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Label OVEROFF:

This section in called at the end of an overlay declarationp and clears the
OVERLAY flac.

Label OVERON:

This section is called after the symbol 'WITH'# in an overlay declaration.

The address of the start of the area to be overlayed is held in an
Arithmetic Operand on the top of the stack, and is obtained using TOSADD,
which deletes the operand. This address is hold in OVERBASE and is
inserted into the required location at the base of the stack, and the
OVERLAY flag set.

Label OVRTEST:

This section is called following the symbol 'OVERFLOW' in a condition.
FUNCTION is set to 24, the overflow test function; ACCUMULATOR being
previously set, depending on the presence (o), or absence (1), of the
symbol 'NO'.

Label PARANTAB:

This section is called before, and after, the specification of the fields
of a table parameter. It stores, and later restores, the current values of
IDTYPE and DIRADD[O]. The information held in these (parameter accumulator,
parameter address) is required for any subsequent parameters, and would be
destroyed by the field specifications if not preserved. The variables
IDTYPE2 and PARAMPTR2 are used for this purpose. (See EXCPSPEC)

Label PARTINT:

This section is called after the specification of a partword integer. It

inserts the scale for integer (P=23) into the PVL field of IDTYPE.

Label PLUSSUB:

This section is called, in a subscript expression, after each Term
preceded by a + symbol, and also after the first Term if unsigned. This
section calls SUBTERN, which performs subscript arithmetic and optimisation.

Label PRESETSTRING:

This section is called after each quoted string in a Presetlist. The
string is output, destined for the Special Constants area, by SPECSTRING,
and the address of the string output, destined for the Data area and
relocated, by OUTPRESETD.

As it is allowed to assign (the addresses of) strings to variables, the
extension has been made to allow this assignment to be preset.
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Label PROCENTRY:

This section is called when the entry point of a non-code procedure is
reached.

The local procedure SCAN applies its procedure parameter PROC to each
parameter identifier record in turn (if any), using the pointer Ps which
is non-local to tbe procedures.

The procedure LABPARAM is designed to be a parameter of SCAN. If the
parameter record is that of a label parameterp an indirect Jump instruction,
with the Data address of the parameter as its addressp is output, and a
label with the same identifier as the parameter, set to this instruction.

The other procedure, DUMPPARAM# is also designed to be a parameter of SCAN.
This procedure outputs an instruction to store a parameter* of the procedure
being compiled, in the Data location allocated for this parameter. The
number of the accumulator is obtained from the parameter identifier records
as is the address. No action is taken if the accumulator number is zero,
as in this case the identifier record will be that of a field of a table
parameter.

PROCENTRY starts with a call of SCAN, with LABPARAM as a parameter. This
outputs one instruction for each label parameter, and creates a label
identifier record. This enables (conditional) jumps to be made to the
label parameter in the normal manner, using the STATUS optimisations. It
is expected that each label parameter will be used at least once in the
procedure body, and most probably in a conditional jump. (Error exits etc.)
A call is then made on ENTERPROC, which causes the loader to set the
contents of the location containing the entry point to the current program
address. An instruction is then output to store the link; this being
followed by a call of SCAN with DUMPPARAM as a parameter, to output the
instructions to store the parameters. If procedure trace is required, a
call on L4v with the procedure identifier string as a parameter, is then
output.

Label PROCTRACE:

This section sets 'BIT'[1]TRACE to the value of ACCUMULATOR. It is called
in the case of a 'NO' 'PROCEDURE' 'TRACE' directive, in which case ACCUMULATOR
will be zero; and also in the case of a 'PROCEDURE' 'TRACE' directive, in
which case the value of ACCUMULATOR will be 1.

Label RAISE:

This section is called to apply the exponentiation operation (t) to its

operands. If the right hand operand is not of type integer, the operation
is carried out in floating point arithmetic by means of a call of FLOATOP
with a parameter of 5. If the right hand operand is not the integer constant

- 2 or the left hand operand is of type floating, the operation is carried out
* 1 by (fast) floating point arithmetic, by means of a call of FLOATOP with a

parameter of 6.

The remaining case, squaring a fixed point numberp is carried out by fixed4point multiplication. The left hand Arithmetic Operand record is duplicated,
replacing the right hand record (of the constant 2); if the operand exists
only in an accumulatorp an instruction is output to dump a copy of this
operand into a temporary workepace. The section MP! is then entered.
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Label RELADD:

This section is called where the operand of a jump instruction in code is a
relative address, using 'SELF' or *. An Arithmetic Operand record is created
by NONAME, and its comentary set to "(SELF)". The relative address is
obtained by adding the current program address PTA, and the displacement
held in NUMBER. This is performed using ADDADD# to avoid the possibility
of overflow changing the tag field. The result is stored in the DIRADD
field of the record.

Label RELATION:

This section is called after the second of the two expressions in a
Comparison have been processed. It calculates the Jump instruction
required, which is stored in FUNCTION; and ensures that the result is
in an accumulator, whose number is stored in ACCUMULATOR.

Where the test involves a single variable# its address, where possiblep
is used to update the accumulator record ACCS. If this variable is a
partword, it will be unpacked without shifting where possible.

Label RHSBITS:

This section is called where a 'BITS' operation is used in an expression,
after the expression to which the operation is to be applied has been
processed. If the expression is an address, or is a partword field, or a
constant; an instruction is output to copy it into an accumulator. This
will provide redundant instructions, but will enable the operation to be
carried out in an unambiguous manner. The partword specification and type
information, which has been packed into BITSPEC by BITSIN is unpacked and
inserted into the TYPEBITS and PARTWORD fields of the Arithmetic Operand.
The actual bits operation being later carried out by PICK.

Label SCALETERM:

This section is called after each Term of an expression. If SCALEFIRN is
set, the scale required for the expression has been defined, and the action
of this section is confined to changing the type of the Terms to or from
'FLOATING' as required. If the required type is floating, a call is made
on FLOATIT to ensure that the Term is of, or will be converted top type
floating. Otherwise, if the type of the Term is floating, a call to L21
is output, to convert the Term to the required fixed point scale.

On the other hand, if SCALEFIRM is not set, the scale of the expression
is determined Term by Term. EXPSCALE is initially set to zerop and as
each Term is processed, it is progressively modified according to the
types and scales of the Terms. The type of the expression progressively
goes through the sequence 'INTEGER' to 'FIXED' to 'FLOATING' according to
the "strongest" type found. A comparison between the current value of
EXPSCALE and the SCALE of all Terms except the first, is made by the use of
SCALESTEST to switch to the appropriate label. In the case of the first
Term, EXPSCALE is taken as the SCALE of the Term. Using the notation given
in the descri-tion of SCALETEST, the action taken for all Terms after the
first is summarised below.
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Label SCALETERM/

I Io,I0 & IoIs & Is,Io

The scale is taken to be integer, with unspecified significance.

2 Is,Is

The scale is taken to be integer, with the larger number of significant
bits.

3 & 4 Is,Fx & Fx,Is

The scale of the integer type is converted to the equivalent fixed scale
(provided that the number of signific-.nt bits is known) and the scale
determined as in section 5.

Note however, that when an integer is treated as a fixed, it is regarded as

having an infinite number of (zero) fraction bits.

5 Fx,Fx

A new fixed scale is calculated, which has the larger number of integer
bits, and the smaller number of fraction bits, of the two scales. If this
would exceed the wordlength, fraction bits are dropped.

6 Fl,Any & AnyFl

In this case the type is taken as floating.

Label SETANS:

This section is called after the occurrence of the 'ANSWER' symbol. It
checks that an answer statement is allowed, and sets EXPSCALE and SCALEFIRM
for the following expression. If the procedure is a 'VALUE' procedure, these
are both cleared, thus allowing the type to be determined by the following
expression, it being assumed that the context parameter is used to dynamically
determine this. On the other hand, if the procedure is typed, the expression
following the 'ANSWER' symbol is evaluated to the type of the procedure. In
this case EXPSCALE is set to the type and scale of the procedure, and the
flag SCALEFIRM is set. An answer statement is not allowed:

A. In an untyped procedure

B. In a 'CODE' procedure

- C. Outside a procedure.

Note that this section starts with the declaration of DUMMYBLOCK, which
makes this section a block, and allows the use of FAULT as a local label.

.4 Label SETLAB:

This section is called after the occurrence of an identifier setting a
label. STATUSCODE is called, to complete any deferred action associated
with STATUS, to set it to zero, and to set any chain held by DUECHAIN.
SMLABEL with LOOKUPLAB as a parameter, looks up and creates a label
record if required, inserts the current program address into the record,
and note any chains of previous usage of the label.
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Label SETLB:

This section is called after the integer constant giving the lower bound
to a dimension of an array has been processed. The number is stored
negatively in OFFSET.

Label SETLEVEL:

This section sets the value of the variable LEVEL, to the value of NUMBER.
This section is called after a 'LEVEL' directive, to set the diagnostic
level of the compiler output. At present, as implemented there are four
diagnostic levels, 0 to 3, the default value being 1. The effects are as
follows:

Level Diagnostics

0 None

I Page titles, labels, procedures and for statements
printed at compile time.

2 As above, plus output of label, procedure, and for
statement information to the loader.

3 As above, plus detailed commentary on each instruction

output to the loader.

Label SETLIBSEG:

This section is called at the start of a Library procedure segment. The
segment header is output by STARTSEG, and the housekeeping procedure,
PROCSTACK, called. The DUECHAIN is set to the procedure address (containing
the reference number), and marked for the convenience of the loader. The
first Data location is allocated for the link, subsequent ones being used
for the parameters and local workspace. TRACE is cleared, as procedur4s
requiring trace should not be placed in the Library.

Label SETLIBVAR:

This section is called for the (trivial) compilation of Library variables.
A check is first made to ensure that the preset value of this variable is
greater than (in integer convention) -8372225 (-223+214-20). This allows
all floating point numbers, and most fixed and integers.

A tape is then produced giving the following information to the loader:

a) The Library Number of the variable

b) Its Preset value

- c) Its Identifier string

d) A directive tag (4) and checksum.

This information is repeated on the printer.
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Label SETNEZ:

This section is called where the comparator and second expression have been
omitted in a comparison. In this case it is assumed that the comparison is
against zero, with a zero value counting as "false", and a non-zero value
counting as "true". This allows conditions such as:

'IF' 'BIT'[9]A 'THEN'

RELOP is set to zero, which is the value it would have received if the
comparator < > had been read.

Label SETNO:

This section sets the value of the variable ACCUMULATOR, to 0. It is
called in cases where the symbol 'NO' is optional, and is present. Examples
of such cases are:

'IF' 'NO' 'OVERFLOW' 'THEN'

'NO' 'PROCEDURE' 'TRACE';

Label SETPARAMS:

This section is called when it is discovered that a procedure body is not
a code statement. This confirms the allocation of the data space required
to hold the parameters and the link, and records the position on the stack
of the identifier record of the last parameter (if any) in PARAMDECS.

Label SETPREF:

This section is called to select a suitable accumulator for the
evaluation of bracketed expressions. An accumulator number is supplied
by FINDPREF, and stored in PREFACC. If the preferred accumulator of the
previous expression level is free, this will be chosen.

Label SETSHIFT:

This section is called after the occurrence of a shift operator in an
expression, to prepare for the optimisation of the expression giving the
number of shifts required. The required shift function is copied into
BITSHIFT, and an anonymous Arithmetic Operand record created. The section
SETUPSUB is then entered.

Label SETTEN:

This section copies the constant held in the variable NUMBER into TOPTEN.
It is called where two integer constants may occur in close succession.
The value of the first is held in TOPTEN until the second has been

- processed. This section is called in the case of packed address constants
in 'SPECIAL' 'ARRAY's, and in the case of the base and displacement of
'EXTERNAL' specifications.

Label SETTEST:

1$, This section sets the value of the variable TEST, to 1. It is called in

cases where the symbol 'TEST' is optional, and is present. This allows
test compilations to be performed. The effect of setting TEST is to
inhibit the paper tape output on the punch. TEST is reset to zero at the
end of each segment.
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Label SETTEST/

'TEST' may also be used where a 'COMMON' communicator has been previously
compiled, and it is required to set up the compiler for the compilation
of a segment referring to it, without producing an output tape.

Label SETUB:

This section is called after the integer constant giving the upper bound
to a dimension of an array has been processed. The site of this dimension
is calculated in NUMBER, and if less than I, an error message is output,
and NUMBER set to one.

Label SETUPSUB:

This section is called after the occurrence of the starting symbol of a
subscript ([), and is also entered from SETSHIFT.

A check is first made that the Arithmetic Operand on the top of the stack
may be legally subscripted, if not an error message is output. A new
expression level is created by a call of STACKEXPR, and this level set to
indicate that an integer expression is mandatory. A suitable modifier is
chosen as the preferred accumulator.

Label SETYES:

This section sets the value of the v&riable ACCUMULATOR, to 1. It is called
in cases where the symbol 'NO' is optional, and has been omitted. Examples
of such cases are:

'IF' ('NO') 'OVERFLOW' 'ThEN'

('NO') 'PROCEDURE' 'TRACE';

This section is also called at the start of the declaration of an untyped
procedure. Until the symbol following 'PROCEDURE' has been processed, it
is not possible to determine whether a procedure declaration or a trace
directive is to be processed. The call in these circumstances is harmless.
As a consequence of this, the section TIPEPROC is also called.

Label SIMPLEASS:

This section is called where an assignment takes the form of:

Variable Becomes (t) Term

to optimise the cases of:

Variable Becomes (±) Variable.

Al, If the variable on the right is the same as the variable on the left$ and
is unsigned or preceded by a + symbol, ASSFUN will have been set to function
12. In this case ASSFUN is cleared, and no instructions will be output.
This case may occur as follows:

'FOR' A 4- A 'WILE . . .

If the Term on the right is preceded by a - symbol, and is not the same as
the variable on the left, and neither is of type floating; function 11 will
be used for the assignment where appropriate, otherwise a call is made of
UNARYMINUS, and function 10 used. This section is not called if assignment
trace is required.
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Label SKIPDTA:

This section is called following the Becomes symbol in a data declaration.
Provided presetting is allowed, a directive is output, if required, to the

loaders to skip the Data transfer address forwards, over unpreset areas of
data.

Label SPECCON:

This section is ocalled after the occurrence of an integer constant or
identifier, preceded by a / symbol, in the presetlist of a 'SPECIAL'
'ARRAY'. An Arithmetic Operand record will have been created on the top
of the stack# this is deleted and its direct address field obtained by
TOSADD. This address is packed and output by OUT1014CS.

Label SPECLAB:

This section is called after the occurrence of an identifier, preceded by
a : symbolp in the presetlist of a 'SPECIAL' 'ARRAY'. This identifier is
treated as a label identifier, and its treatment differs in program and
common segments. This section is also used to process entries in switch
lists.

In a program segment, the label record is accessed using LOOKUPLAB, and
this reference to the label chained up. It should be noted that the label
cannot have been set at this block level before its use.

In a common segment the label may or may not have previously been explicitly
specified, or used in a special array. A scan is made of the identifier
records of the common segment. If a re.cord does not already exist, a new
one is created, as if the label were being explicitly specified. Otherwise,
after checking that the record is that of a common label, this reference to
the label is chained up to the previous reference.

In either case, the chain address of the label is output using OUT1014CS.

Label SPECNUM:

This section is called after the occurrence of a numeric constant in the
presetlist of a 'SPECIAL' 'ARRAY'. The constant is rescaled to the scale
held in IDTYPE and output by OUT24CS. It should be noted that, although
the scale of a 'SPECIAL' 'ARRAY' is integer, preset numeric constants may
be stored to other scales if specified.

Label SPECONE:

This section is called after each identifier of a label, switch, or
procedure, declared in a common segment. A location in special data, whose
address will have been obtained using ADDRSPEC, is reserved, and set to an

- initial value of sero. The loader will subsequently insert the requisite
address into this location.

Label SPECREL:

This section is called after the occurrence of a relative reference
( 'SELF' or * ) in the presetlist of a 'SPECIAL' 'ARRAY'. The displacement,
held in NUMBER, is added to the current Special Data address STA, and
output by OUTIO104CS# which inserts an integer into the top ten bits if
required.
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Label STARTDEC:

This section is called before all declarations, to Initialise the
"declaration breeding ground" at the base of the main stack.

Label STARTPOR:

This section is called after the occurrence of the symbol 'FOR'. A call is
made of STATUSCHECK to complete any deferred actions# and to ensure that
the statement can be entered. A call is made of BEGLABBLOCK to ensure that
the controlled statement cannot be entered by means of a jump to a label
from a point outside. The values of the working variables used for the
compilation of for statements:

FORCHAIN,FORSTATECVpCOPYSKIPDATAADDBJARTARTL, and CCC

are stored by a call of ONSTACK, in case the for statement occurs within
another. COPYSKIP is set to the current value of SKIPCHAIN, which is then

* cleared, as this is required for use in Conditions following 'WHILE' and
also for the jump made when a for element is exhausted. The current value
of DATASTART is recorded in DATAADD, so that it may be reset at the end of
the for level. This value is also recorded in RTL.

FORSTATE, which will be used to determine the complexity of the list of for

elements, and the type of each, is set to its initial value of zero.

Label STEPUNT:

This section is called after the expressions following the 'STEP' and 'UNTIL'
symbols in a 'FOR' statement have been processed. CCC is used to detect
the case where all three expressions are constants, and is calculated by a
logical and ('MASK') of the constant markers of the three expressions. The
type of the expression is changed# if required, to the type of the control
variable. If the expression is a constant, this is performed by means of
a call of SCALENUM, otherwise a call is made of PICK. One is added (twice
per Forelement) to FORSTATE, to indicate that the for element is of the
form step-until. This section returns to the syntax analyser via FORSTORE,
which stores the expression in an anonymous workspace if it has been
evaluated.

Label STORE:

This section is called at the end of an assignment statement, to output the
instructions for the assignment. This is performed by means of a call of
STOREAWAY with the assignment trace flag, stored in TRACE, as the parameter.

Label STOREZERO:

This section is called when it is discovered that an assignment takes the
form of:

ii I Variable Becomes Zero.

If the variable is a Wordreference, a marker is set in ASSIGN to indicate
that accumulator 0 is to be used with the assignment function (10). If
the variable is a partword, then the optimisation will be carried out using
FFLAG in STOREAVAY. This causes the field to be set to zero by masking
the rest of the word. This section is not called if assignment trace is
required.
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Label STRINGEX:

This section is called after the occurrence of a quoted string as an
expressionj or in code, to create an Arithmetic Operand of type integer
for the string. The string is output by SPECSTRING, and its address
placed in the DIRADD of the record.

Label SUB:

This section is called to output the instructions for the subtraction of
one Term from another. This is performed by means of a call of ADDSUB
with function 03 as the parameter.

Label SUBA:

This section is called after the first Term of the expression on the right
hand side of an assignment symbol; if the Term is preceded by a - symbol.
If the Term has already been evaluated in an accumulator, a call is made of
UNARYNINUS to output an instruction to negate it. Otherwise, if the tem
is a variable, and is the same variable as the one on the left of the
assignment symbol, and is not a partword or of type floating, ASSPUN is
set to function 13, so that a "negate-store-and-add-to-store" assignment
will be used. A mark is then set in ASSFUN, to indicate to SIMPLEASS or
SELOPTA that the term was preceded by a minus sign. This section is not
called if assignment trace is required.

Label SUBCOMMA:

This section is called after the occurrence of a comma in a subscript. A
local pointer(LE) to the Arithmetic operand of the variable being subscripted,
is calculated. If the indirect address of this variable is zero, this only
occurring after the first comma where the previous expression consisted of
an integer constant, the direct address is transferred to the indirect
address of the record, and the direct address cleared. Otherwise, a
suitable modifier is chosen, and an instruction is output, to copy the
contents of the address so far calculated, into it. (This instruction
may itself be modified.) The modifier number and accumulator marker (AMARK)
are placed in the indirect address field of the Arithmetic Operand record,
and the direct address field cleared. Finally a call is made on ACCUPDATE
to update the accumulator record, ACCS.

Label TABADD:

This section is called before the fields of a table are specified. It
stores the direct and indirect addresses of the start of the table in
TABLED and TABLEI, for subsequent use by FIELDDISP. If the direct address

*of the table is null (Table parameters) it has a marker set to ensure that
all table fields are treated in a consistent manner by LOOXUPD.

Label TABLESIZE:

U This section is called after the occurrence of the Integer constant giving
the number of locations required for a table. Provided that the table is
not being overayed, the number of locations is added to DATAMAX.
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Label THEEX:

This section is called following the occurrence of the symbol 'THEN' in a
conditional expression. The final test instruction is output by OUTCJp
and any chain resulting from the use of 'OR' set by SETDUE.

Label TYPEARRAY:

This section is called to set the AYM of IDTTPE, to denote that the
following identifiers are identifiers of an array. This occurs in the
case of arrays declared within a program or common segent, in the case of
arrays specified in external and absolute communicators, and also for every
table field.

Label TYPEFLOAT:

This section is called, following the symbol 'FLOATING', to insert the
type number for floating point (2), into the TYP field of IDITPz.

Label TYPEIARRAY:

This section is called in the case of array and table parameters. It
sets the AYM and LCM bits of IDTYPE to denote that the location of an
array or table is required to be passed as a parameter.

Label TYPEINT:

This section is called after the occurrence of the symbol 'INTEGER' in the
specification of an integer of unspecified significance. It is also used
in 'TABLE' and 'SPECIAL' 'ARRAY' declarationsp both of which are treated
as integer arrays.

This section inserts the scale for integer (P.23) into the PVL field of

IDTYPE.

Label TYPEISWITCH:

This section is called following the symbol 'SWITCH' in common
communicators, and in procedure declarations and specifications. It
sets the TYP field of IDT!PE to the type number for labels (3), and
sets the AYM and LCM flags. The LCM flag indicates that the switch is
to be indirectly addressed.

Label TYPELAB:

This section is called, following the symbol 'LABEL' in declarations to
insert the type number for labels (3)p into the TYP field of IIDYPE.

Label TYPELOC:

This section is called following the symbol 'LOCATION' in procedure
specifications and declarations. It sets the marker LCM in IDTTPED to

9denote that a location is required as the actual parameter. The marker
LM2 is also set, this being used for non-standard parameters.
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Label TrPEPROC:

This section is called# preceding the symbol 'PROCEDURE', to insert the
type number for untyped procedures (4)t into the TIP field of IDTrPE.

Label TYPESPBC:

This section is called in the case of non-standard (untyped) parameters,
in a procedure declaration or specification. In this case the symbols
'VALUE' and 'LOCATION' are not followed by a Numbertype. The SPB field
of IDTTPE is uot to 1, to denote the first parameter of the pair (the
second being the type/scale), and the PVL field is set to the default
scale. (Integer)

Label TrPESWITCH:

This section is called following the symbol 'SWITCH' in switch declarations,
and 'EXTERNAL' and 'ABSOLUTE' switch specifications. It inserts the type
nuber for labels (3) into the TIP field, and sets the array marker AYM,
of IM'YPE. Thus a switch is treated as an array of labels.

Label TTPETPROC:

This section is called, following a Numbertypep and preceding the symbol
'PROCEDURE', to convert the TIP field of IDTYPE, from a type number for a
variablep to a type number for a typed procedure.

Number Type Variable type number Procedure type number

'INTEGER' 0 5

'FIXED' 1 6

'FLOATING' 2 7

Label TYPEVPROC:

This section is called between the symbols 'VALUE' and 'PROCEDURE' to
insert the type information into the TIP (5) and SPB (3) fields of IDTYPE,
for a variable-type procedure.

Label TrPEXPR:

This section is called following a Numbertype preceding a bracketed
expression. In this case the expression is required to be evaluated to
the type and scale stated, even if the context demands a differing type or
scale. (In this case the value will be rescaled to the type demanded by
the context after the evaluation of the bracketed expression. ) A new
expression level is created by a call of STACKEXPRO and the EXPSCALE of
this new level set to the required scale. SCALEFIRM is set to indicate
that this scale is mandatory. The section SETPREF is then entered.
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Label UNSFIELD:

This section is called to complete the partword descriptor BITSPEC, and
to make appropriate adjustments to IDTYPE, in the case of 'UNSIGNED' table
fields, and 'BITS' operations. A check is made to ensure that a 24 bit
unsigned field is not being specified; and the UNS marker of BITSPEC is
then set. One is added to the SGB field of IDTTPE, and if the scale is
'FIXED', one is added to the PVL (scale). This makes allowance for the
sign bit, which although not present, is allowed for when unpacking and
aligning the field.

Label VARCHECK:

This section is called to check that an identifier, used as a variable,
is an arithmetic variable; i.e. is of type integer, fixed, or floating.
If it is not, a warning message is output, and its type changed to integer
to allow compilation to continue. This section returns to the syntax
analyser via AYMCHECK to ensure that a subscript is not required, or has
already been supplied.

Label WHILEL:

This section is called after the Condition following a 'WHILE' symbol in a
'FOR' statement has been processed. The final Jump-if-false is output by
a call of OUTCJ, and the destination of any jump-if-true instructions, set
by means of a call of SETDUE. One is added to FORSTATE to indicate that
the for element is of the while form.

Label ZEROARRAYS:

This section is called at the start of a set of arrays having common bounds.
The location, ARRAYS, which keeps count of the number of arrays is cleared.
TOPTEN is also cleared so that the top ten bits of any addressing vectors
generated will be clear.

Label ZEROCOMP:

This section is called where the expression on the right of a comparator is
zero. In this case two expressions do not require comparison. If the
comparator is > or 4=, the left hand expression requires negation, as the
instruction set of the machine does not contain the appropriate jump
instructions.

Label ZERONUM:

This section clears the variable NUMBER. It is called in cases where a
constant is optional, and has been omitted. In this case its value is
assumed to be zero.
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ARGUS 500 CORAL COMPILER

List of Errors

Page: ARITHMETIC

Procedure: FLOATOP

Line: 3

After: ACCUPDATE (LH);

Insert: TYPEBITS[LH ]//10000;

Page: ASSIGNMENT AND FOR

Procedure: STOREAWAY

Line: 4

After: PARTW0RD[ RH)O

Insert: 'AND' PARTWORD[LH]-O

Line: 20

Replace: 24-SHIFT) 'MASK' FORMMASK(RH)

By: 24+SHIFT) 'MASK' FORMMASK(LH)

Page: TABLES AND SPECIAL

Label: SPECLAB

Line: 3

Before: 'COTO' NEWHAME

Insert: OUTOI14CS(ADD);

Page: CALLS AND CODE

Label: CALLPROC

Line: 6

Replace: PICK(LH,A,TYPEBITS[LH] O)

By: PICK(LHA, STB[ LHII 0)
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RASP READER 2(t 5,

RRDERINITSOND(2D,21
RRARNRLOCK CYARNE AND RLDCXS(1).STACE AND PROCD(S;1,TA E TO)SRSENS(1,

REIPOC SYNTAX T(2,,,NTAX 2(Y,PRA 0CRUE AN IRRASEIL

RPIPO SYNTAX 1 E53,SESRRNTSEI3,23
PIPPC S YNTAX 1(3P EURES AD ARRLYSII 21

NESLARRLOCK ITLCK AND LANELSEIAIN AN ROKST,ARSAER AND FOR(133
RPRRAD STACK ANS PEOCISEA)SSXSCRIPTS AND SCALINSE3,AESTRRETICEY3,ADSSIENNENT AND EDEE33,SYDTAO II1),

D YN4TAX zE1),CALLS AND CADEES,103

RRNAAEI SRCIS AN CIL(53.1)AINRETIC(23,AITI4ETSC 212),A.1A1E AND POR(2),CALLS AND CDDE(ZD,RE

EDT SAIFT ULOSAL(Y3,AETRRET3C iI)DL

RIRN SYNTAX 231),RS TRRTC 11z

3YENTSPIER OCCAXENCES IN COMPILER 20 3 8
RYITOPEC DYACK(SSSNSTIALIIATSONET3F,SEKRENTS(S)I,DRCLARATSOAS(53,.TAELESA AN SPECSL(7),LRSTRRETIC 1 (33,14;

IA ALOlAL(1,'A'SSLNRRN A ND PXE"),ANISAR AND F PX(ZDO AND F (I,L
RLO0CKCRAIA ALAEAL(13,CRLINS AN R -LOCES(23S
NEOLEORD S YNTAX 2(11,ANALYIEE(i1J

C OUTPUT 1(I".5
to PRCEDURE CALLS(AD,2(
CS PR:OCEDURE CALLS(23,2;

C? PRCEOUR CALLS(12h121

C' PROCED CAL LS(SDS1
CAILLIN OUTPAUT SEZS.,ARAITRRET3CE2),ASSUGNNENT AND PXE(01SSSRNTS(i3,PROCEDLRED AND AERAYSYTARSYRNMETSC III),

CALLPROC SYNTAX ZOXIYCA~LL AND CODEEI).!:
ccC ALE A LE0S1,ANSRER AND PERES.E AND SP(3,D

CHA IN STACE(tD),STACE AND LARELSET33,CYAINS AND R:LOCXE(l3,OTACK AND ROCSET3,AY AND EXPRESSIONS(S),

READE1R 1ZEI),READER ,(1).EAEISEO RCEXI AND ARAYS(SS.,ITREI C (I3,3
CAR X IPX 1 ,OT 2(1,RADE 2 ......

CRRCER RAE 1(1),REASARt 3(1),2;
CARETC ALYSR(2D,2 I
CRI eCC SYNTAX 2(11,AlNSAE AND PORISI:,21
CREESUR DE INITANSS ,U1 2(1,RE.ADER 1,31
CHOOSE READE 1(3,3;

CLASS PROCE DuRE CALL....232
CLEERTYPE SYNTAX. TESS ,SYT. 2(13 ,DECLARATSORS(1 3,13;

READER T(1,RRYAR 4(2)33
CRN READER I(15,READER 4(12 1
CUDELAR SYNTAX 1(53,CALLS ANDI CODESI),21

CoSRPT SYNTAX 2E23,CALS AND CODIIeS ;
C RENDO OLAEIAl(" ),SI TII A L.S6oA IO. ....,READEEI E ) S S E TS O T X AND SPECIALEi).A3
eC..AFF SYITAD 1E1,SEAENTSI321CYRN E YNTAE S(13,SRANENTS(I),ZI

CRRNPILER2O SETACK (1),

CON STACEEI;,1;j
CYNS0ADD SYIT ADX 213,00* AND 1. 012I

CRNVDNSRUS AVS 2E)D ANAll)2;-
CYNOPLUS SYNTAX 2(2),00 AND 5R13,:31

CORER YNAD 2(11,DO AND SR1,23
CONVI , 0 OUPU ZEZ*S,OXA 1(2),3
CONSTANT EYNTAX 1(13SYNTAX Z(53,ANSDER AND PYRII),?;_-
CoYYUE ALORALEI3,CALLS AND C0DR323,3 I

CYRYSEIP ALSAAUL1ANDRE S21,ANDAY APOR1EI .1041E ANDGN IPND,

COON SLOALE13,CR.IN. AND RLOCKSE 3,3N3TILLISATIYNE13,READER I3SAITE3R

Cell IA.RRNT I

CYCLE DEPINTll SA UT 1),..A7PUT 211),ARIYRN.-IC110,1111.N.RD R'.PD(13,PRDCSDRNE CALLgIII,
READER T(33,READER Z(53,RRAECR 551;,READER S(q).ARITRRETIC i(j;,iA;

5ARIIRRETIC 1(9)191

DADA A STRANCE(1,3",1aITp40110.ISOS~)

DTAPIR ALOEA1(1D,A1CURLL.O.REITS .... A SDRCLAR... ON.. 3. NRREN E.a'2.6O AND IP(I,1 A

RD.TNSTDRT ILSRAL(15.CRDSN S AND RLCSESLN1DSSRAEUE AND NAYSEI3.ANSREE AND VORIS3,

BX AND,. IPE5321



IDENIFIER OCCUIIICES IN COMPILER 20 39
0 f STAC(t).STACK AID LARELSCMhTABSLANLD SOMCALC11,AI

Do READER 1(ID).RIDER 40i).11;
DITrLIST STACK(l!.STACK AND LABELDCI),CHAINS AND ILDCKS!3),DTACK AND PROCS(S),AlIAYS AND IDPIESSIONS(l).

INITIALDDL?!I(1 I,5DGAIITS(8) .TABIID LND SPECIAI.(2).PIDCIDUAIS AND ARRAYDU! .251
nFCS STACK AND LASILSM9)CNA!IS AID .LOCKS(&'lDIEIS(1?).3o:

0140S OU 3(l).TACK AID AELS(1D,STACK AID PROCSD!1.LISDI ANDA 56( 3

0 IGITS O UTPUT I(S).Sl
D!.ADO STACK(i).LCCUMULATORS(6),CAki AND SL0 CKD(3).STACK AMR PROCSC?),LIRAYS LIP EXPRISIg(6),

SUBSCRIPTS AND CIDOSDAIIITC3.SDIII AND PFi(M),PIDCDDARE CALLS(l),SISINTS(12,

DECLAIAT!OND(6).TASLES AND SPICIALCII).PRDCIDAIIS AND ARIAYSW'A).ITHMEIKTC I(II.ANI!TNITDC 2(l),
ANSWER AID FOE!1!.DO AND IFF)CLLD AID CODEWL.1063

DIIIIADD CHAINS AID0 BLOCIS(1).SAAmEAiTS(S),PIOCDAII AND AORAYS(1).S:

11VIDD SYNTAX 2(1),ARITNIETIC 20)18
1)) READER l(i),READID 3113.2:

A~f SYNTAX 2(1),00 AND IT(I),ZI
ARRAYS AID EXPIESSIOND(UD),PIACEDAILD AID LIILTSC2),41

S'S!P YNTAX 2ZC).ARITN"ET!C 1(I!,ZI
*-STRING OUTPUT 3SCNAIIS AID *gOCKS(Il),SSDINEIT AI4D FOR(l).DIAIENTSMA,00AN LI!(i),121
37* GLDPAL(l),CNAIIS AND PLOCKS(2),STACK AID PNDCD!2!,DECLARATIOMS93),.
TIJFtMAII ALONAL(1),CAAIS AID SLOCKS(4),TIACE AID STATASS)DIIITS(*sc).PIOCEODAIS LID ARRAYS(S).0 AND IFIA).

CA LLS LID CDDECS),24i
nJIFAR CHAINS AID ILDCKS(Z.TAACE AID STATUS(1).3S

N"I ASTY CODEl)CNCIDS A.1D 9LOCK(),2S
DJYLCK LNSWER AND TD(l!,1;

.''IPCC ACUULATOIS(3),ARITARDTICCI I ASSlINDIT AID F06(5 D,ARITNNITSC 2(1),61g

0J'"#ACCD ACCUILLATOS().LLITNIRTIC(2)hPRDCDDE CALLSf(IhARITIIET!C 1jhANDLII LIP FOI( !,CLLLS LID CODE(
1
71

0 I-PARAM PROCEDURES AID ARRAVS(Z)-21

F TADER S(4),41
TISERI SYNATAD 1(2),CLLLS AND CoDE(T),3:
FLSIS SYNTLD T1D,TIACE AID STATUSCI),Z!
PLIFX SYNTAX 2(i),CALLS AID CDDE(lD,2,
T'AkyA SYNTAX Cj).PLOCID4RES AID AQ@AVS(i)'iZ!

F*IP'L(
T

CK CHAINS AID 9LLCKS(1DSYNTAX l(23,DEGMENTSCA),PNDCEDAIES AID LIILTD(IbDZ
TFlflDCS SYNTAD (5), DECL.fATI()N5(1D 6;
F.DFR SYNTAD Z(I).DO AND IPRID.ZI
FI.SLAPSLQCK STACK AID LLIELS(l)hCNAINS AID BLDCKSCI),DD AID Illi).3;

CSOpltuc SYNTAX iCSDPROCIDURES AID 400ATS(iD,21
T'SIoQG SYNTADX 1 IM SEAIEITDCI) .2
PSPEC DYNTAD T(2),PROCEDIRES AND AIIlAYS(l),31
HOIGE OUTPUT 2(1!,CHLIID AID *LDCIS(i).DSIENTS(l!.3!

Fl:TST SYNTAX 1(2),DECLARATIOS(l).38
F.ToRplinc STACK AID PDOCSiTSSYITDD IilPOCDUIS AID LDILYSM.),S
F.AVTEST ARITHMETIC 2(3).)!
F. PROCEDURE CALLS(S),3!

Tq HEADER l(1!,IIADER 40 ),Z;
vA READER S(3),IPAOER 4(5!,IEADIL S(S),ARSII(TIC 1(4),ARITNIIC 2(6),231

FCvSUC SIACX AID PRDCS(Z),PSSCEDUIID AID ARIAYS0031,O
vxIT ATSCALE(4),ARLLYD AID EXPSSD!IN(1)DSSSCIPTS AID SCALIIIEl)hSYITAD lII).DYTTL 2!12).ANALTDIIKI),

READER 50),TRACE AID STATUS(1A!,SEGDIIITD!),DICLAILTlINSC26).TASLES AID SPECIAL(19),PIOCIDURIS AID ARRAYS(16),
ARITHMETIC (1O),ANDLER AID FDI(13).DD AID IFI3),CALLS AID CODEC16).SLS;

KYIYCH GLOBAL(T!CHA!ID AID ILOCES(S!.STACK AID PPOCS(1),PRDCIDAIIS LRID AIRAYS(25,?I
EY!.C"FCK SYNTAX 1(2).PDDCEDURED AID ARIAYSCM38D

rpsIC.II 6LOPAL(13,ADIAYS AlID EOPRESD!IN(2),UISCRIPTS AID SCALIIA(O.,PROCIDAIE CALLLE(l).ARIINITSC 1()
CALLS AID CODE(T),D;

FXP.TYPT SYNTAX 2h1),AR!YAIDY!C 10)T,21
F O*9TAI.! 6LOSAL(T I AIIAY AND FEIEOOOI(1) ,AD!THMETIC(7) ,ASDIGIIEIT AID P51(2).PRQCEDURE CALLS(11).

ARITHTETIC l!IA),RI!TLMETIC it(4),AISLER LID FOR!I!,DO AlD DTDA!.CALLS AID CADE(2)*591

IDENTIFIR OCCUREICES IN COMPILER 20 4

FART READER A!1!.READER S(2).)!

TyTI DEFRI!TRONS(1),
TOT2 DERT!AIONS(lD,TI;
FX?' DPPIVTIONS(00,1
TEIOT SYNTAX Z(1).TIASLE AID SPECIAL(11,21

AOUTPUT 3(2),ASSIGNMEIT AID FDI(S),7I
FAIL ADSCALE(S),SYNTAS( ICSO),SYITAD Z(I?!,ANA

1
ASRI1S'1

FALT ANSWEANLD FOI(3!,CALLS LID CODE(S),L!
At ARITHMETIC 2(21.21
SE ANITO-ETIC 1!ZhLIMITAIETIC 2(5),?;
TELLS ADSSINMENT AID FOICS!,52
AV SYNTLX l(I),RfAOEQ 1(13,READER 5(T),TRACE AID STATUS!1),ARITIIIC i(2),ARITMMETIC 2(05,101

flIEftDIDP SYNTAX 12).TAILES AID SPECIAL~L),3.
ALDOS SYNTAX it(i,SYTAI 2(i),IASLES AID SVECIALLMiD,

A SIL S SyITAD Z(1,CALLS AID CODD(),21
FPIYZCC ACCUmULATGIS(2!,ARIAYS AID EXPRESDOS!T!,DUISCRZPTS AID ANLI(!A!TISS(SLEDIITLD FORM1,

ARITHMETIC 1(2),8;
PILOUT A rC UKLATOIS(2)hAIAYDV AND FDPIESD!IN( ),SUISCIIPTD LID SCALIIG(Il.AI
p!%1T5!D ACCAAULAICOAS(T)SUOLSCRIP"S AND SCALINGM- AISTIIETSC I(S) 3!
vfsmppDC SYT 'LS 2''' CALl' AID CODI11,21
EINSH!..SPEC STACK AID I ADCS( ,, POCEDURES AID ARRAYS(l),31
FIIIYOS CHAINS AID DLDCKDDTI,$vITAX i(3).SEGMENTS(Z!.61
VIRIT0!" SYNTAX 1(l).PROCEDURES AID ARRAYSM1)21

ffSTOh AOSIT !C!T) ,ARRTIETIC 22,31
SIXeD DIP!I!TIDIS1(Ti,AIRAYE AID EXPRISIOND!1ID
RISLAEL STACK LID LASELS(2),CAAIISI LID BLOCKS!15,CALLD AID CODECI),61

FL ARITLMETIC 1!O!.AAIT IC 4().A1
FLOAT QFSCLL!!Z
FLOATING DPP!A!T...II(I)ISURSCIPTS AID SCALIPIA(2),AR!TIIETICC2),AIDTAIE~fTIC IM(2D.LI!?IAIC 2M1.AIIl AND FOI(I)12D

PLMLTIT ARITMRET!C(3D.L, TITEIC 1(11 .4!
FOATOP AA!TAIP1IC(Z) ,APITLPRTIC 2(4),6,
SAITLAIN GLOAL(1),ANSLIR AID FORI,DD LND IT~l),31
EDICOT. ASSINMEN AID FO~l),ANSALI AID FOI(l!,00 AID IP(a!,AI
pmeIAC ASSIGON1EP01 AID FOI(Z),DS AID IF(1),33
SYILM;AIT OUTPUT 3(2!,ADS!IGI!%,T LID PDI!2hO AID I10),3
OAR4TATE ALOELL(1),ASO!INIT LID fOILt(),AISLII LID FOOIO@,D0AN LI (S).201
SARITOI ANSWER AID FSR!2I42;
PORTEST ASSINENT AID $00(2).D0 AID l(11!
SAORACI SYNTAX TCI!,SYITAX ?.1),TPACE LID STATUSI S3I

*I SLAPAL(l),PIOCROURE CALLS(l),CALLD AID COVDR(21
TIA PADI T(L),IEADEI 20)!,IIADIN 4(2!,NIADDI S(L!.8l

foot, NASTY CODICI),STACK AID LAIELS(4),RIADII0 1(1,
AT RfADIR l(4!,READIO 0

(AILRc 41!AEllta?, 6
Fill AlRAYS AID 1XIATISI(9!,SDISCRIPTD LID SCALIS(V).LIMTAIC(3).1A,
11ICT!OI ALOSAL(l),CNA!IN AID SLDCKC0L,PISCEDDI CALL(A),IDEI 4(11RIAPEI 5I),?IACE AID STLTUSS),

ARITHMETIC 101!,00 AID IF(R)CALLS AID CODEiS,1SI
11lICT!II READER 1(?)'2!

SICT lEADE (!,IDA o!)
6IftPUP :LT.A 1!,STL'Cl AID LA1D1 ,ILYI!DIAS 2(J1),PEADS 3!1!,IADIN (lSOI?~lS

AT L ITIC 1(0115
* CDOSACC IA''.SCRIMT AID SCLI()L!IETC2,CtEI ALLS(1)ANIIIIEIC 1(l).LAOI?"IIC 1(411

AI1SV11 AND POR(i5,11!
dLOhOII SUSICAIPTS AlD SCAIINl(J) A ?IT C (,!
GODPICK SUBSCRIPT$ AID SCLLIM(S),PIACIDAIEl CLL1!,A10ITNITEC I(WINTNIEIC 2(31.60 AN$ !P'(11.lif
VITO ANALYSIRMS.31

Satan lstTAl ALIA.Afidwas Ame*LII~ll



IETIEMl OCCEMEICES IN COMPILED 25 £

RESSAE II1bMIA091 3(1).21

''ALT OUTPUT (IITALSTOIlASR301S.3;
"Ino STACK(l),1i
NMI STACE(IhASAI *115 FORM12
"it RIADIR IM1),IA090 3(12,A3
lip 69406t icZ*2:

I OUTPUT I(7).OUTPUT Z322,ACCUPUl.ATOSS(42,AMMAYS APIS EXPRISSIONS(2).151
ItS STACKII2Il
le ARITMETIC Z(4).'.!
IS READER 1(Z2.MIUSEIR 3M1.291
JOINT MIADFM 2(22,READCR 3(l).5;
IvITYPI STACEKti 2,MECALE(l)I,STACK AND RCT),KESISl SCLMTOI(I RAAOE APS PCIAL(6,

PROCEDURES APIS AMRAYS(22.AMITIMETIC 14.
IbTVPIl KLOGAMUL .STACK APIS PSOCS(i),TESLSS AND SPICIALCI2,41

IP ARSTMRETIC IM2)ANITHMSTIC 2CA1,6;
IPICRAII ,LOSAL(i).TRACE ANP STATUSI22CALLS ANDS CSSS(2).Sl
it*% SYNTAX 2(i),CALLS ANDS CODE(10.28
fps SYNITAX 1(1)#TRACE API S TATUS(1112!
1I AMITHMETIC 1(32,ASITARSTSC 2(4),?;
INMKC ACCUOULATOMI(3),ANRAVS APIS EXPMISSSINS(l),0;
IPISUFP PIASTV CSSE(2ZhOUTPUT 1(12 .INIIALISATIOPI(l).og
INC? STACK APIS PROCI(22,UATAS AMD EXPRESSISPIS(2),A;
2OCT05 SYNTAX 1(3hSYNTAX ZM12CALLS APID COSMCI2,SI
INCTI NASTY COSSE(3).UUTPUT l(i).IITIALISATIOPI(22 .?i
160400 STACAKS),ACCUMLATRS(),CIAJIS APIS SLSC9Stg),$TACK( ANDS PMOCS(5).AIRATS AND IAPMESSIAISti,.

SUBSCRIPTS ANDS SC0IIK63 ,UIMEI()ASSPM TAI OM(S) ,PMSClIDUM CALLOCI ),INSTSALESATIDII).
SAARMMiTS(A),SSCLARATIOIS(T) TAILIS APIS SPECIAL(Z2 .PMOCESUMIS APIS AORATS(2)AMITHMETIC 0$~).
ANISWER ANDS FOAW.00S ANDS IU( CALLI ANIS CObE(l2,S2J

Pg? ARRAYS APCIS SPMAISOPIS(32,MSPISC I PTS API S CULIPIG(Z),ASITNppITIC().ASSII.PIT APIS 00M.AMITIME1TIC 1i),
ARITHMETIC 2(23,APSISAS APIS P05(I2,50 AP I c).CALLS APIS C05112),28:

IPISTTYPI PROSCEDURE CALLSM1.STPITAS 1(15.2
IPIT161M DfIhfTIOSl(1,APIPIAY APID ESPPIISIOAA(S3.SUSSCPIPTS EMS SCA006I(20,A1SIGNMEN? AN&S PSEII.TAMIES ANN SPECIAL'

ARMETIC 20s).91
INPTIOC SIPISPS1,PSSU CALLSI 2

* SITS 4EADER 3(13,PIIAVR '(l),PIIADIM S(3),S;
(PITY READSIM ,3;

'D2 AN ITMMITIC 1(22.USITNMSIC 2(S),?,
IS.sACC ACCUMULATONM iSUISCRIPTS APIS SCALIPIK(3) ,ARITWETIC(l ),AMSlTMMETIC 2(l) .61
121460 ARRAYS APIS EXPRISSIOPS(2h.SUGSCRIPTS APIS SCALIPIE(i).ASSIGIIMIPT APIS FOR(l),AI8

j READER 1(G).6;
MS RADER 1f4),4;

JSIPICHAIPIS STACK APIS LAPISLS(32,TRACE APIS STATUSt23,SI

KILLEAPI UATS APID EXPMMSSIOIS(l2,SYITAX 1I2).AMITMTIC 1(02.00 APIS IF(I).SI
KILLPARAMS SYPI

T
AX 101hPROCIUISS APIS APIMAYS(I2.ZI

LOUTPUT ICZ),READEIR 1(22.0;
LAM STACK APIS LAlFLS(23).SIESIPTS(?),30:
LAPICIAIPI SLOSAL(l),STACK APIS LAMILS(22,31
LAMSECLIIT GLOBAL(1.STACK APIS LAMILS(A)CMAIIS APIS SLOCKS(7.IPIITIALISATISPI(tiPIOCESAMSS APIS A14AVS(l2.IA;
LABEL DEFZPISTOIS(5,PSCCOCSUM CL~I)SSSIS3 SCUAIPSTI PS5A5 AND ARSAYS(I 1.7
LASID STACK(1),sTACK APIS LAMSLS(3),CNAINg ANDS MLOCKS(T2.SEAPISPTS(12 .SRCLAMATISPIS(1).?I
LAIL SYPITAX 2(Z) .SSCLAPIATIONS(l).31
MPAAP .POED .IS APIS """ASJ
LAPIPK SYNITAX M(2,DECLARATIOISM1.SI

IDENITIFZIER OCCUMEPICES IPI COMPILES 20 42
LABSTACKPTR ALOSAL(ThSTACK APIS LASELS(S)hCAIIS APIS MLOCKS(T).IPIITIALISATIOI(1),11;
LAMYMACS SYNITAX 10I.SYPITAX 2(l),IMACE APIS SlAtus(12.SI
LASTDIM SYNITAX 1M12PPIOCIDURS APIS AMRAVIti121
LON STACK(i).AMRA VS APIS EXPRESSIOPIS(I).SAISCRIPTS APIS SCALIMAII2,31
Lem STACK(1.ACCUMUL AIORS(12,STACE APIS OMSCS(2).AMSAYS APso EOPPISSIAPSM1)SUMSCRIPTS APIS SCALIPIA(S),

PROCEDURE CALLS(A2,SIEKiPIT(2)ARItMMITEIC 1(1).AIPIPIITC 1(.2,APISEM APIS FOS(12,00 ANDIM 0().
CALLS APIS C0010T),20;

LEV PIEADER 3(S).SP
LEVEL GLSMUL(12,OUTPUT 3(32,SACK APIS PROCS(1).IPIITIALISATIOPI(1).MMAMER Adl2,TRACI APIS S?ATUA(1I,6I
LW PLO$AL(i2,ACCUMULATSRS(3).STACK APIS PROCS(l),SAPISCAIPTS APIS SCALIPIAC21I.APIITMITIC(112.AssIASREIIT APIS fOaAS

ARITHMIETIC I(I02,ANSTMTIC 2(SPI).APISWEM APIS PSR(l),00 APIS 10(3).CALLS ANDS CODR(A).1SM;
LMUCC ACCAPRSLAOSM1USCIIPTS APIS SCALIPIGIZS.ARNPIIMRTIC(1 ).APIIMTIC 2(3),.91
LMIGQM ARSTRRSTICCI),UPISAIM APIS FOR(2).S
LKSIMIS SYNTAX R2M.ARITKNETEC l(f).31

LI EASR 1()12. IM SER .;
LIIESS SYPITAX Z(ihTADLIS APIS SPECIAL(1).21
1,ISTRACI OUTPUT 3(t),PROCEDARES APIS ANNATS(l),41
LIN BUSICRIPTS APIS SCALINGP(4),,RAIASS 2(21.11
LIMIT STACK APIS LAMILS(22,;
LINKE GLOIAL(I),CMAIMO APIS SLOCKS(1I.IiTIALISATIOPI2PMSC9ES ANDPI ARPIAVSA.AMSVII APIS FOR(II.113
LP.S STACE(l).STACK APIS LAPIILSMI2
1.102 STACK(l),SACK APIS PROCO(1hiZ
LMO OUTPUT 3(l).6;
LACACT STACK APIS PRSCSM.)PMOCSIJRI CALLS(I2.SYPITAk l(11.31
L.OCALLIMIT RLOPIAL(IhCAIPS APDIS LOCKS(21-STACR APIND C(2IITALS?@I1.RIEPT()POEAA APIS MAYS(1I.PI
LOOKUP STACK APIS PRS(l).5YITAX 1(12,SIPITAS 2(?),,SMINTS(i),101
LOOMUPS SYPITAX l(i).STPITAS X 2MPMPT()1
LISSEUPLAS STACK APIS LAMELS(IhTRACI APIS STATUS(A).SIAPIRPT$I ,SRCLARATIORS(12.TARLSS APIS SPICIAL(I.CALLS APID CODI(1.
LOORUPPIANI STACK AND5 LAGILS(l hRTACK API MSC()SMMIT()TS ANDS SPECIML(I).SI

- L:, RIOSR IMT)REUSIR &M11
LPI STACK(l).AMRAVI APDIS MPMESSIS .2ASSIIPiMPt? APIS FPM(120

9OUTPUT ld2),OAPST 34*,,MSADEI 121
:AC RIASER l(i12,PIASR 2(l2.ROUSIRN 345),1A1
MAKIPARAM PROCESURE CaLLSM3)CALLS APIS COSI(4),7l
MAIFpIpEC STACX APIS PROCS(l2,PROCESURII APIS ANNATS(l),3I
MRM SIF!IITISPS(12.ACCSSPALATSRS(2,.OTACK ARM LABIMLS(3),STACK APIS PRSCSCO;.ARNAYS A49IS RPMMSMSSPIS(1il

SUBSCRIPTS API S CALIPIECI I ARIRRI1TIC(1) ,PPICMAI ALS2 .EMOIT( I.ASI API SPICIAL41).
PROCISURIS APIS AIMUTS(l),ANSWIR APIS PON(3),CALLS APIS CSSR(12St(

MIASK S0O I P(l2,l)
MARIINST OUTPUT 3(l),AARAYS APIND RSSSI(.SSAIII APIS 0R(s),sl
-AStie STACK APIS LAORLS(S)hSI

"AlS CPIIS APIS ILOCIA(4),AP
042 READER 3(l).21

mcSogy GLOAL(12,IfpITIALISATIOPI(12.RIUSRM 3(6,61
RCCRAII MLORML( 2.IPITIALISATIOPI(12,MIASIR 112),414011 3(91.91
PICCMEK SEASiA ZCI2PIIADI 31101115
PICFLAM RLSSAL(1) , IItIALISAIPI(1)-lbt PIUiM (1I)ONIRAD 3(A).?;
MCII STACK(l2,REASER i(S2,RIASIR (2,3
MCISIRT REUSES l(I),REUSIM 33,.48
PIcits? LALII1,INITIALSSATIOPI(12,RMUSSR 2(A).1ESR M(),111V "CLOCK MIAII (MIISSM 3(2)151
RmeAKI IASIRJ 211I,MIAORR 3(22,31
4U PORVI *NADIR iT(II1ADEM 3(3),41
MCRSACE LSL1dITAIAIP(2RAE 1(3),RIASIR 3(2.1
PICITART EPITPI()PITAITIP1;2
CtIST ROUSER 201),41,460 3(3),Al
,,IO PRL1,PIILSS()SUM 2113),PIAIE 3W.2191
PNo MISM 1(2RAR ,ISR3SS



EDENTIPSUN OCCUNEN1CES 14 COMPILER OX04

MIDDIN SYNTAX 141),PROCIDURES AND AgAYlM(1)

SIN ACCUMULATXXSEAS'JA
"XNI AS4AYS AND EXSIXSSSNS3(2S.au
SXNussul SYNTAX 2(1S.AQNTSSETIC 00,2zl

N- EAD14 3529.I3
Nf5ASAYS AND EXPNEXSXONoS(AI,ASSIGNmilNT AmeS F

0
5(6),A.ST~pgTIC 1(41I,4

mpprom0 SYNTAX 2E11*ANSANN AND F05(1),2;
eOvp NASTY CODX(l),STAC% AND LAllLS(32,STACK AND P4OCS(l),SSADSE IWINSADN V11S.SSADIN 3(i).ASSTNNTIC III).

ASITHMITIC Z2),10
e:sVISTRING READER 2(2).NEAPSN 392).4:

ND SADENStZ)22AlNT*MNTIC 2(2).41
Nov SYNTAX 2(11.ANITASECTIC 2(19.2i

:SK SYNTAX 2(I),ASITNSETIC l(l9.29
S X STACK(l),ASNAYS AND EXPSSSSIONS(4).AssINNT AND f05(13.50 ANeD IFC1S,?3
wiLTICAL. SYNTAX 2(1),CAS.LS AND CSDE(IhlS

N ASTY CODICII.OUTPUT 3(9).DTACE AND LABILS(g),STACK AND PSOCSC2I.NEADIN 1(22,2

NAC ccLODAL(19NEADSN 5(1).CALLS AND CXDEM351
NAME STACK(13.XAT'UXT 3C13,CNAINS AND SLOCKS(l),STAeK AND PS@CS(Z).PSOCfDUSE CALLS(l9,XEADIN 342).

?SAS AD DATA(2)SX6ENS(4),TASLlS ANiD SPICIAL(l),PNOCIDASXS AND A44AYS(13,CALLS AND CO.11(1).17I
ASAY AN4XPESIN(SDASCSIPTS AND SCALINE(O).131

AN %UM SYNTAX T(22,TSACE AND STATAXSi),lI
PQA SYNTAX 2(tD,ASITNITIC 1(13.21
NIALINE OUTPUT 1(29,OATPUT 2(0,11101614 4W1.SEXSSNTSCIS.AI

NUA"P SYNTAX 1IC),SYNTAX Z(3).XDASXNTX(l),TABLES AND SPECIALES),P3
NPASCALE IIXCALEMII1;
NIAKS STACK AND LASELS(6),A3
bIx? STACK AND I.ABILSCAS,4;
NIPXTCA NASTY CODE(l),ASTPUT 1(Z).NEADSI 1(53)61
4 fXTpA4AA STACK AND PROCSISi,SYNTAX I1C$S9ESENTCY3PAOCEDUS AND ARSAVS(l),AX

NUXTPSET SYNTAX 1(4),PNOCEDURES AND ARPSXt51
NXYPTYPE PROCEDURE CALLlMY,SYNTAX 1M.21

N!SACC SYNTAX 2(1),CALLS AND CODIM1)2
NtSKOD SYNTAX 2(22,CALLS AND CODE(19,33
Nn ANALY E(3) 3'4nYAUTE4 SYNTAX I (2) .DDCLASATIlONS(1)S
-6ASSY READER Z(2),RDADER 4(2).4t
4 OBITS SYNTAX 1(33,SYNTAX Z(12,DECLARATIXNS(I2,SI
4IsS READER T1),READER 2(S2.ISKADXS 4M .SEADER 5(41.111

aNmNAME STACK AND PROCSCT3,SYNTAX 1(3S.SYNTAX 2E43.ARETSSXTIC CI),CALLS AND CXDXCSS.1ZI8
SNA READER 4(i3,XSASDE 5(2),31

Z MISO SYNTAX 1(13,STNTAX 2(i),TAILCS AND SPECIAL(l),38
NoTIST ANALYXXX(23,21
41.1190 GLXNAL(l9,SESCALE(43.ARSAYS ANS EXPRXSSIXNS(30,READES 212),EEADIS 3(3USEADER A(29,SEADERSM1),

TRACE AND STATUSCS).SKSENITS(3),DECLASATSXNS(52,TASLES AND SPECIAL(SS.PSXCEDASES AND ARSAYXC?.
ANSWER AND FORMT.CALLD AND CODEE2).S?I

NIIPSSXSCALE ALDBALC11.SESCALE(l),SEADEN 241),IIEADER 4(1),11ADSS SE?),ANSAER AND FpS(l3,123

SPRADES 1(ZS.2S
DC READER EiS,SSADER 5(1,ai
YCTALINAC SPA0IN Zc2i.RFADER S(t),S:

0 CTALNO SEADER 2(3),31
TCTLOOP OUTPUT T(2)SXSENTS(l),31
TIFFSE? ALSALCI2.ASRAYS AND EXPSESSIONS(l),DSXCEPASES AND ANRAYSCZ.41
OIUTTACK STACK AD LA&ELS(2) ,CAAINSAND SLOCKS(ll,DlAVAYSAD EXPSESSZONS19,ITRACE AND STATUS(i),PROCEDUNES AND APIAYSCIS,

AXITASETIC ''12.50 AND.I )''A5,CALS AN C0DE, R.10,
TIINTEXPR SYNTAX Z(1S.ARST4RXTIC IM1,21

0? 1 RADER i103.SIADIN 50)5.21

01 AWALYSDA2) 1 RADER 1510,ADES 45A),AEADER 592),22;
SIDSCALE ADCALPI W;

IDENTIFIER OCC~AECES IN COMPILER 20 44
nLDSP STACK AND LASELS(3h3;

I TUNRNIT SYNTAX 2(ThARITAYETIC 1(19,28
ANPYIY SYNTAX 1(ID,PROCDASS AND ARRAY(T3,21

* NLAS STACK AND LAIELS(SS,3;
* TUATACK STACK AND LABELSC23.CNAINS AND SLOCKS(l3.STACX AND PROCSCII.ARSAYS AND EXPEESSIONS( 5.PROCIOUNE CALLS(12,

I TRACE AND STATUS(l),DSE NTS(1). ANSWER AND PXS(I,CALLS AND CODE(1.Io:
114 (TI ANSTNMETXCEA).AS
C-0 OPERATE SUBSCRIPTS AND SCALINGCI),ASITIISETIC 1(45,35

OS SADES 5(2).2;
TCT SYNTAX T1S.TEACI AND XTATUS(l),i;

TPSYNTAX ZS1S,ARITSSETIC l(tS.2s

Cy OlT OUTPUT i(3),OUTPUT 2(2),51
() ~ i I OUTPUT 2525,OUTPUT 3(1)13.

nu~i14CS OU3TPUT 2(i3,TABLES AND SPECIAL(S2,PROCEDURES AND ASSAY(ZS,AI
n YIT24 OUTPUT 2U3),STACK AND0 PROCSCIS,41

3 IUT2NCX OUTPUT Z(1S,XATPUT 3(2).ASSIGNSXENT AND FOS(2),AILES AND SPECIALQ9).PAXCIDDAS AND ASSAYSEI),~ £00S AND 31(15,55
*. OTj?2? OUTPUT 3M22CRAIN11 AND BLOCESMI2ASSIGNMENT AND FXRM15SEGMENTX(19PROED S ANN ASSAYS(l).

00- D AND II(12,CALLS AND CODEI9i,91
OUY OUTPUT 2

1
S),OUTOVI 3(2).1YACX SND LASELXI2).CNAINS AND 11LXCKSCZ),ASSSSNNENT AND FXN(j).SEESSNTS(A3,

F,4DCLARATI0NS(TS.DX AND I(I125
2

-4OUTYAS OUTPUT 1(?S.OATPAT 2CT3,EADEN i4(13,9;
O'Tj CHAINS AND *LOCKS(i),SYNTAX 1(12,TSSCE AND STATAS(2).ANSAEE AND PoA(15,CALLS AND CoDE(l).?X

*~OUT CODE SYNTAX l(l),CALLS AND0 CXDEI.21Ell 'j IS~ON EUITZ1.UPT33 TAC AN LANDLSM-SCMAINS AND NLOCKS(jlASXTSS9,DO AND SPEI9.1?i
A-Ae. YTHEY ALSSALETSUTPAT T512OUTPAT 2(21,41

ftUT5 OUTPUT 3(4S.CHAIN ANDO DLXCED11D,ASXTAPETICC1SASSISNSSNT AND PA554),TSACE AND ST5TUSM1.PSSCSNAS ANN ARNATS(S).
OTRST ANITRSXTIC 10)9, STRS IC 15, NS AND FXN(T3,bX AND 31(33,21,
Oposy SYNTAX 1(i3,TASLES AND SPECIALCI;,Z;

-1 XUTPRSTD STACK AND PSXCS(l),TABLES AND SPECIAL(l),31
oUTUJ CKAtNS AND GLXCKSSZ2,PSXCEDURS AND ARRAYSMIDX AND S1 .CALLS AND CSEEC 1S

tn ollTACX'ST OUTPUT 3(2),AAIIAYS AND EXPISSIXN$(l ).SUBSCRIPTS AND SCALING(YM.ASSINMENT AND 00SKi).DX AND SISAS
- ~ ~ CUTXORN OUTPUT 3C25,ACCUSAlATI S,1)CS-AlSN AN SLICKSE12.ARPAYS AND EXSSSXD .DSSCRSPTIS AND. SCA1140(a).

24All$ 6N0ENT ND RD(6).TSCa AND STATOS(TS.PRXCEDUSES AND ARRAYS1.SANIC (D, NDSE.
CALLS AND CODSEI3,2?;

TYSAS LOBALCI 2,ASSAYD AND EXPNESISIONSEIS DelASTOS2 POSUE N NAXO
OVSA LOSALCI S,AROAS AND ESPSESSIXNSCIk 3IALISATSXNEI 2,DECLASATIONISC49,PSECSDANES AND ARRATSE1S .EX

TYPSAPI SYNTAX l(l2,DXCLASATSXNSM1.2
1

OvISON SYNTAX 1012,DICLASATSXNS(15.21
DSYSTIST SYNTAX 1015,TSACE ANS STATAS(t),219J SEADS* 5(2),Z;
:w PDECCLANATIONE(52.PIOCIIU'tl A A S2201

ACSTACEETS.STACI AN POSASC SDUSE ICALLS(lSSSSSSNTSCI).PSSCEXXSES ANO 4ATY IS.CALLS AND C401KDD.ill
PARANMCLUSS PASNCIXUNS CALLSCII,31

PASANDECS 6LO&ALCI2.PSXCSDAAES AND ANNAYSM2.31
.USASTo GLOBAL(l1hSTACE AND PSSCS),61

AASAPTS2 6LOSAL
5
I5,$T ACK AN PSCSS9TANLE AND SPSASA 71

PANRANSPIC ITACKCI2),ST ACE AND PRXoC(j5,PSSClSDARE. CALplSCADCALLS AND COOECS2.11
5

PASAPTAN SYNTAX T523,TAILSS ASSO SPECSALAISI,....
PARTIN? SYNTAX 1EZDSYNTAX 20Y), EL ASAN S(;. A
PASYSASS STACKM1.5ATPUT S(1),STACK AND PRXOCS(E,APQAYS AND XPSXNSSSACSTSAN& SCALIN14sE.

ASSTSSTC(3,AS2ANSNTAND PSSES.PSECEDASSl CALLSE12,ANITSSST2C 1(4N2,STSRETSC 2M.4,A11010 AND PORM.)
DO AND M0(4,381

PC" S
T
AC~(lS,S

1
A(K AND LAXELIMISTRACE AND STATIJSMS16"tSNTIM-)131

ApoSS ACCANIULATORSEI),SSSSCNIPTS AND gCALI I12ASSYSSS1TIC1.ASS1TOSTIC 2(41,00 AND 111(j).91

PIfC ASSAYS AND IXPAS$IEONS41SUGSCNSPTS AND SAN(9ASSSTCSSSNETAND 155E19.PI@CESURI CALIM.
ASIRSETIC WC 2ARITHMSTIC 8(92,ANAWSS AN PES(25,CALLS AND C061(2),191

PLUBSUS DYNTAX (1,TAX243),ATSEC a (SA
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.m. LOBAL41I,PNSCEDURE CALLS(93,CALLS AND CODIT?)IF1
EDNEERTWC ANITHOETIC(lANSTANMIIC 2(B),91

Pt EADEN iEl1,RIADIA 4(1),11
PNEEACC S LONA L( 0,ACCUMULA TOS(2) SUOSCA I TS ANO ISCALI NG(A ,AEAN T IIC Q) PADCIDU41 CAL.LS Q),AN ITONEYTII 11(3).

ARITHMETIC 2(11.ANSANI AND FOA(2),CALLS AND CADEE2),191
PlNSETOK 4LOIALEII ,STACK AMiD PROCEIl)II NITIALISATION(11 ,DECLADATSONS(L1 ,S;
PNNSETSTNIS SYNITAX lti),TABLES AND SPDCIAL(11,21
PRINTADD OUTPUT 1111,SATPUT 3(1),CMAINS AND SLOCES2I,#STACK AND PDSCS(11,5ESDDNID(1,A

1
DEINYDuEP OUTPUT 1(2bSOUTDUT 2(2)141
plot OUTPUT 3(2).CDAINS AmmD BLOCKS(21,NOCIDURIS AND ADDNYS(2l.A
PROCCNASN GLOIALI11,STACK AND PPOCS0ll,NAOCIDUkFS AND ANNAYS(1l*5;
PROCEDURE DEFINITIDNSM1),NOCDDUAD CALLS(31,PNOCEDUNES AND ARAYS(l),CALLS AND CODA(1),A
9110CEIETRY SYNTAX 1(2).PNOCEDURES AND AEDAYS(l),);

N emeePim GLOIIALI1,STACE AND PDSCSS3),SE6MENTS(1lPDtOCEDURES AND ADDAYS(I.)ANSADD AND FPONUI,17;
PlOeSTACK STACK AND PRSCS011PRDCDURIS AND ARAAYX(?l.3m
FROWSNING 6LANAL(1).CANS AND BLOCKS(lI.SYACK AND PADCS(1),PROCID~URS AND AMRAYS(A1,9;
PRXCTRACE SYNTAX Z2M.TRACE AND STATUSM.),;

6A LOBAL(l),PRCIDURE CALLS(ZI),CALLS AND CODE(4),ZAI
PTGLOBAL0 ),OUTPUT'3(4),STACK AND LASELS((S)CHAINS AND BLOCKS(6),ASSIGNMINT AND F00011ANSWEE AND F043),

PUNC STCLOAN LSELS5)SAC NDPRCD;,NRY A:X EXNDDSSXNS(Si.:E6:ENT:(IA),TANLES AND DNDCIAL(1Q).AT

READER 1(11,46ADIN 401,21

H AITI COXD(4),111AD1A 1131,1;
RAISE ,SYN.TAX. 2 c ......TANTIC 20ID.21
READ READER 1(2),4EAffN 3(6lNEADDD AEY),MEADER S(3),12;
READER SYNTAX 1(1),READDA 10)1,21
*FADS DEADEN 1(41,4;
RFADT1 READER 1(i),DEADER Z(2

1
,DDADER 4(1; ,DEADER 5(35,?;

RFADT2 READER 1(3),DEADEN 2(51,DDADEN SCS1.DEADFD 4(D),READDD 5),$.30
DEANTAPE NASTY CODE(11,MEADEP 10),.2;
DECAS DEADER 1111,NDAD94 4(2),3;
DEE OUTPUT 3cS),ACCUMULATSDS(2A),STACK AND LABELS(2).CNASNS AN) DLSCKS(4),ANRAYS AND 1XPNDDSIOSS

1
N):

* SUBSCRIPTS AND SCALING(14),ADETAADTIC(
1
2, ,XEANDNTS(A)iA;

DELADO SYNTAX 2(i),CALLS AND CUDE(1l)2;
RELATION SYNTAX I(11,00 AND I()Z
DEIDE GLONAL(1),RDADED 4M.00O AND IE(P),15;
DENT ANNLYSED(?1,AEADEN 1(2),91
DESCALE REDCALE(2),ANNAYS AND DXPRESSIONS(1)ASSIGNNANT AND ESA(l),41*
DEVCHAIN CHAINS AND BLDCKS(I),TNACE AND STAIUS(S),PNDCDDUNDS AND ARNAYS(2)A"SAER AND EDNICALLS AND C0011)11A
REVeJ CHAINS AND NIOCKS(T1.TNACE AND STATUS(S.4;
RN ULODAL(1),ACCUSAULATADS(4).STACK AND PROCS(2A2,SUBSCRIPTS AND DCALSNOG(3DIADSSNNNTSC(ZS),ADSSNNENT -- 00006.

PROCEDURE CALLS(2A1,SEGMNENTS(3),YECLAEATIONS(YD),ADSTNNDTIC 1(20) ,AaITDPETIC a(ay1,ANtsuDE ANY DoNISA).
D0 AND IE(16),CALLS ANX CODD(16),265;

RNACC ACCUDOU(ATORS(TI,SUDSCDSPTD AND SCALIND(4),ANITAAETIC(51,ADITDNETSC 2011.00 AND IE~iIIA
ASNITS SYNTAX 2(1i,ARITHMETIC 10)1,21
DADETEST PDOCEDUDE CALLDI),SYNTAX 101.21
Dl) DEADEN 1(dI,NEADER 4011,?-

:TA SLOBALEi1,ASSIGONNENT AND EXD(4),ANSAER AND EXN(21,DO AND IE(Z1,9;
NTL ALOBAL(11,ANSWEN AND EORM3,DO AND SE3),?:

5NASTY CODE(3),CUTPUT 1(41,C"AINS AND NLOCKS(Z),SUGSCNSETS AND SCALINDAAI),PAOCEDU41 CALLSMI
DEADEN 1(9),DEADER 2(2),TDACA AND STATUS(2),ANSTHMETIC l(Zl,ADITNNDT1C 2(4),00 AD ID(Nl.AD

XX CHAINS AND BLOCKS(41,TRACE AND STAVUXCZlDO AND 1E(i01,1A;
31 NAST CODE(11,CANS AND DLDCES(IRACE AND STATUS( .,D AND IE(51A;

* 52 NASTY CODE(1,CANS AND NLOCKS(2),TNACE AND STATUS(2I,00 AND 11(4),91

IDENTIFIER OCCADENCUS IN CONPILER 20 4
S1 CHAINS AND BLOCKS(Z),TNACE AND STATUS(2),0O AND IE(21,A;
S. CHAINE AND SLOCKSE2),TNACE AND STATUS(a),00 AND EI.,
Is DO AND IE(S),S,
qC READDR 1(11,NDADDD 30)1,21
SCALE ARRAYS AND EXPRESSIONS(8),ADITNMETIC T(I1),AAITHMNT1C 2(26),45;
SCALECON AESCALEC1

1
,SYNTNX 1(1),SYNTAX 2(11,TABLES AND SDDCIAL(2

1 ,$;
SCALEFIND SLOSAL(i),ARRAYS AND EXPENSSIONS(1 ),ASITNAETIC(, U,PDOCEXDNR CALLS(S) ,ANIINMEIIC (S),ADDTwDETIC 2(j).

ANSWER AND EON(S),CALLS AND CDDE(2).15i
SCALENUD ARRAYS AND DSNAESSIOm.S121,SUOSCDIPTS AND SCALImG1Tl,ADTATSC(3),EYDCNDANE CALLS(11.ANSNNN AND EON(ilS;
SCALETEND SYNTAX 1(11,SYTAX 2(3),AAIT"DDTIC 1T1),S;
SCALETEST SUBSCRIPTS AND SCALING(11,APITNMDTIC 1(1).ADITAHDTIC 2(2),4;
SCAN PROCEDURES AND ADNATS(31,XI
4CANLAN STACK AND LAgELS(2),SE6DENTS(11,);
IELANTA AD(TAAET?C(TI),SYNTAX 20)1.2;
DENICOD DEADEN 2(1),DDADEA S(S),DXADEE 4M1,5;
SENSE OUTPUT 3(21,21
DETANS SYNTAX 2(1).ANSWEN AND EDAII,2;
SETASS ADITANETICCI I,STNTAD 1(11,Z:

NSETCHAINTOETA STACK AND LAAELS(S),CAAINS AND SLXCKSII),ENXOCIDUOIS AND ARRAYSCTI,D6 AND IPSO),71
sEYSUE CHAINS AND BLCSCE(2),STACE AND DOCS (1),TRACD AND STATUS(11,SEXDENTS(11,NNXCEDANES AND ANNAYDIII,

ANSWER AND FOR(2).CALS AD C IEST
SETLAD SYNTAX Z(1ITNACD AND STATASII

1
,2:

SETLANEL STACK AND LABELS(1),TRACE AND STATUS(11,SEGNANTSYi),PDOCDANS AND ARNAYD(i).41
STL9 SYNTAX 1(S),NNCEDADES AND ANNATS(1l,21
SETLEVEL SYNTAX 2(Sl,TNACE AND STATUS(l),Z;
SEYLMAD STACK AND PDSCS(S),ANEATS AND EDNDDSSIDNS(1),NDOCEDUDN CALLXIY).ARITMMETIC it(110D END0 lE(i),

CALLS AND CODEM,11;
SPTLIEXAX SYNTAX 1(31,NDACNDANDX AND ARRAYSII),48
SFTLIEYAI SYNTAX 1(11 SISDENT() .2;
SETNEX SYNTAX 2011,00 AND IE(l1,21
SETNO SYNTAX 1(2),TDACE AND STATUE(1,3;

- SNPANAMS SYNTAX IEIM,4ACEDUDES AND ARNAYS(l1,2,
SETPDEE SYNTAX 20YIANTHMETIC 1011,21
SETAT ADSIGNNENT ANDo ESD(11.ANSAEN AND EONS2),31
APTSDIET SYNTAX 2E11,ADITMMETIC 1011,21
IETTEN SYNTAX 1EII,SYNTAX 2(11,TRACE AND STATAS(1l,j
qPSTTEsT SYNTAX 10),TNACI AND STATASM1,21

IEU SYNTAX 1(1l,EDOCEDADEX AND ANNAYS(Il,2i
SETUENDOC PROCEDURE CALLSM1,SyNTAx 2(1),21 l

SETUPSUE SYNTAX l(i),ADITMNETIC 1(15,21
SNTES SYNTAX (6I,SYNTAS 2(3),TRACI AND STATUS(l

5
1D

00AN# S TA CK (I A N A YS AN D EX PRESS I NS (l ),A RI TNET I~ (SI,AN IT N ET C d (Z , ? :

1.59? AAT AND IPE S d),ASSIGNMENT AND EOREIXI,221
SEPT DEADEN: 1(11AI-T127)9

SENELIASS SYNTAX 2(11,ANEDEN AND ESN(Sl,2;
Dirl STACK AND LAEDLS(IM,AJ
DEEP STACK AND LADEILIM2,2;
SEIPCHASN ALOIALMS,CNAIRS AND NLSCES(S1,ASS16NMENT AND0 FORM lTDACE AND STATASCS1,ANISDED AND ESEIZI,

D0 ANN IN(21CALLS AND CODE(l1,141
191INSTA SYNTAX 10 11DCLARATIXNSMI,2E
1. NEADENI 1(1ADED 3(01,ADDA 4(j),91 -

lpfCCOm SYNTAX MW1,AILES AND SPICIALM l51
q9IeLAI SYNTAX I,TADLED AND &$:CIALEI);3

Iplche ST1TAN141l,TAILEE AN S'CSAL(l,81
11RL SYNTAX 1(lAIDLE AND MCIALM.11,

ASfT114 OTPAT S(Yl.YNTAX IMllDICLARATIONSM1lTAELDD AND SPECSALM1,PROCEDURES ANDI ARDATSMY.31
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SPIEL ST1Ci.OIPT3(2,?C AND PCS3AS AYA AiSSPIIISd3AS . T ANS pORC?3.pNOCSSUdS CALLSM3,

Si STAX 1(i),ANALYIII(2),TRACI AND ITATSS(S3,S0 AND1(3,5
IL IVSTAM 11(11 ::AALSS(UN,

SPTN SYSTA 7 ::1AALSSE( 1,1
RE SAh 90 ofSSA 3(1),Zs

ITSAIOSAL(I).OUTPUT 2(2),OUISUT 3(Z),CHAINS ASS SLOCKI(Z),ASSIASMENI ASS FORM.3TASLES AND SPECIAL(?),

PROCSSUSEI ASS ASSASC3,S ASS "E(1).0 'l(h3TC N NSIBIDR10.1AI )
SAK SIR C (A)!.ASTI COSE( ),ACCUSULAIOSIC33,STACEI5 A IIA.TC g SC()SAS (3SAE ()

REAS0EN 3(73.ARIT--l T C I(3AISSI 2(3CALL AS Co S1111 , 3 T

,;"TCCECK STACK AND LASILS(S).3;
SIACKESPI ARSAYS AND EXPRESSSOSCI,SYSTAX lC13.STSTAX 2C13,ARITSSETIC1(,5
I TACKFINISM DEFINITIOSI) ,COSAISS ANS SLOCKSKI , IITIALISATION(1),11;
%TACKPOINTER GICIAL1 );STACl ASS ~lLASlS(?).SITACXK AS pSCIJ) l.IPTS ASS ICALING(I),PSSCESUAI CALLS(S)

INITIAL ITOC)ATNTC 1 3 ,CLL ASIAI1,S
STS?(KSTANT ". I .ITIOS(1*INITIA LISATIO( 3 0il,SEASEl ())
, 'A., STACK AND LABELS(6),AISAVS A..'S .. EUIS I.C3,
q A*TDEC SYNTAS 1 (2) .DiCLARATIONS(l) .31
STARTFOS SYNTAX 2(i),ASSS ASS FORM1,Z:
lSTlYSA CSA,,IS ASS S.LOCES(1),IASESOTSI23,I*SCKSASS ASS ARRAYS(l).43

SATU ALPU (... ISIILSTS(3,SLSS
1
,

9? AT us ILSSAL( 3,CSAliSS ARID BLOCKS(21.SACK ASS PNOCI(23,T9ACE ANS 5A105131,SS96ENS(l3,
PNOCASASIS ASS ARRAVS(A3,ASSS ASS fOI(2),DO ASS0 IS(0),EZ;

STATUSCSECK CHAINS AN. SLOCKS(l).SYSiTAX 1(23,SYSIAX 2(S),?ItACe ASS STATUS(i3,ASSE AN* P05(13.50 ASS 39(43,163
qTATUSCASE CHAINS ANS OLCES13,SYSAUk l(Z),'SIAll ASS STuIUSCI3,Ai

ITS STCK(l).SASSCRIPTS ASS SCALISA(13.ASIISPETIC(53,ASSIGSAEST ASS FOR(II.PROCESURI CALLS(A)

P9ONT N M11OCS U 21 ASS AISAYS(1):.ASIT "MSI C~ 1(Z3,AS(TSSETIC 2?112I.PSSCE ASSlPOI(3).2?I

SYSO UTPkUT Z01 1SECALI(I3l) C ASSLASlELS(l3.CAAI I AS "LC:::I AKAS SCS2,SCEAECAl()

'6PET2 , EC LA'A T3S1 ... 'TA LS ASS 0 ECIAL(23 ,PROCISIS ASS ARRAYS(l),ARIYSSEIC III)3,
AN.. '' . 10*5 -3o~C~ I A SS CSS(3),Z53

STO wEAWAY ISSIG%"pEk ANS POS(23,ANSSER AmeS Folk(i,4l

I'D IPZERS SYSTAS 21i),ASSAES ASS PUS(13.,;
11(6 STACS(1).O TUT , ,.IOUTP U, "(I2),CSAINS AND BLOC(S(4),STAC( AND PRSCIM(33.SESSES(a).
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